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FOREWORD

The purpose of the Getty Center for Education

in the Arts' third seminar on the develop-

ment of discipline-based art education (DBAE)

theory was to enable art teachers, academic art

educators, general classroom teachers, museum

educators, artists, art historians, critics, and aes-

theticiansand the Center's staffto discuss
points of view pertaining to cultural diversity and

DBAE. The objective of these discussions was to

contribute to the evolving theory and practice

of DBAE.

DIME and Cultural Diver-Ally took place in a

context larger than DBAE. howeverit took

place in the context of cultural diversity and its

impact on society. The classic image of America

as a melting pot, where differences of race,

wealth, religion, and nationality are submerged.

is being challenged. The idea of assimilation into

the mainstream is giving ground to the recogni-

tion of ethnicity and diversity.

This upsurge in ethnic awareness and

diversity is having some healthy consequences,

including long overdue recognition of the

achievements of women, African Americans,

Indians, Latinos, Asians, lesbians, and gays.

Unquestionably, America's population is becom-

ing more heterogeneous and will continue to do

so. It has been predicted that by the year 2000,

34 percent of children under the age of eighteen

will be African American, Latino, Asian, or mem-

hers of another minority. By the year 2010 this

proportion will rise, and today's minority chil-

dren will become the majority in California, New

York, Texas, and Florida.

A fundamental issue accompanying these

realities is how such a highly differentiated society

will hold itself together. Can the arts play a role by

providing a common ground that transforms cul-

tural differences? Can arts education demonstrate

that diversity need not divide? Can it demonstrate

that plurality can be a benefit and not a burden?

Can education in and through the arts make a

contribution to building mutual respect, under-

standing, and tolerance? And. can the conceptual

approach to teaching art, known as discipline-

based art education, make a contribution?

We believe that it can. We believe that DBAE

has the capacity to embrace works of art from dif-

ferent cultures and to embrace diverse forms of

aesthetic perception and valuing. Through semi-

nars such as DIME and Cultural Diversity, we had

the opportunity to discuss how DBAE can

embrace cultural diversity more effectively.

One of the Center's expectations for this

seminar was that it would contribute to the

evolution of DBAE theory and practice. The

participants also had expectations. Ur Iversity

and college faculty, for example, can looking

'Or a broader and clearer understanding of

multiculturalism as it applies to the theoretical

7



underpinnings of 1)BAE. Some participants were

anxious to explore what criteria to use when decid-

ing what to leave out of the curricula and what to

leave in. Many in higher education also hoped to

find ideas that could be applied to teacher educa-

tion programs and to ongoing research.

Some art teachers wanted to learn how

issues of cultural diversity are expected to impact

the art disciplines, while others looked for practi-

cal strategies for fielding questions from students

in ways that reflect cultural awareness and sensi-

tivity. Still others sought of introducing

students to new production techniques without

trivializing them through decontextualization.

General classroom teachers looked for

more infbrmation on instructional resources on

works of art from non-Western cultures so that

they could expand their teaching in art, as well

as in reading, history, and social studies. Other

teachers wanted to know how to balance the com-

peting interests of various cultures with the

attraction of a single American culture with

shared values and traditions.

Museum educators were interested in learn-

ing how university and school educators were

Vi FOREWORD

thinking about diversity issues. They wanted to

know if these educators have fbund effective ped-

agogical approaches to introducing new ways of

thinking about culture that might he relevant to

their own work in museums.

Clearly, the expectations that participants

brought to this three-day convocation were var-

ied. Realistically, not all of them could he

addressed to everyone's satisfaction. We antici-

pated that over the seminar's three days there

would be more questions asked than answered.

We hoped, however, that those who attended the

conference and those who read the proceedings

will have been more intellectually provoked than

satisfied. If this has happened, the seminar will

have been a success and will have achieved its

purpose; namely, to have served as a catalyst for

stimulating thinking and discussion of how DBAE

can more effectively embrace cultural diversity

and the many cultural traditions that comprise

the worlds of art.

I_e flans Lattin Duke

Director

Getty Center for Education in the Arts



INTRODUCTION

In August 199. the Getty Center for Eciticati , 1

in the Arts convened its third issues seminar lin.

the theoretical development of discipline -based

art education (1)11.1E1 in Austin, Texas. 1)evoted

to the topic of 1)13AE anti 'cultural diversity, the

seminar was designed to provide an opportunity

I u il Wiled al IdiVIICe of CCIIICat Ors A Ilti

rt.sra idlers knowledgeable about and engaged

with !it: to critically examine and reflect upon

the issues of cultural diversity its they pertain to

ev( dying DIME theory and practice. To achieve

this purpose, 1)11..1E and ()alum! 1)ivervityvas

structured around five basic themes:

1. perspectives on cultural diversity in

education;

2. perspectives on DBAE and cultural

diversitr,

3. the cliCct orcultural diversity upon

practices in art history., aesthetics, criticism.

and art making;

4. experiences in other disciplines that affect

1)13AF; and

5. implicatiot is fiir evolving INIAE practice.

As a \city of stimulating further discussion,

several affinity group breakout sessions facilitated

by participants representing museum education,

teacher education, art education, administration,

and supervision were held various points

throughout the seminar. A resource center fea-

turing multicultural art education videos, films,

slides, posters. and books was open throughout

the seminar (a listing of these resources appears

at the end oldie hook). Finally, the Center's staff

selected videos on various aspects of cultural

diversity were aired on the conference center's

closed-circuit television fin participants to view at

their leisure.

THE ISSUES SEMINARS SERIES

The Center supports five program areas in its

commitment to development of DIME theory

and the implementation of DIME: advocacy, pro-

fessional development, theory development,

curriculum development, and demonstration

programs. The philosophical basis of the theory

development program area is that the theoretical

underpinnings of DIME need to evolve continu-

ously to provide a strong foundation Mr profes-

sional development. classroom practice,

assessment, and research. One of the ways the

Center has supported theoretical development

has been through the sponsorship of Issues semi-

nars or forums fbr presenting information. ideas,

and new perspectives as they apply to DIME

research and teaching.

In May 1987, the Center sponsored its first

seminar, Issues in Discipline-Based Arf Educatimi:

9 vii



Strengthening the Stance, Extending the Horizons.

Thirty-seven art educators met in Cincinnati for

three days to present and respond to papers

structured around several basic issues:

1. child development and the cognitive styles

children use when learning,

2. art and its societal role, and

3. art education curriculum refOrm.

Proceedings summarising the reactions and rec-

ommendations of Issues I participants were pub-

lished in 1988.

The Center's second issues seminar, Inherit-

ing the Theory: New Prices and Multiple Perspectives

on DBAE, was held in May 1989. More than 130

art educators spent three days in Austin present-

ing and responding to papers structured around

five basic issues or, as the Issues it Planning Com-

mittee termed them, "triangulation" sessions.

This approach allowed for three different per-

spectives on each of the following topics:

1. the integration of art history;

2. the role of aesthetics and criticism in the

creation of new works of all:

3. DBAE teaching effectiveness, evaluation,

and cognition;

viii INTRODUCTION

4. philosophy and aesthetics; and

5. DBAE and the concerns of multicultural

education.

The proceedings from Inheriting the Theory were

made available in 1990.

DBAE AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY

As has been the case with previous seminars, at

least two years before DBAE and Cultural Diversity,

the Center's staff began an extensive preparation

process. Because the Issues seminars fall under

our program area of theory development, we felt

it essential for our preparation to include an

examination of the theoretical basis of cultural

diversity and multicultural art education. This

examination included the following activities:

1. Developing a bibliography of scholarly articles,

news articles, books, and resources on multicul-

tural art education for the Center's program

staff. This bibliography includes philosophical,

sociological, and legal writings as well as those

pertaining to practical applications in K-12 and

higher education.

2. Convening six day-long orientation meetings

for staff on multicultural art education issues

with art educators, scholars, policy makers, and

teachers, who were commissioned to write

10



briefing papers. Many of these authors became

Issues In speakers. Otherssuch as James Sears,

Department of Educational Leadership mid

Policies, University of South Carolina; Minas

Miranda, Bilingual Education and Equity, Con-

necticut State Department of Education: Howard

Simmons, Middle States Commission on Higher

Education; and Brenda IVelburn, National Asso-

ciation of State Boards of Educationare

recognized for their expertise in multicultural

education issues.

3. Visiting a group of mid-Atlantic schools

identified by their mission statements as either

being multicultural or having art programs

designed to meet the needs of culturally diverse

student bodies through a DBAE approach. This

tour revealed a wide range of multicultural

instructional strategies. e.g., human relations,

social reconstruction, bicultural/cross-cultural

analysis, value-free education, collaborative

learning, and monocultural approaches.

4. Sponsoring a round table devoted to the topic

of DBAE and cultural diversity with educators and

representatives of community arts organizations

from the greater Miami area. The purpose of this

round table was to hear how diversity has

changed the nature of their jobs and their inter-

action with one another.

The other activities we undertook to pre-

pare fOr Issues in included a survey of multicul-

tural instructional strategies used in our own

regional staff development institutes. The

authors of "DBAE: Becoming Students of Art"

(Clark, Day, and Greer. 19K7), one of the influen-

tial and defining monographs for DBAE, were

surveyed to identify issues and/or themes they

felt essential to he covered at Issues m. A similar

survey was taken of our own program staff. The

results of these surveys and activities, vetted over

a period of two yeas with the Center's Advisors'

Committee and the Issues fit Advisors' Commit-

tee, enabled us to identify the seminar's audience

and to structure a program we felt would elicit

ideas essential to understanding the complexity

of topics related to cultural diversity and DBAE.

Many concepts and ideas emerged from

Issues th. In the discussions of how cultural diver-

sity has affected the practice of DBAE, the follow-

ing themes consistently emerged: the need fiw

individuals to examine their own biases, atti-

tudes, and/or sensitivities and the need to make

theory, language, and terminology both relevant

and accessible to the realities of everyday prac-

tice. This process of self-examination was seen as

being particularly significant to art museums,

where the effects of cultural diversity upon art

history, aesthetics, art criticism, and art making

1 1 INTRODUCTION ix



have been. in some instances, more readily seen

than in the classiun.
In general, participants felt all institutions

need to establish concrete goals for change and

that such changes should represent a diversity

of values and aesthetic persuasions as well as

address issues of cultural ethos in underlying

value systems and power bases. As disseminators

of art education. schools, universities, and muse-

ums have the ability to expand the "canon" and

sponsor new modes of art education. With regard

to an expanded role for teachers of art in theory

development. nu st participants felt greater col-

laboration was essential 10 develop theories that

adequately embraced issues of cultural diversity

at the local level and 10 address the needs of vari-

x INTRODUCTION

ous learning styles. In short. the need to create

solidarity as well as solidify relationships. both

inside and outside the disciplines, was a consis-

tent Issues in theme.

We are deeply indebted to the I at) Issues ill

participants and speakers. each of whom so will-

ingl shared their ideas and opinions with us (lur-

ing the seminar. I am particularly grateful to the

(;ettv Center for Education in the Arts staff, as

well as the Issues III Seminar Advisory Committee.

Without their support and guidance, !MAE arid

Cu Mind Divervity would not have been possible.

Thimdiwee Michael Kendall

Program Officer

Getty Center for Education in the Arts

12
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INTRODUCTION

11.11.ANI LATTIN DUKE

Director

Getty Center fin. Education in the Arts

Following remarks that appear in this volume

as the "Foreword," Lei lani Lattin Duke noted

that it was a pleasure to see so many old faces

from the Center's Issues I and II seminars and so

1111111N' new faces. She explained that it was a spe-

cial pleasure to welcome all of the participants

and introduced the speakers for the first plenary

session.

Bernice Johnson Reagon is a specialist in

African American oral performance traditions.

She founded. and currently serves as the artistic

director of Sweet Honey in the Rock, an interna-

tionall acclaimed African American women's

a capella quintet, whose repertory focuses on

African American song and singing traditions.

Dr. Reagon is curator in the Division of Commu-

nity Life in the Smithsonian's National Museum

of American History. Her latest hook is Well

I "ndentand it Better By and By: Pioneering Africa

American Gospel Composers.

Carl Grant is a prolific contributor to multi-

c t 'hula' education and teacher education, haying

aiitliored some thirteen books and monographs

1 /in 1 I WM' subjects. In 1982 and 1983 he studied

multictiltinal education in England as a Fulbright

Fellow, and in 1990 he was named one of the top

leaders in teacher education by the Association

of Teacher Educators. As a fact!Ity member at the

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Dr. Grant

continues his scholarship and teaching in the

Department of Curriculum and Instruction and

also in the Department of African American

Studies. He has coauthored several books with

Christine Sleeter, including Alaking Choies Jiff

lfrrhicnllrrral Ed ilea lion After the School Bell Rings,

and Thrili n( On Learning.

Christine Sleeter is the Director of the Eth-

nic Studies Center and Professor of Teacher Edu-

cation at the University of Wisconsin's Parkside

Campus in Kenosha. Her most recent books

include Empowerment through Multicultural Educa-

tion and Keepers of the American Dream. In addition

to the books she has coauthored with Dr. Grant,

she contributes regular articles to the Harvard

Educational Review, Teachers College Record, and Phi

Della Kappan. She is currently editing a series of

books for the State University of New York enti-

tled "Social Context of Education."

Rachel Mason is currently head of the Cen-

tre for Postgraduate Teacher Education at Leices-

ter Polytechnic in England, where she supervises

postgraduate research. Her major research inter-

ests are in the areas of multicultural education

and ethnographic approaches to the study t)I the

arts in culture. Dr. Mason is the author of ,Arl hiti

cation and Ahilticulturalis

15
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"Art and NIulticultural Education: The New

Ethnicity in the U.K." has been translated into

four languages. Dr. Mason is ctirrently vice presi-

dent of the International Society for Education

through Art.

Ellen Dissanayake is the author of two

books, Mal Is Art For?and Honto atItheticus: lihere

4 ft-ILAN! LArrit, DUKE

Art Comes From and Why. Ms. Dissanayake's multi-

cultural perspective and interest in the develop-

ment of-the arts in human societies grew out of

her experiences living in Sri Lanka, Papua New

Guinea, and Nigeria for fifteen years. She will

continue research in Sri Lanka on a Fulbright

lecturing/research award.

16



OPENING REMARKS

RI text( :F.jouNsoN RF.Atax

Curator

1)ivision olComintnity Life

National NIuseitin of American History

Smithsonian Institution

NVashington, D,C.,

Aher singing her own interpretation of

( :Italics Wesley's hymn, "Father, I Stretch

My II a1(1nd to Thee," Bernice Johnson Reagon

begin i her opening address by recalling her early

experience in an African-American Southern

Baptist congregation that was fascinated with the

hymns of the Wesley Brothers. Charles and John.

From the United Methodist Hymnal. Reagon

read John Wesley's 1761 instructions to those who

would sing his hymns: "sing them exactly as they

are printed here without altering then: or mend-

ing them at all. And if von have learned them

otherwise. unlearn them as soon as you can."

Another of Wesley's injunctions that she

departed from included his it Astence on singing

modestly, not above or ahead of' the other voices.

But the third and seventh instructions revealed

to Reagon that she and Wesley shared a similar

viewpoint: "sing lustily and with courage." and

"above all. sing spiritually."

Reagon nr-e( that by virtue of her identity,

she has been fol o he multicultnral. African

Americans, in fact, .1,1r tried both the African

and European repertory to develop unique

expressions that would be unrecognizable to

their predecessors: "It is no longer the same

language, no longer the same song." The

knowledge that one own versions of things.

including her version of Wesley's hymn. are right

and valid must be "held within your person,

within your classroom, within your life, and

within your culture."

Because of its diversity. the United States of

America demands that we all face this challenge.

Reagon cited Herman Melville. who wrote:

1 7

There is something in the contemplation of

the mode in which America has been set-

tled. that in a noble breast should lit-Yet.

extinguish the prejudices of national dis-

likes. Settled by the peoples of all nations.

alt nations may claim her kw their own. N'ou

cannot soill a drop of American blood with-

out spilling the blood of the whole world ...

our currents of blood is as the flood of the

Amazon, made up of a thousand noble cur-

rents, all pouring into one. We are not so

much a nation as a world.

These words express the potential of American

society.. which could he regarded as an experi-

ment in %%holier or not people of all back-

grunds and t irctimstant f'S Ike together

:old still sin viu,

i1111111111 1(1111.1!1111,1 RI Al,()N 5
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In 1903, W.E.B. Du Bo .s wrote "Your coun-

try, how came it yours? Before the pilgrims

landed, we were here." Reagon recalled that as a

curator at the Smithsonian Institution, she

directed a project with;.i the bicentennial exhibi-

tion entitled "Old Ways in the New NVorld." It

detailed the wide range of cultural baci.gronnds,

including African. South American, ar.d

Caribbean. that were encompassed within the

African-American experience. One of the

exhil-ds deaii with the material and sacred cul-

ture of Haiti. Despite the misgivings of the Smith-

sonian, practitioners of \ bodoo were included, as

were other practitioners of charismatic religions,

such as Baptists from southwest Georgia.

Reagon believed that this festival was

significant because it implied that the national

museum had acknowledged the fact that certain

human beings are living artifacts because they

are survivors. African Americans "really do

believe that human beings have souls. We have a

culture- structured to nurture that side of

our being."

Because of their circumstance's, Reagon

continued, African Americans have been forced

to take their forms of expression and "clean them

up, tighten them, batten them clown, so that they

can be sterile, inactive, representations of what

6 OIRNICt JOHNSON REAGON

they were, in fact, created to be." This is simply an

acknowledgment that the sstem they live. under

has cast them as the "other." However, as Du Bois

on.': noted, "We have actively woven ourselves

with the very warp and woof of this nation. We

fongil their battles. shared their sorrow, mingled

our blood with theirs, and generation after gen-

eration we have pleaded with a headstrong, care-

!ess people to despise not justice. mercy, and

truth.. .. Would America have been America

without her Negro people?"

At forums devoted to the issue of cultural

diversity, Reagon noted, people discuss the ques-

tion of how people grounded in "Western cul-

ture." or "American culture," can become more

culturally diverse. She suggested that they have

missed the point: "America is a Western nation

that is brimming with cultures from all over the

world." Americans. when they celebrate them-

selves artistically, should not simply draw from

the elite culture of Europe; such an acknowledg-

ment would inevitably alter the debate over cul-

tural diversity.

"Either all of us are the other, or none of us

are the other," insisted Reago:i. One does not

have to search outside the cultural fabric of the

United States to find div.. .,:;v, one only needs "to

be holiest about what is American...

13



MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION:
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO INFUSE IT INTO A DISCIPLINE?

CARI. A. GRANT

Professor

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

University Of Wisconsin

Madison, W1

CIIRISTINL SLEETLR

Associate Professor

1)epartment of Education

l'iliversity of Wisconsin at Parkside

Kenosha, WI

Despite the resistance of certain sectors of the

educational community, the speakers noted.

interest in infusing multicultural education

dirt mghout the curriculum continues to grow.

UnfOrtunatek. many of the educators who are

most receptive to the idea of multicultural educa-

tion do not have a clear understanding of its

history, premises, and conceptual base .

ConsequvutIN., they incorporate "diversity into

their work simplistically. often within a Eurocen-

tric framework."

( ;tall t and Skea- provided an overview of

the history of multicultural education in the

United States. including some of' the difIerent

conceptions and approaches that have predomi-

nated in the last twenty-five years. They divided

this history into three periods:

I . the late 1960s and early 1970s. when multicul-

tural education began as an offshoot of the civil

rights movement:

2. the conservative backlash of the hue 1970s and

early I 980s, whet "diversity.' was marginalized

within the framework of educational "deficiency"

and "at risk" students;

3. the late 1980s and early I 990s, when demo-

graphic shifts placed multicultural education at

the center of pedagogical debates and when the

intellectual advances of ethnic and women's

studies provided the field with a broader concep-

tual basis.

The civil rights movement of the 1960s and

earl' 1970s spawned several related movements

to make education equal across racial boundaries

and accessible to all students. Desegregation.

bilingual education, special needs education.

gender equity, and mainstreaming removed bar-

riers for a wide range of students within the

school system. ( ;ran t and tileeter located the gen-

esis of multicultural education solidly within this

broader movement. 'They noted that its initial

goal Was to reflect the history, culture, and contri-

butions of traditionally disenfranchised people in

the general curriculum. Originally seen as a strat-

egy for combating racism, multiculturalism later
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expanded to encompass sexism, classism,

and disability.

In those early days of multicultural educa-

tion. eliminating bias in textbooks and instruc-

tional materials was the primary activity that was

undertaken. School districts in large urban areas

organized curriculum committees and formed

human relations departments to help sensitize

teachers to racial stereotypes and to deal with the

social and political fallout from busing and

desegregation. At the same time, ethnic and

women's studies programs were instituted at the

undergraduate and graduate levels, promoting

research that further enhanced the theoretical

and scholarly sophistication of the field.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, multicul-

tural education received support when the major

educational associations orgailized task farces

and delineated their positions on the issue.

Other developments that (inf( trued multicul-

tural education included the growth of the

women's movement and the passage of Title ix

legislation that barred sex discrimination in acad-

emic and Ahletic programs, not to mention the

passage of the Bilingual Education Act in 1968.

As multicultural education flourished at the

margins of the educational community, a "White.

male, backlash" was brewing in the mainstream.

fueled by an expanding conservative agenda. By

the early 1980s. the fOcfis of educational debate

B CARE A. GRANT AND CHRISTINE E. SIEETER

was the faltering international status of the

United States in terms of trade, educational

achievement, and economic productivity. With

the publication of Nation at Risk (National

Commission On Excellence in Education) in

1983, the focus of reform efforts shifted from

"equity" to "excellence," with a particular empha-

sis on a return to "basics." including increased

testing and higher standards for both students

and teachers. Consequently, students of color,

poor students. and those whose first language was

not English were characterized as being "at risk"

of failure. Furthermore, finding for programs

supporting multicultural education was elimi-

nated, and bilingual education came under

attack at the federal level.

In the mid-eighties, changing demographics

and international economic competition pushed

corporations into multicultural education, which

they often called "human relations training." By

1985, it be acne apparent that the racial composi-

tion oldie United States was undergoing a major

shift and that people of color would outnumber

White Americans sometime in the twenty-first cen-

tury. The "browning of America" is now pushing

multicultural education to the fOre once again.

Another factor that has stimulated the

spread of multicultural approaches to education

has been the effect of economic and social

changes on the school-age ptpulation. Increas-
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ing numbers of students live in poverty and are

born into single-parent households headed by

teenaged mothers.

Despite renewed interest in multicultural

education, much work remains to) be done on the

general curriculum and on textbooks in particu-

lar. The Study Committee fOr Asian and Pacific

Islander Concerns of the National Education

Association (NEA) has submitted a report outlin-

ing specific concerns typical of those expressed

by other members: the lack of a safe, positive,

learning environment: materials and methods

that are inappropriate fin students from preliter-

ate societies: the lack of understanding of Asian

and Pacific Island culture and traditions on the

part of teachers and administrators; the threat to

minority culture from "English only legislation;

the lack of Asian and Pacific Islanders in leader-

ship positions within the NF.A.

Despite the perceived need lin multi-

cultural education, many educators have

approached it with ambivalence. Additionally.

many of those who embrace the concept tend to

oversimplify or underestimate the degree of

change called for and are content with merely

injecting a few IOlk customs and ethnic heroes

into the curriculum.

Nor has multicultural education had much

impact on college campuses, where, despite the

appearance of integration, groups are often frag-

mented along racial, ethnic, or o,:wr lines. Some

state universities, such as Florida State, Min-

nesota. and Wisconsin, however, have instituted

course requirements in ethnic or women's stud-

ies as a way of fostering cultural sensitivity.

Women's StudiesAfrican-American Studies, and

Hispanic Studies departments have added

immeasurably to the theoretical discourse on

race, gender, and the canon. while students

themselves have become "participant observers"

in the increasingly rancorous debate over the

canon and curriculum reform. Grant and Sleeter

observed that the training of elementary and sec-

ondary teachers requires three to four years of

course work in the liberal arts. Consequently. a

teacher's future disposition toward multicultural

education is often shaped by the degree to which

it is integrated into the academic disciplines at

his or her particular institution.

Grant and Sleeter identified the five most

prvalent approaches to education across cultures:

I. teaching the exceptional and culturally

different;

2. human relations;

3. single group studies;

1. multicultural education; and

5. multicultural and social reconstructionist.
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The first approach helps students to achieve

within and assimilate into an existing social struc-

ture. Strategies to bridge the gap between stu-

dents' backgrounds and the dominant culture

include matching instruction to different learn-

ing styles, using culturally relevant materials, and

bilingual education. Advocates of this approach

are likely to focus on a particular group, such as

inner-city students, lion-English speakers, or spe-

cial education students. They generally support

the existing in wins. emphases. and structures

offered by the dominant culture. However, while

many teachers new to multicultural education

are attracted to this approach. the emphasis on

adaptation to dominant cultural norms leaves

those norms unchallenged.

The human relations approach aims at los-

terhig effective relations among individuals from

diverse racial and cultural groups while increas-

ing self-esteetu and social harmony. Much of

what schools do in the name of multicultt wal

education falls into this category, with its empha-

sis on heritage weeks, festivals, and cultural

awareness events. This approach deconstructs

stereotypes and boosts ethnic awareness and cul-

tural sensitivity in a way that fits particularly well

with a European-American conception of ethnic-

ity. which is primarily a voluntary embrace of-

Eimilv history expressed through celebrations

and food. Because it is manifested through ancil-

tO A. GRANT AND CHRISTINE E. SIEffER

Ian. activities, the human relations approach has

little effect on curriculum development. Addi-

tionally, in its striving for harmony, this approach

has a tendency to gloss over deep and serious

conflicts between groups.

In contrast to these two approaches, the

single-group studies and multicultural and social

reconstruction approaches raise major questions

about the prevailing social order and how knowl-

edge is defined. In single-group studies, oppressed

groups address issues from their own vantage

point, reconceptualizing entire f ields of st tidy

based on the experience and perspective 411 a pre-

viously marginalised grimy. Afrocentric, feminist.

and Hispanic literary theorists have challenged

the traditional European definitions of literati ire,

providing new questions. theories, and frame-

works for organizing knowledge and conducting

research. Unfortunately, feW teachers have the

kind of specialized knowledge of nondominant

cultures required to teach from these perspectives.

The multicultural approach promotes social

equity and pluralism by reconstructing the edu-

cational processin other words. by organizing

disciplinary content around the perspectives and

knowledge of various racial, ethnic, and gender

groups. For example, an art class on the concept

of line might feature art produced 1w Asian-

American, African American. and European-

American artists. As a corollary to this approach,



teachers are encouraged to examine how gender

or racial bias mile be embedded in teaching prac-

tices and materials. The multicultural ap.Koach

builds on students' learning styles and fosters the

hiring of diverse staff to ensure that traditional

stereotypical roles are not reproduced. The mid-

tictiltural and social reconstruction approach

builds On the previous approaches be encourag-

ing students to analyze inequality and oppression

within society and by helping them develop the

skills needed to address these problems. The

chief goal lucre is to realize in everyday practice

III(' American ideals of democracy, justice, and

equality. Kxamples of such an approach in an art

class wotild he analysing the lack of representa-

tions of Native-.1merican women in art galleries

or examining the tendency of one's own culture

to depict religious art from other cultures as

"superstitious paraphernalia.-

Despite the theoretical advances in multi-

cultural education, most schools are still operat-

ing along traditional lines. complying minimally

with federal and state equity regulations and

explaining away inequality as the product of

"deficiencies.' within oppressed groups. Native

Americans are addressed cursorily around

Thanksgiving; African Americans during Black

History NIontli. Meanwhile, in the larger society,

competition among diverse groups will continue

to intensify elite to economic stagnation and

decline in the availability of resources, such as

decent-paying jobs.

Although demographic changes in the stu-

dent population mean that teachers will be

under more pressure to address multicultural

issues in the classroom. the teaching force

includes fewer people of color every year. This

trend (.0111(1 exacerbate the current tendency

toward offering "tourist curricula.' in which mul-

ticultural education is reduced to merely adding

ethnic food and folk customs to the standard cur-

riculum. Ilanthentic multicultural education

(which is concerned with forging a truly equal

and just society) is to be a goal. then teachers

must 1w given the training, advice, and materials

they will need to meet that goal. In this regard.

the work 01 organizations such as the Getty Cen-

ter call he enornniusly helpful.
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ART EDUCATION FOR CULTURAL DIVERSITY:
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

RACHEL NIASON

Head

Centre of l'ost-Graduate Teacher Education

De Nfontl'ort University

Leicester, England

efore beginning an overview of multicul-

tural education in Great Britain, Rachel

Nfason called attention to four factors that dis-

tinguish the movement there from efforts tak-

ing place in other Western nations. First.

culturally .iverse education was instituted in

government policy and practice in the late

1960s and early 1970s, aimed at assimilating

children of Black immigrant families into main-

stream British society. Second, multicultural

education ;9. Britain emphasizes race relations

and recognizes racism "not just as a contribu-

tion to .he underachievement of Black students.

but as a debilitating factor in indigenous White

students." Third, the rise of a new "ethnic

nationalism" is challenging the traditional con-

cept of the British community. Fourth. the

Education Reform Act of 1988 has mandated a

national curriculum that contains a multicul-

tural cross-curricular dimension. Given the pre-

ceding factors, Mason explained, she chose to

apply the typology developed bv James Banks

because of its underling emphasis on race rela-

tions (Banks. 1991. ch. 5).

12 RACHEL MASON

Regarding content approaches. Banks has

theorized four levels of integration fir multicul-

tural material. The first is the "contributions"

approach where "masterpieces" of non-Western

art are singled out and judged by the same crite-

ria used to evaluate Western art. The problem

with this approach is that it easily leads to the triv-

ialization of non-Western people and their cul-

tural products, which are viewed only in isolation

and in the context of the Western canon.

The second level of content integration is

cultural. Here, concepts, techniques, and themes

from other cultures are added without altering

the basic curriculum. This typically occurs in the

form of single courses on minority arts and crafts

or minority artist residencies. This approach can

serve as a useful first step in restructuring an art

curriculum to reflect multicultural content, per-

spectives, and paradigms. Typically, however. stu-

dents exposed to this approach continue to view

and evaluate non-Western all according to West-

ern art historical criteria.

The third level of content integration

involves transformation or a change in the

assumptions underlying the mainstream art cur-

riculum. This approach enables students to view

concepts. ideas, issues, themes, and problems

from culturally diverse perspectives, to flirmulate

new paradigms and definitions of art. To imple-

ment this approach. securing access to materials

24



and resources dint provide multiple perspectives

on art must become a major preoccupation of

teachers.

The fourth level of content inzegration,

"decision-making and social action," includes all

of the elements of the other three approaches in

combination with a requirement that students

address directly a controversial social concept,

issue, or problem. he goal of this approach is to

teach students decision-making skills and to

help them acqt tire a sense of personal, social.

and political effectiveness. To implement this

approach, teachers must employ cross-curricular

and interdisciplinary models, particularly those

drawn from social studies and history. An exam-

ple of this approach is a unit entitled "Antiracism

and Art in Britain and South Africa" that asked

students to analyze "the Black struggle for justice

aad equality" in a comparative framework.

Mason agreed with Banks that in actual teaching

practice these loin- content approaches are

mixed or blended as teachers move graduallv

from a contributions approach to a transforma-

tive and socially active approach.

One of the goals of multicultural education

is to help minority students improve their acade-

mic achievement. This can be approached from

two opposing philosophical positions. One, the

cultural deprivation model, asst nnes that minor-

ity stthient failur is the result of the student's

home environment and that the school must

compensate fOr the deficiencies of that environ-

ment. The other, the cultural difference position,

holds that the school is responsible for a stu-

dent's academic fitilttre because it refuses to

modify traditional, mainstream school culture

in light of the ethnic and racial diversity of the

student body. Teachers who embrace the latter

approach seek to help minority students by draw-

ing on their cultural strengths and using teach-

ing strategies consistent with their students'

learning styles.

Helping minority students develop a more

positive self-image and increasing the level of

positive racial contact among students should

be a key goal of educational and curricular

reform. Unfortunately, Mason knew of few

White art teachers who employed either of these

techniques. Black educators, however, continue

to develop strategies for racial awareness and

prejudice reduction that merit much greater

attention from mainstream» art educators.

Mason cited a unit entitled "Black People in

Art" that asked students to analyze mass media

images of Third World peoples in order to

establish that images are never neutral, but

always communicate a point of view. This analy-

sis is augmented with a section on racism in

historical context and a survey of artworks in

British galleries and museums. Students are
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encouraged to inquire into the "underlying

class interests" that condition representations

of minorities and the "overall connections

between race, gender. and class."

Mason was convinced that authentic multi-

cultural art education necessitated a "transfOr-

Illative" approach to curricula for all pupils.

including an "antiracist" component for main-

stream White students. She added that the social

action approach mar be more suitable as a com-

ponent of an interdisciplinary program in citi-

zenship. Regardless of the approach, however.

Mason insisted that students must be directed to

14 RACHEL MASON

artworks of outstanding quality. whatever their

cultural context, so that they can develop an

appreciation of "excellence."

Mason noted that her own "unrepentant"

preference was fOr an internationalist or global.

as opposed to a cultural nationalist, approach to

multicultural art education. in an international-

ist sense, there is a need for art education to

come to terms with our postmodern age as it is

manifest not just in the subject area itself but in

all aspects of I ;Lk (both positive and negative fac-

tors) and to directly confront Western aspirations

to global dominance.
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"SPECIES-CENTRISM" AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN THE ARTS

N
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L'iliversitN of Edinburgh

Edinburgh, Scotland

In order to understand art properly, according

to Ellen Dissanavake. it is important to view its

manifestations historirally and cross-culturallv.

Using this broad-based approach, which she

termed ''species-cent tic." we can appreciate that

the arts are cosmos to humans of all times and

places. In Dissanavake's opinion, as tin approach

to understanding art's place in Si wiety, "multicul-

turalism is not enough, and is doomed to divisive-

ness and fragmentation without the unifying pull

of species-centrism."

The speaker's development of the idea of

species-centrism derived front her own experi-

ence.. Married to a Sri I.:nil:att. Dissanavake spent

fifteen sears in her husband's country, as well as

time in Nigeria and Papua New (:ninea, and real-

ized that an underlying humanity joins all peo-

ple, despite their ethnic, religious, gender. and

racial differences. Significantly, she spent much

of her time abroad amongst people who still fed-

l me(' simpler and more natural life-styles, less

devoted to the competition, consumption, and

intellectualising that characterize life in the West.
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As a result, Dissanavake became aware that, as

Americans "there are so many fundamental

things that we ignore .. . and so many trivial

things that we consider essential."

In describing species-centrism, Dissanavake

noted that humans are an animal species with

biologically endowed tendencies to behave cut-

tt trallvto 1,..arn a language, make and use tools,

and impose conceptual order. She suggested that

such cultural practices, including the arts, are

means of "satisiving fundamental human biologi-

cal propensities or needs characteristic of otir

species." Furthermore, much "domesticated" cul-

tural behavior, including the evolution of racial,

national, and religious groups. is relatively recent

in the history of hominids, who are themselves a

late development in biological evolution.

In regard to the arts, Dissanavake noted that

fens biologists have asserted that humans are

innately artistic. Net children readily engage in

the arts at an early age, and all societies, front

premodern to modern. make and enjoy the arts

in some for !lowever, scholars rarely ask why

humans make art or where the art-making

impulse. originates. She suggested that this uni-

t ersal impetus to make art is related to other uni-

versal human appetites or propensities, such as

the attraction to the extraordinary and unusual.

In its must fundamental sense, Dissanavake

asserted, at t is the activity of making things special:
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decorating the body or objects, performing exag-

gerated or expressive movements. or magnifying

the natural voice into song. This tendency to

"make special" the things one cares about helps

explain why the arts have so often been tied to

religious, magical, and spiritual practices, and to

important occasions like birth. marriage, the har-

vest, and death.

In order to examine the claim of tmilticul-

litralists that conventional notions of art are

inadequate, Dissanavake proposed using the

perspective of' species-centrism to compare the

manifestations of the arts in premodern and

modern societies. I ler comparisons addressed

four aspects of

I. art,

2. the artist.

3. the response of the audience or

participants:

4. the function of art in society.

In premodern societies the arts tend to be

immediate and performative and are often not

separable into media. For example, religions cer-

emonies involve visual display, gestitres and

dance, poetic language, and musical accompani-

ment all used together. The artwork is thus the

activity itself, rather than an object. In such cases
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making art is rarely it specialized vocation but is

undertaken by all participants.

Tradition dictates certain responses to the

arts--awe, wonder, pleasure, transcendenceall

of which reaffirm the values of the society and

unify the community. In fact, in such societies, art

functions to reinforce group solidarity and to fo -

tify communal beliefs about the order of the

world and the purpose of life.

As the result of a number of complex and

interrelated historical avid social forces, it iclud-

ing capitalism. individualism, secularism, and

technology. art in modern society has become

less a form of social practice and more a firm of

ideology. the idea of art has been narrowed and

elevated to mean specific types of "fine art," as

opposed to crafts or popular forms. "Art" is gen-

erally assumed to refer to specific objects or

works--individnal paintings, sonatas, poems.

dancesproduced by specialists known as

"artists." Although this definition of art is

unprecedented in human history, and virtually

unknown in hunter-gatherer, pastoralist, w agri-

cultural societies, it has been the preeminent

meaning of art in the \Vest since the early nine-

teenth century.

As a consequence of these changes. the

modern response to works of art is generally pri-

vate. For certain individuals. it may he a source

of self-transcendence, or of a sense of union with



a larger whole. Vet. for Dissanavake, modern art

is intrinsically elite and exclusive, incapable of

unifying the social group because it requires

education and a cultivated sensibility to be

understood.

Dissanayake quoted Archibald Nlacl,eish's

famous line "a poem should not mean but he" as

an illustration of the modern tendency for art to

eschew both purpose and meaning and to he

"removed from li." At most it has become a

commodity to be bought and sold or an object to

be displayed and perceived "aesthetically."

It is intriguing, noted Dissanayake, that art-

works and forms emphasized by multiculturalists

today have characteristics that could he described

as premodernthey are immediate, performa-

tive, accessible, and concerned with shared val-

ues. However. implementing multicultural art

education in a Western context will hardly be a

simple matter. In contrast to premodern soci-

eties, 1110delll society must address many differ-

ent cultures and belief systems. In this context.

the Western "humanities" can be viewed as one

stein among manv that humans have devised to

explain their world.

"Eskimos are not better than Mhuti pyg-

mies, or haiku's better than Greeks." explained

Dissanayake, although we can ask whether one

cultural system serves "universal human species

needs" better than another. But emphasizing one

society's arts as intrinsically superior to another's

on some dogmatic scale of values will only gener-

ate strife. It is more important for representatives

of each culture "to realize .. that species-cen-

tris embraces and precedes culture-centrism,"

for only within a larger awareness of our com-

mon needs and heritage can we constructively

appreciate the differences in individual cultures.

However, Dissanayake is convinced that the arts,

if properly introduced, can serve as an ideal

avenue for "harmonizing" the competing claims

of diverse and warring cultures.

Dissanavake concluded with a call for an arts

education, in schools, homes, and communities,

that teaches the arts without romanticism or con-

descension "not only as expressions of... unique

individual cultures but as ways that cultures

answer to more common underlying human

needs"that is, as testimonies of a common

humanity. Additionally, the arts can help people

in modern cultures, whose lives tend to be frag-

mented, competitive, and materialistic, to recog-

nize and articulate what is special and valuable in

their day -to -day existence.
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INTRODUCTION

CLAUDINE K. BROWN

Deputy. Assistant Secretary for the Arts

and Humanities

Smithsonian Institute

Washington, D.C.

Claudine Brown welcomed the audience to

the second day of the Third Issues Seminar

and noted that this was a special gathering. While

there have been many conferences on the topic

of cultural diversity. few have encouraged the

kinds of dialogue and exchange that have been

stimulated here.

The various participants in this confer-

ence have been drawn by the opportunity to

discuss discipline-based art education (DBAF

and cultural diversity because they want to

strengthen their work and clarify their com-

mon purposes. Their backgrounds ...-e broad

and varied. and they inch:de curriculum special-

ists. theorists, historians, and classroom tach-

ers. They have come together to reexamine

-.: .stimptions, to) reflect on the history of 1)0)th

DBAI.: and cultural diversity, And to consider the

implic;ktion of their convergence. They are

examining how DBAE's theoretical framework

supports its practice and whether that practice

demands additional theory. Finally, they are

here to support growth and change and to

impart a powerful and cogent voice to a new

generation.

Most of those present were teachers in some

capacity. observed Brown. But they were also

learners, willing to suppot . and encourage col-

lective creativity. She hoped that the discourse

generated at the conference would be honest

and hold and that every person would depart

with a new understanding.

Brown then introduced the tnorning's

speakers. Michael D. Day is chair and professor of

.n t at Brigham Young University. He has served as

faculty member and adviser for the Getty Insti-

tute for Educators on the Visual =rts and as

L ()director of the Getty Curriculum Development

Institute. Dr. Day is the coeditor: of Discipline-

bayed Art Education: A Curriruldm Lad tne

coauthor of Children and Their Art, a popular

college text.

F. Graeme Chalmers is professor of art

education at the University of British Colum-
bia and the author

ninety publications in the field of art education.

lie is currently the chief examine* in art/

design for the International Baccalaureate

Organiiation and has served !s vice presi-

dent of the International Societe for Educat.on

through Art.
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Frances E. Thurher is 'assistant professor of

ac education at the l'niversity of Nebraska at

Omaha. where she also serves on the women's

studies faculty and on university committees

addressing- issues of cultural diversity. S'ae is

president -elect of the Nebraska Art 'Teacher's

3;3
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Association and is at work on an elementary

curriculom guide for the Nebraska Department

of Edlici)tion. Dr. Thurber is curt entiv the

coordinator °fa Getty-funded Universitv of

Nebras.ga project devoted to researching DBA

methodology.



CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND DISCIPLINE-BASED ART EDUCATION

trty

(:hair and Prof ems; , rt

Harris Fine Arts Center

Brigham Voting l'iliyusily

Provo, 1_"1.

lichael Day began his pn-,entation by not-

ing his amazement regarding published

assertions that DBAE is an "elitist. Eurocentric.

1,rrnalist .. . approach to art education:" On the

comrary, he insisted. DBAE is an excellent plat-

form for teaching "a broad range of the visual

arts, including folk. applied, and fine arts from

Western and non-Vestern cidtures, from ancient

to contemporary times." Day cited the article he

authored with Gilbert Clark and Dwaine Greer,

"Discipline-based Art Education: Becoming Stu-

dents of ((:lark. Day. Greer, 1957) which is

the most complete explication of DBAE, as

explicit evidence of this fact.

Examples of given in the article. Day

recalled. includediapanese rock gardens.

Bantam antelope headdresses, Egyptian art,

MItiVe .kIlItTiC:111 111,1Ipalletit' blOCk prints, a

selection of Western European works, and a 1111111-

bet' of AllATICall works, including magazine illus-

trations. The nine illustrations, which focused on

.\inerican artists, included works by Winslow

Horner. \Ian Cassatt, Alice Neel. and Romare

Bearden. mid represented male and female
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artists. and artists of ChineseAfrican, and _Japan-

ese backgrounds.

Responding to the oft-repeated criticism

that DBAE favors 11)1ln:dist analysis. Day reported

that the article refers repeatedly to social and

cultural aspects (Wart and covers Marxist, psy-

choanalytic, and feminist analyses. It strongly

emphasizes DBAE's mandate to study art in its his-

torical context. including factors such as patron-

age. economic, scientific. political, and religious

influences. "Such is not the portrait of a narrow,

elite, formalist approach to art education,"

asserted Day.

The flexible and dynamic character of DBAE

stems from its grounding in disciplines, such as

aesthetics and art criticism, that. necessarily,

respond to intellectual trends and contemporary

movements. Consequently. the enormous vitality

and theoretical upheaval within the art world

becomes a source of "tip -to -date" content for art

curricula.

In regard to multiculturalism. Day noted

that The DRAF Ha ndbook by Stephen Dobbs

( 1992) sprciticall recommends that art cnuric-

Lila draw on examples from outside the European

canon and from outside the traditional fine arts

media. Asian, African, and Latin American art,

folk art. ceramics. Jewelry, photography. indus-

trial arts, and fashion are only oldie exam-

pls cited. DBAE's receptivity to diverse art, Day
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asserted. is not external to, but implicit in its

overall goal, which is to promote an under-

standing of the visual arts in all their variety and

After providing some examples of recom-

mended DBAE art activities that used Native

American, Japanese, and African objects. Day

considered some of the primary reasons for

encouraging a culturally diverse study of the

visual arts. First, there is the probability that

students will gain a broader and deeper under-

standing of the world in which they live and

become better, more tolerant leaders and

citizens. Additionally, by studying the arts of

their own particular cultural heritage, they will

gain a feeling of cultural belonging and

self-esteem.

But whatever rationales are espoused, Day

maintained, the central goal of DRAE retrains

the development of students' abilities to under-

stand and appreciate the visual arts. Other out-

comes, important as they tray he, must be

subordinated to this overarching goal. While it

is hoped that innovative and multicultural art

curricula will develop self-esteem, improve

attendance. holster achievement in other

subjects, and fnster tolerance, none of these is

the primary objective.

Day reminded his audience that, in the

final analysis. curriculum content and implemen-
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tation are determined by local school districts,

often in response to state guidelines. The specific

role of art in multicultural education will be

determined at the local level in response to local

needs. Therefore, it is essential that teachers,

principals, parents, students, administrators, and

community members be convinced of the intrin-

sic importance of art to the educational process.

Day believed that the critics who have

called MAE narrow, formalist, or elitist have

"lodged their complaint at the wrong window."

In his view, a far greater problem is its breadth

and depth. which places a high demand on

teachers by expecting them to understand all

four disciplines and provide integrated, contex-

tual instruction on a wide range of art objects.

(:iven the complexity of presenting diverse

objects in a cultural context, teachers will

inevitably he asked to address cultural values,

practices, and aesthetic firms that are relatively

unfamiliar to them.

New evaluation methods are also placing a

burden On teachers, noted Day. Rather than

simply making assessments based on the quality

of student work, teachers must now grade

papers. lead philosophical discussions, judge

portfolios, and take alternative learning styles

into account. Because of' these and other

difficulties posed by DBAE. teachers will need

assistance. including in-service education and

3



new teaching materials with appropriate back-

ground information.

Although MAE. will undoubtedly reciiiire

extra effort on the part of teachers, Day was con-

vinced that it was worthwhile. Provided with high-

quality materials and methods. "teachers and

students alike begin to realize that they are teach-

ing and learning 'the real stuff.'" Students

exposed to DliAF. are "transformed .. . they exhibit

qualities associated with e-Incated people." Day

concluded that the ultimate "payoff" of DBAE is

"I he (pilling of a w Hid for students to which most

of their parents have little access and which can

enrich their life experience in meaningful ways."
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HOW DOES DBAE RESPOND TO CULTURAL DIVERSITY?

F. GRAFIME Al.MLRS

Professor

Department of Visual and Perfi wining Arts

in Education

University of British Columbia

Vancouver, British Columbia

WDilk. Graeme Chalmers does not think that

BAI. has been successful in the past in

responding to multiculturalism. he is convinced

that the potential is there. His conclusions about

DBAE's past were drawn from a number of docu-

mented studies in the art education literature of

the 19S0s. However, since the late 1980s there has

been an encouraging respol Ise on the part of

MIMI theorists as evidenced in the Getty Center's

/MAL Handbook (Dobbs, 1992) and the Curricu-

lum Sampler (Alexander and Day. 1991). both of

which support culturally diverse curricula built

around a wide variety of art traditions. These

books, and a !lumber of statements by key figures,

such as Harold Williams and Faith Clover, have

cemented DBAE's commitment to the principles

mid practices of multicultural art education.

This does not mean, noted Chalmers. that

DBAE educators need do nothing more than pro-

mote art education as a unifying element in a

fragmented world. It is not enough to cover

Ukrainian Easter eggs one week and fifid Japan-

ese paper the next: "We must take DBAE beyond
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formalism and to the realization that art is a

powerful force shaping our vision of the world."

DBAE's emphasis on inquiry and meaning can

carry it beyond the traditional Western para-

digms of "masterpieces- and "geniuses.- insisted

Chalmers. It can communicate the idea that

cultural pluralism is a reality: that no racial, cul-

tural, or national group makes art superior to

another's; and that every student, regardless of

background, is entitled to respect.

We need an approach to art education that

does not assume that art is fundamentally a means

of self-expression or that "pure." "universal- aes-

thetic principles are of primary importance. We

must communicate, also, that it has always been

the prerogative of the powerful to limit the cul-

tural, aesthetic, and economic opportunities of

other groups.

While MAE has always been more informed

by the humanities than the social sciences. Chal-

mers suggested that anthropology may offer an

important grounding for a culturally diverse

approach. In fact. art education might benefit

from being modeled after social science educa-

tion. If so, the study of artists and their socializa-

tion, of culturally specific values, and of changing

conditions that influence a: tistic expression

could then be carried on more thoroughly.

Chalmers acknowledged that this view dif-

fered from the view articulated by Gilbert Clark,
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who suggests that DBAE must remain focused on

art and its disciplines rather than on society.

However, he countered, this may no longer be an

issue because art history. criticism, and aesthetics

have themselves been adopting social and eco-

nomic frameworks, as shown by the work of

Arthur panto (1990) and John Berger (19721.

The collapse of connoisseurship and Kan t-

ian aesthetics signaled by the "new art history"

has opened the way for DBAE to examine the arts

as systems of signification that encode the values

and ideologies of their time and place. As the

Frankfort School theorists and others have out-

lined, the meaning of a work depends on the cul-

tural expectations against which it is received.

Such a notion has rich implications fin- teaching

art in a culturally diverse world.

The timeless purpose of all art, concluded

Chalmers. Is to enhance our sense of being, not

only here and now, but in the continuum of time

and tradition." Art educators who view art as a

process of human action and interaction will give

the subject itself greater cultural impact and

meaning. which is, after all, the ultimate goal of

DBAE: "Therefore, ves, the door is open fir DBAE

to respond to cultural diversity."

33
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CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND DBAE:
THE CHALLENGE OF ONE WORLD AND MULTIPLE VISIONS

FRANCES E. TilultItitt

Assistant Professor

Department of Art and Art History

University of Nebraska,

Omaha. NE

Frances Thurber proposed to examine, from

her experience as an art educator, how DBAE

might best respond to the reality of cultural

diversity, highlighting theoretical issues and prac-

tical models along the way.

At a time when unprecedented political

and economic change and rapid technological

advancement characterize the affluent main-

stream of national life, thousands of marginal-

ized urban and rural children struggle to meet

the basic needs of daily existence, unfairly bur-

dened by poverty.. racism, and hopelessness.

Traditional social organizations, such as the

flintily, are being redefined as one in four

households consists of a single person. and 9.5

million households are headed by single females,

a third of whom exist below the poverty level.

Demographics are also changing as fewer Ameri-

cans trace their ancestry to Western Europe and

more speak a language other than English in

their homes.

These, and other statistics on class, income.

gender, age, race. ethnicity, or religion reveal

that cultural diversity is an American reality that
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educators must face. For art educators who use a

discipline-based approach, the implications of

these statistics are tremendous, particularly to

researchers who have questioned whether DBAE

is capable of recognizing and addressing issues of

cultural diversity. "Are multiculturalism and phi-

ralism compatible with the degree of artistic liter-

acy and excellence demanded by DBAE?" asked

Thurber.

answer to this question, Thurber offered

a definition of multicultural education suggested

by Swartz (1992):

Multicultural education is an education that

uses methodologies and instructional mate-

rials that promote equity of infiirmation and

high standards of academic scholarship in

an environment that respects the potential

of each student.... In short, multicultural

education is a restatement of sound educa-

tional pedagogy and practice that requires

the collective representation of all cultures

and groups as significant to the production

of knowledge.

Given this perspective, why has DBAE not

responded to diversity more fully in the past?

Dobbs (1989) suggests that the emphasis on

European art in presenting DBAE stems from

the training. experiences, and values of profes-

sionals in the art disciplines, which in turn have
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been shaped by the overwhelming emphasis on

European art prevalent in their own schooling,

from the kindergarten to the graduate level. (

sequentiv. Thurber propo,ed, preservice and

inset vice teacher programs have served its "cul-

tural mediators," perpetuating a Eurocentric per-

spective. Postsecondary educators, then, have a

responsibility to improve the scope and depth of

their programs in regard to culturally diverse art.

Thurber noted that the charge that DBAE is

inherently Eurocentric at a programmatic level

may spring from a misunderstanding of its highly.

flexible format. Because DBAE does not mandate

the objects under consideration, achieving a mul-

ticultural approach will depend on how the

mat is translated into local practice. However,

Thurber noted, this still leaves the question of

whether DBAE is open to multiculturalism at the

conceptual level.

The theoretical finnulation of DBAE around

the four arts disc splines of studio production.

aesthetics, art history, and criticism is not, in

Thurber's opinion, inherently incompatible with

a culturally inclusive approach. In fact. scholars

such as Donald Preilosi have proposed that a new

version of the most "conservative- of these disci-

plines. art history., could he constructed from "the

history, theory.. and criticism of the multiplicity of

cultural processes that might he construed as

entraining: an accounting for ohjects and their

subjects with all that might entail" (Pretiosi,

1989). In fact. Thurber was convinced that if DBAE

educators did not question the canon, they were

essentially ignoring the larger mandate of-DBIE.

In a pluralistic approach to DBAE, proposed

Thurber. the issue of object selection can be

made pal t of the inquiry process, raising issues of

"high" versus low" art and questions of inter-

pretation, quality, and standards that can only he

answered through an examination of cultural

assumptions and values.

Art is created as a human response to a par-

ticular time and place in history, noted Thurber.

and students need to understand the particular

values generated by and through artworks, which

can be universal or culturally specific. When mak-

ing a commitment to cultural diversity, teachers

must be certain it is not "just an embellishment of

our old and comfOrtable paradigms." Multicul-

turalism and pluralism "must be consciously

embedded in the way we convey the content and

inquiry processes of the disciplines."

Regarding the work being clone by the

DBAE institutes supported by the Getty. Center

for Education in the Arts, Thurber reported that

each regional site was translating its stated com-

mitment to multiculturalism into practice

through the choice of objects, through culturally

diverse exhibitions, by incorporating anthro-

pology and sociology into their inquiry of art
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objet tstml tA engaging %yitli cultui all% dim se

It fists and rgani/ations. 1111111N1

1)11(.1 a brief rundown on some of the actin dies

onsi t'd by 1 he various Fey nrIl instinits that

tosiered and developed nito.icithoral and plural-

isti( I )1%.1'. practice. Key to these activities is

pining close attention to the sociocultural coin-

p4 hilion of the regions themselves.

.s an example of these activities, Thurber

( lied. among others. the Florida Institute hn- Art

Education's development of a program around

Faith Ringgold's book and artwork Tar Beach.

a ommittrd teacher made contact With the

artist. students initiated a dialogue with Ringgold

and began exploring their own community

through an, poems, :Intl Asjessie Loyano-

Kerr noted. given the tremendous multicultural

resources available in Florida. cultural tliversiR is

-.1 Ilium al- lot then I)1% 1': programs.

The regional institutes' collaborations

\s nit lot al ninsettni programs haw served as

cm ellen! slai ling points for fostering a ;dill ails-

In and 1111111.11k dkerst. 14.1% 01 all among

DIt.11. prat litioners. For example, the "krilings

fol Educators- directed 1)% .111114. F.1( 1111,1111i .11

1114. ( .inuinnati M11iset1111 01 .111. Maki'

use 411 the 11111SCI1111.ti IA/1114 11111 ill

tilting .1 contextual understanding of the al I of

diVerse CIlltlires. Another program. at llie

losIVII Nhisum ill ()maim, oilers "Expiation
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ttlIks." based on culturalk diverse art, to

teat hers at I oss the state td Nebraska lor use ill

lassrooms.

I Inn lwr suggested that educators also lot Its

their energies on efforts forradiCale bias and Ill('

11-Mali/anon 4)1 114)11-\Vesterii 4-11111res now cur-

riculum materials. -Does this resource reflect

multiple visions,' values, and ideas in a nontrivial

way: Does it confront stereotypes, racism, and

bias: Is it sensitive to diverse learning styles and

can it be adapted to a variety of instructional

strategies:- These are some of the questions that

teachers must ask betOre choosing instructional

materials.

Thurber is convinced that discipline-based

art education possesses the potential to make

cultural divrsit ill the teaching of art a "trans-

1411.1iLltiVe in die HOW-

4' lilt' IC.1111%111011 of this goal will depend on

the pet sonal and professional commitment of

eat II teat het, administrator, IlliISC11111V(111CiltOr.

.111(1 the creation of it "caring

1 /41141111114 11 in In 1114 It each stmlent can inscribe

his lit het pet mina' signatme. It will also require

ollet tin' 15 111 k and the longing of partnerships

among st huol s% steins, universities, museums,

and 1111111,11 tnslitnti ins at the local mid

national 1416. professional

neRsoi 1,s, sin li a, the National Art Education

Assn( 'Fallon 5504111411's anClIses, and committees



for lifelong learning and fr multiethnic

concerns, will help teachers expand their

contact with other educators with similar

Thurber dosed with the observation that

"respect for diversity begins within." The urrent

cultural climate in the United States and around

the world continues ill pi eWiIi 111111% 111.%1 oppor-

tunities,

curricula is long mei due. I he challenge to theo-

rists and practitioners of 1)11,U. istiiacton their

collective belief that "multiple slit es and multi-

ple visions" must he I dirtied in 1)1i.%. content,

processes, and structure.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

moDERATtott: Claudine K. Brown

PANELISTS: Nliciniel I). Day, F. (:ramie Chalmers,

and Frances F. Thurber

Brown: Om panelists will discuss and clarik some

of the issues On which they agree and some on

which they disagree: they will also address cities-

dons submitted by the audience. which I have

already reviewed. Some of questions submitted

raise the issue of trivialization, not only in how

the curriculum is implemented. but in how cul-

tures are addressed. Many of the questions had to

do with moving from theory to practice and what

flux-Ids should he used to accomplish this. In the

past two days concerns about sacred and religious

objects have been raised and how to deal with

sacred objects in teaching culturally diverse mate-

rial. Other questions dealt with how to use art to

implement social change.

So far, we have made little or no reference

to gender issues, especially to issues asexual ori-

entation. Several questions asked that these issues

he .,iddressed. A number of questions were sub-

mitted regarding the diversity of student bodies

and how one deals with that diversity in the class-

room. Other questions addressed the issues of

schools: how they fit within districts. and within

their states. and how implementation can take

place given those specific circumstances. Some

questions dealt with DR.-\E goals and emphases
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and whether the notion of Ifft.ki allows lor the

elle( tit e treatment of cultural diversim There

%veie also questions :Omni bias, as it pertains to

each of us. as audiences and constituents. Let us

start with comments on aty one of those issues.

Day: I W mid like to start by making a comment

about trivialization. Trivialization is a difficult

problem because of the time constraints on

teaching: it is partly a result of the lack of time.

No one is in favor of trivializing cult-tires, but the

fact is, given the pressures of implementation, we

are probably going to see more of it.

Thurber: I would like to link the idea of trivializa-

don to the related issue of art education as social

action. It is easy to skirt Issues of meaning in art.

and instead to concentrate on formal qualities.

But if you make a leap into the deeper social

meanings of an artwork, it is difficult to ignore

issues of social actionit is a circular process.

Chalmers: As we look at the hierarchy of imple-

mentation in the literature, we have to remember

that most attempts start on a trivial level. But we

should acknowledge this as a useful beginning

and seek to develop this approach until we reach

the point of social action. The best way to learn

how to do this is by exemplary case study.

Regarding the issue of sexual orientation, I

was reading a stud" by Terry Barrett about a hiAlt-
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so 11111)1 English tem her who look het class to see

the Robert Nlapplethot pe show Marten and

Rid), I9911). She and the students all described

their experience in sensitive terms. This seems a

tiseltil model fur approaching culturally (lit

or sensitise material. One suggestion made in the

art icic is that t tcaclicrs can learn something

about dealing villt controversial issues front

literatute leitchers.%vho may he more experi-

enced with these issues than those of us in the

visual arts.

Brown: Ikon think back to the slides that Rachel

[Mason] showed last evening, a lot of the stu-

dents had happy expressions on their faces and

were pleased with the work that they did.

although we consider it a form of it-Mali/Mg cul-

tures. That kind of approach to teaching cultur-

ally diverse curriculum is familiar. widespread.

and fur many people, successful. Ve nom are ask-

ing teachers to du the kind of thoughtful wit k

li+r which there are few resources. 1 low du goat

help teachers move to) a new level of practice and

still get the same positive results:.

Chalmers: I think von begin with the kind of

material that Frances [Thurber] has shown us.

We need more opportunities to) examine that

kind of material because there is it great deal

there that can move us to that second-to-last

stage.
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Thurber: [he matrix I presented began as an

ittkidellt. It (1.0151'd out of a social 1111WC5S at the

yen first summer institute, where teachers were

complaining, "I can't get a grip on this material,"

and Its so elusive." People wanted to set' a

graphic depiction of what they were attempting

to explore. and out of that process emerged the

charts I showed today. I also want to say that the

matrix is not intended to constrain. It is only a

way of organizing ideas to expand on them and

to deepen the experience of art through multiple

worlds and multiple voices.

Day: Let me just reinfOrce that. 1,Ve had a similar

experience with the matrix idea when we were

working on the curriculum development project.

The matrix, which was published in DBAE: A Cur-

ricultion Sampler (Alexatider and Day, I Y) I p. xx) .

is not intended to direct the teachers' work, but

tO 54.9911 as a chic k ou the ideas that come out of

their own experience and practices as teachers,

keeping them on track. It is not too difficult for

art educaton 5, when dealing with complex and

inlet esting topics in art and philosophy. to move

away front teaching art. I have seen teachers

move from teaching art to) teaching ecologl

moving to another subject area entirely. One of

the goals is to keep art teachers on track, teach-

ing art, while bringing new and enriching con-

tent to I the pt active.
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Chalmers: I think the question tin curriculum

development is subtb shifting, Rout "What is

at?" to Ellen's [Dissanavake I questions of "What

is art fur ?" or "Ww is art?" As long as we keep

those two questions at the center of curricula. we

can keep the tin on art. And people do not

have much trouble developing these questions.

As said in my presentation, I have lots of experi-

ence working with student teachers and in

teacher education. %Then student teachers are

asked to develop curriculum around those ques-

tions. "What is art fr?" and "Why is art?" they do

not have any difficulty.

Brown: Tlic question. "What is art fiir?" could

lead to a discussion of sacred or religious materi-

als. A lot of Native American and African objects

are sacred, and some teachers feel that they

%could have difficulty showing this work in their

school districts, ( :an von make some comments

on how we should deal %cid' sacred material? This

also raises the issue of trk lab/anon as well: I low

should we put it in context. how should we inter-

pret it. or should we not interpret it at all?

Day Because showed the Nkisi ii kontli (th

taker figure, %vine!' is a sort ed object, let me

respond. Ninety percent of all art that has ewr

been created has sacred meaning to those who

made it. Take Egyptian art. most ol'African or

Native American art. and all of the art front the
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n'kondi oath taker (nail /ii are). The Detroit institute
4 ,Arts, Founder Soriety Porchaw.

Christian eras in Europe ninch of the art made

throughout history has some religious value !O

the people that created it. So how can we have a

curriculum ilwe ignore all of that? I do not think

we could have a rich curriculum if we eliminated

all art with religious significance, and 1 do not
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think we should. 11'ith the Nkisi n'kondi figure,

the relationship of the function of the object to

the lives oldie people is revealing and enlighten-

ing. and it enables us to compare the legal func-

tions that figure fulfills in its societ with similar

functions in our own culture. Divorce was the

example I used, but this figure was used fr all

kinds Of civil and criminal cases. 11'hen you com-

pare this to the complicated and confrontational

way that lega; problems are handled in this soci-

ety. it raises sonic very interesting issues.

A number of issues have been raised con-

cerning the use of religious objects and their

placement in a museum. We all know about the

Zuni people. who have won right to return

some of their objects to the tppropriate places in

their society. There are other examples of items

that are being returned from museums. Regard-

ing DBAE, the approach that I would use is to

raise the issue openly with the students. The

Nkisi n'kondi oath taker figure that I sin twed is in

the Detroit Institute of Arts, where it is on display.

The question of whether it ought to he there,

along with other questions, such as whether a

person from a Western unhurt. can appreciate an

object that was created for a specific cultural pur-

pose as a work of art, should be raised. Can we

apply Western aesthetic criteria to those objects?

These are interesting questions and make art

lessons enriching and enlightening for students.

Chalmers: Of coin se. %%hcii we move (!iscipline-

based art education beyond formalism, be.ond

the visual, we will be getting into these sorts of

problems. How does a Jewish scholar study

Medieval I )1. RenilititialiCe Christian art? There

are many such scholars. and they begin by

studying sources. They read the documents

from the Council of Trent, they look t the

work in context to get a sense of how it was

interpa ted in its time. We have to change our

definition of who the experts are. DBAE has

been predicated. somewhat. on the notion that

there are four types of experts: in aesthetics,

criticism, studio art, and art history. We are

going to have to redefine those experts as being

people who come from the culture under con-

sideration.

:My accent betrays the fact that I ani origi-

nally from New Zealand. If any of von saw the Te

Maori show you might he aware that it was "sung..

in, in a very significant way. It was seen by the

Maori community as an opportunity to share

their culture with a wider audience. Certainly,

that was a political decision, and there were other

factors embedded in that act. But I think we need

to move in the direction of redefining the notion

of "expert" and the idea of- ownership- so that

they rc!'c'r to people from other t ultures, and not

simply to academics who publish to scholarly

journals.
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Thurber: I was recent) at a seminar that included

museum personnel who %vete dealing with the

problem of ;I "sacred pole" that had recently been

returned to the Omaha pc( pie. They were dis-

cussing how they should display this sacred pole

not only how the pole could be best shown in a

new setting, but how it could he returned to some

context. Although this pole now belongs to a cid-

in. residing in Nebraska. the entire adult popu-

lation of the Omaha people has never had the

pole as part ()I their cultural experience. The

problem was not simply one of showing the pole

to the public so they could understand it, but one

of reintroducing the object to its own indigenous

culture, which it had long been separated from

for political and social reasons. I thought that this

would be an interesting classroom discussion

for the children of Nebraska. We must allow these

ideas to become as much a part of its as the ideas

that we were raised with. If we do not, the discus-

sion over multiculturalism will become rhetoric.

Brown: We have talked about sharing traditions

witI people outside of. as well as within, our own

( 'thin e.. bout a month ago, I (lid a television

plow am that included intisetim professionals

It out Billet ent parts of ,\Iri( a. One ()I the ques-

tions t ;Used was "Cultural diversity forwhotn ?- I

to gi% 0. au answet regarding how we look

at ( ohm al diteisit% in the United States, attd

someone said, I hat has nothing to (10) with what
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Id like to know. Your museums contain objects

that pertain to int heritage and Inv culture, items

that I have never seen, and Inv chiltIren have

never seen, and Inv grandparents ma% hime

never seen. At what point do we get access to

them?" This was not a question about 'titan ia-

doll. just the wish of people to see their own c nl-

ntral legacy in their own count' ies so they can

understand their own cultin al minimum'. Can

you speak of our responsibility to African Ameri-

cans, as opposed to our responsibilit% t()

Africans, Asian Americans \slat's, I lispanic

Americans, Mexicans, and Puerto Ricans? There

have been assumptions that all African Ameri-

ans want to know about Africa or that all His-

pani Americans are interested in Nlexico, but

our experience has shown that this is not the

...List.. Some of the ways that we formulate the

questions inav not be the Ways that our audi-

ences wish to receive intmation.

Thurber: .A general look at the available litera-

ture on curricula for cultural diversity shows that

there is no clear understanding of the differ-

ences between specific cultures and their related

subcultures in the United States. African-Ameri-

can culture is not the same as African culture, but

this distinction is not clearly recognized in the lit-

erature on curricula, nor is the contemporarity

of various cultures. For example, the Omaha cul-

ture still exists today and many people live in

4



their culture. However. their artwork 'oda% does

not look like their artwork lilt% ears Ago. We

have to educate teachers to he more sensitise to)

this critical subtlety.

Chalmers: I think we will not be able to deal with

the art of African Americans, or (:hinese Canadi-

ans, until we broaden our definition' of what art is

and are willing to embrace the popular and folk

arts. I find, even in Vancouver, that I have to go to

a special gallery to see the art of Native Canadi-

ans and another gallery to see the art of Chinese

Canadians. Only now are we beginning to bring

their art into the mainstream.

Day: I think all of contemporary art is -under-

understood.- We do not understand the art of

our own time, which includes the art of all differ-

ent groups, not just ethnic groups. Even less

understood by our students and by the general

population is the effect of the applied arts on

their lives. The graphic arts. for example.

influence many of our decisions. including the

election of presidents. Given their tremendous

importance. the graphic arts are certainly worthy

of inclusion in a broad program of art education.

Having an initial idea about the broad function

of art in society can give students a handle, on

not only how people of other times and places

have used att. butt on how art is used in their own

culture, in their own lives.

4 3

Brown: We have reached a point where we can

entertain some of the questions the audience has

posed. We have put together certain questions in

categories. They mar encompass some of voiir

thinking, although not in the exact wording

vont used. We will try to cover the issues mil

have raised.

Q: Each speaker referred to the trivial art pro-

jects, relating to other cultures. that were devel-

oped and implemented by classroom and art

teachers. These were referred to as "first-level

projects.- What are examples of productions that

would be more meaningful?

A: (Chalmers) I will use the example of the

totem pole made out of toilet paper rolls. I

think the way to turn that sort of project into a

meaningful activity would he to study the totem

poles of the Northwest people and broaden that

study by asking ..Why were these poles made?

What is the reason for their being? What is that

art for? Why is it art?" Next, look at work from

other cultures that fulfilled the same need. The

University of British Columbia's Museum of

Athropology did a wonderful show a few

rears ago called "Homo ektachromn," in which stu-

dents took slides of contemporary Canadian

cultural pieces and compared and contrasted

the objects with objects from the inusem's

collection. One might have also juxtaposed a

series of slides of tombstones from local
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cemeteries and related them to funerary

objects. Another possibility would he to have

slides Of ten -tier birthday or wedding cakes and

compare them with other celebratory objects.

From that study of totem poles might come au

assignment in which st,hlents produced some-

thing that had cultural meaning for them. but

also a functional purpose.

Q: Michael Day made reference to children cre-

ating symbols in their own artwork after learning

about an American Indian war shield. He hoped

that the symbols they created would be better

than the body symbols Rachel I Nlason J showed

yesterday, which he described as the "wrong- type

of example. Why would children who had experi-

enced this curriculum do anything different? At

what age are children able to understand the

concept of symbols?

A: (Day) In studying children's artistic develop-

ment, we find they begin very early to create a

symbol system of their own., by age eight they

have completed that process. They also appropri-

ate symbols they find an mud them and use them

in their drawings. The lesson involving the

Cheyenne shield is only one example of the use

of symbols in art. Other examples could he

drawn from Renaissance painting or from the

works of virtually any other culture. In this partic-

ular unit students examine the idea of symbols

miss-culturally. 'they look at the sources of svin-
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fools, such as the fact that the use of color can be

symbolic when used by different peoples. Stu-

dents also understand that symbols refer to

things that are of great value to those who create

the art. The next step in the unit is for the child

to assess the values in their own Ilk. including

those things that they would like to symboliie in

their work, and to encourage the child to use

sunbols to embody those

Q: Whatever consensus we come to about 111i.11.1

and diversity, in the end it is irrelevant. What mat-

ters is what happens in the classroom. We may

agree that DBAE is not Western and fOrmalist, but

classroom teachers continue to merely scan van

Gogh. How can we achieve real change in the

trenches? Whatever we have done so far does not

seem to be %corking.

A: ( Day) What we have done so far is working. I

find lots of examples of change in my travels

around the rummy. and I have found many posi-

tive things happening. But I agree with the thrust

oldie question. It is difficult to move from a

highly theoretical discussion to actual, everyday.,

classroom practice with thirty -live kids coining in

every fin-R.-five minutes, hour after hour. That is

the reality. "the trivial examples are, too often.

the norm. There is a tremendous market for sim-

plistic materials, especially in the elemental-y

schools, where classroom teachers are still pre-

dominantl in charge of art instruction.
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Q: There are a number of questions that deal

with choices and who makes them. This is a long

one, but one that covers most of the bases: If we

can teach all cultures and do it well in the limited

time of the school year, which cultures, and

which artworks, will we emphasize? Will these

decisions depend on the individual populations

present in the classroom in any given year? tViio

will make the decisionsadministrators, teach-

ers. parents? Vill these limitations be seen as

racial prejudice or elitism? Whv don't we start

with the time factor: What can you do in a given

Year:.

A: (Thurber) These issues require some local

solutions. The answers are not going- to be the

same. state to state or district to district. We really

have to ask that everyone who is involved in that

educational context participates: this includes

coninninities, teachers, children.

administrators, local art institutions, and artists.

lint have to look at what is available aild make

choices on that basis. It is not necessarily valu-

able. or even possible. to touch on every possible

culture. Perhaps approaching curricula with the

idea of becoming deeply immersed in a few top-

ics that are important in a local context is a better

approach.

A: (( :halmers) I have a small Ft thlem with

Frances's answer because it raises the issue of

what one does in a culturally homogeneous soci-

ety. It scents to me that those people need multi-

5

cultural education even more than those in

diverse societies. We need to ask those big ques-

tions of the curriculum: "What is art fbr?" and

"Whs is art:".fhen we can choose the specific cul-

tures to explore on a local basis. Yes, everyone

should he involved, and yes, it will be a political

decision. But those big questions are important

evervwhcre. I think it is wrong to start with the

qt testion "What cultures shall we teach:" That

should be the second question.

A: (Day) The above question also raises the issues

involved in curriculum development in a com-

munity, whether the curriculum is adopted front

the outside or developed internally. These are

the kinds of questions asked in a good curricu-

lum development process and the reason why. in

the discipline-based approach. we advocate hav-

ing some kind of regular curriculum. Thu know

you cannot do everything in one year. You need

to use a curriculum from preschool to high

school to provide all the things we believe chil-

dren should he learning.

Q: If the desired outcome of a multicultural art

education unit is students who use their art

knowledge to be social change agents in society,

who selects the change/action that students

should undertake? Is an aesthetic focus on politi-

cal and social refOrnijust as limiting as an aes-

thetic fOcus out ft mnalism? How would the

outcome of such a program be evaluated: If stu-
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dents tnok so( t,tl at min that put them in jail,

%%mild the% get "A's?" %Void(' students fail if they

did tint ti ;instil then knowledge and skills to

sot t,tl sue no'

A: (t .halmet s) I his is a set real question and

aim. some sign ill( .10 It issues. I think students are

going to tune to choose their own focus them-

selves. Art education began dealing with these

issues a number of Years ago, when Vincent

Lanier wrote 'Hie Teaching of .Art as Social Rev-

olution- ( 1969), but it did not go anywhere. I sus-

pect it did not go anywhere because it is such a

controversial issue. I do not know the answer. I

think those of us concerned with art education

will have to sit down and thrash out these issues.

But I also think we will have to look to areas of

the school in which these kinds of change are

already beginning, in writing classes, for exam-

ple. How do writing and literature teachers han-

dle itr How do they address writing as a means of

social clialige?

Some of us have seen something like the

AIDS Quilt project. which was a project intended

to change social attitudes, as well as to commem-

orate and memorialite. Many of us might think

that the work was, in aesthetic terms, awful. In

fact, I was repulsed by t h e appearance of-some of

the quilts, butt I have never been so moved. %Ve

need to deal with the dichotomy between aes-

thetic power ;tncl social or emotional power. %Vt.
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need to develop criteria that can evaluate success

in a broader context.

Q: As schools and districts lose funding for pro-

fessional development and training time, what

can be done to further DBAE and multicultural

education efforts through distance learning,

teleconkrences, and other uses of technology?

Opportunities fbr in-service education are

shrinking.

A: (Thurber) Last year. Nebraska Educational

Television, with a consortium of nineteen states,

produced two interactive video conferences deal-

ing with issues of DBAE. These were after-school,

in-service programs for any school district that

had the equipment to receive it. Having experi-

enced that, I feel it has great potential, although

it is very different from dealing with a live audi-

ence and is thus slightly disconcerting. However.

as with any new technology. it becomes easier as

we become more uniliar with it. I see this as a

great opportunity to work with teachers on a

global scale.

Q: Our students fr(mi no -Western backgrounds

are often as ignorant of their family's heritage as

are Caucasian youngsters. They may not he eager

to learn more about their backgrounds, choosing

instead to assimilate into the current U.S. popu-

lar culture. How does multicultural education



relate to the rejection of their heritage in favor of

pop culture?

A: ( Day) I would ask, "What is heritage?" I often

show slides to my elementary art education class,

which includes college students from across the

country. I can show them images drawn from

popular culture, anything from Mickey Mouse to

Orville Redenbacher, and they will know all of

the slides. There is no problem in getting stu-

dents to recognize popular culture. The problem

is in getting them to recognize something more

serious: the task of a good art curriculum is to

engage students personally. Showing objects such

as the Nkisi n'kondi oath taker is one way to show

them something serious that also engages them

in questions and discussions about the functions

and purposes of art in their own popular culture.

Q: Along with cultural diversity, what about the

learning, styles of individual students that might

be culturally based? How can teachers learn

about. and prepare for, the learning needs i)f

these individuals?

A: (Chalmers) This is certainly something that

needs to he dealt with, There are many articles on

learning styles and cultures. We need to come to

grips with this material and understand what it

means fOr art learning. Nearly all of the general

texts on multicultural education contain chapters

olt learning styles. We must remember to avoid

making broad generalizations and applying them

to members of particular cultures. We have to

remember that we all live in many cultures. You

cannot define culture strictly on the basis of eth-

nicity. Nim must consider economics, location,

religion, and many other factors. This is a com-

plex task, and while June McFee has made a start.

it needs to be picked up by the whole field.

A: (Day) One issue that arises is what a teacher

should do when he or she knows the learning

style of each of thirty or more students. How does

the teacher deal with all of these learning styles?

One benefit of the discipline-based approach is

that it engages a wide range of learning activities

and addresses multiple learning styles. We can

accommodate different learning styles, even if we

have not identified them exactly.

A: (Thurber) Something I would like us to think

about is that good DRI instruction should

include a dose of collaborative and active learning

along with reflective thinking. We can reach most

students if there is a balance between these two.

Q: In a day and time when art education pro-

grams have been sadly left out of the national

education goals. when budget cuts and site-based

management reforms have hurt man art educa-

tion programs. and when only 58 percent, or

fewer, of our nation's schools have elementary art

teachers, how much more emphasis do you feel

52
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that DBAE, the NEA, and other programs fighting

for the existence of art education, should place

on cultural diversity issues?

A: ((:halmers) A lot. because culture develops

through the arts. People in general multicultural

education are increasingly realizing how central

the arts are to their work. National agendas are
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not dropping multicultural education. "Fills issue

gives those of us involved in art education a

tremendous opportunity to rebuild our field by

making art education a central part of cultural

survival. We should not soft-pedal on this issue

it could be, in tact, our savior.
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INTRODUCTION

Pi TER N NEKAM

Vice President tOr Cultural Programs

National Public Radio

Washington, D.C.

peter Pennekamp began the session b%

remarking that it was an honor for him to be

pi esent at this conference. He reminded the

iirdience members that the issues they are

addressing are also being faced by all other cul-

tural fields. In many ways. he commented, this

gong) is further along than other fields in deal-

ing with what may be the most important cultural

issue of our era.

Emir distinguished speakers have been

assembled to address the question: How have

issues of cultural diversity affected pr actives in an

history. aesthetics. criticism, and art making?

Alan Wallach is an active public lecturer and

writer on art history and American studies, and is

the Ralph H. Witrk Professor of Fine Art at the

College of William and Mary. His articles have

appeared in ...1 ri History. Marxist Perspective., Ari

For t iii4,1 in .4 mefica, The .-Interican Quarterly. The

Chronicle of Highr r Education. and others. He has

twice 'wen a senior postdoctoral fellow at the

National Museum of American Art.

Marcia Eaton is Professor of Philosophy at

the University of Minnesota where she teaches

aesthetics, philosophy of criticism, ethics, and

introductory philosophy. She is the author of Art

and Non-Art: IN' lect ion.% on an Orange Crate and a

.1loosecall (1983). aiming other %corks. Dr. Eaton

has lectured widely and has been it resident

scholar at the Rockefeller. Foundation's snub

center in Italy.

Robert Storr is curator in the Department of

Painting and Sculpture at the Museum of Mod-

ern Art as well as an artist and critic. His exhibi-

tions include "Dislocations," which included

installations 1w Chris Burden, Adrian Piper, and

'The Devil on the Stairs: Looking Back on

the Eighties": and "Susan Rothenberg: Fifteen

Years, A Survey." Mr. Storr is an author, catalog

essavist. and contributing editor to in in A nu-fiat,

where his articles our individual artists, public art,

and the global art community have appeared

.since 1982.

After receiving an M.A. in Arts Education

from the Rhode island School of Design. Alfred

Quito/ earned an NI.F.A. at the University of Ali-

lona. An award-winning artist, he has exhibited

widely throughout the United States. NIL Quin)/

has founded two art galleries, taught at two high

schools, and worked lire two state arts councils.

His awards include a National Endowment kn.

the Arts grant and an American Council for the

Arts Visual Arts fellowship.
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REVISIONIST ART HISTORY AND
THE CHALLENGE OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY

ALAN wAt.1...u.11

Professor of Fine Art

College of William and \la ry

Williamsburg. VA

n order to demonstrate the confluence of revi-

sionist art history and the goals olcultitral

diversity. Alan Wallach cited a "miniblockbuster-

exhibition mounted in 1992 by the National

Gallery, 'john Singer Sargent's Eilabw."The

painting. a theatrical portrayal of a flamenco

dancer perfOrming with a group of (4psv musi-

cians. was supported by its 1111111eflifis Preparatory

drawings and .;ketches, extensive wall texts, a

color brochure, a brief commtwin on "the

allure of Spain." and an exhibition history Of the

painting since its first appearance at the Paris

Salon of 1882.

This show was \dark praised in the local

press. Vet. when considered from a revisionist

and culturally diverse perspective, the exhibition

raises serious questions about ithiseinn practice,

audiences, identity. and "otherness." \Vhat type

of audience. for example. %vas assumed by. or

inscribed in. the exhibition? Cicada... the materi-

als presumed that the audience was minimally

schooled in Western art and would be able to

position Sargent as a "quasi- Impressionist," work-

ing in the painterly tradition of C,ainsborough.

46 AlAt) W4114( H

elaiquei. and I lats. Additionallv, the exhibition

assumed that its audience was comfortable with

an art historical presentation structured around

the "masterpiece." or a work created be a solitary

genius, so that the sketches, drawings, and other

evidence of the creative process are worthy of

close study.

The Eurocentrism of the exhibit was evident

in more than the use of constructions such as

"genius." and "masterpiece." however. A clear

bias was also immanent in the celebration of a

Western artist's depiction of a mystical and

romantic Spaina site of the "alluring," "evoca-

tive." and "exotic," to use words from the wall

texts and brochure. While Spain is itself part of

Europe, Wallach noted that the exhibition mater-

ial uncritically cited Alexandre Dumas's com-

ment that "Africa begins on the other side of the

Pyrenees." reinforcing its non-Western and

"exotic" character.

While it could be argued that the brochure

was simply reproducing the attitudes held by Sar-

gent and the Parisian haute bourgeoisie of the

1880s, it appears, remarkably, to he an attitude

shared by today's official culture. in which the

idea ofromanticallY. distant" Spain is ingrained.

Rather than critically interrogating the cultural

meths invoked by Sargent. which Wallach

believed to be the duty of an intellectually
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Eljaleo,john Singer Sargent. Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum., Boston.

responsible art histort", the National Si111-

1)1V )1Ted them.

The fact that the museum completely

ignored the work of Edward Said and other

scholars who have analyze(' Western portrayals of

the exotic is not clu to careless scholarship.

asserted 1Vallach. It signals son tolling more

deliberate and systematic. We might, for exam-

ple. ask whv a naive celebration of the exotic was

considered appropriate for the National Gallery,

"when the majority of this nation's inhabitants

mace then limits lines to the far side of one or

;motile' I'S t eiters." Hie answet to that question

goes beyond a simple contest between traditional

and revisionist art history and must be sought in

the political and historical circumstances in

which they are practiced.

Twenty -five Years ago, the practice of art his-

tory consisted primarily olconnoissenrship, Or

the ability to idntif aii(1 date works °f art. for-

mal analysis, and iconography, Panolsky's syste:,1

of reading meaning in visual images. 1.'11(1(.1-lying

these methodological approaches wert certain

assumptions: Art was the product of (male)

genius and Western artderived front the classi-

cal tradition flowing through Greece, Rome, and
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the Italian Renaissanceshould be the primary.

focus of art historical inquiry.

The political struggles of the sixties led to

persistent demands for greater institutional

recognition of cultural diversity and alternative

viewpoints, Wallach recounted. At a time when

every field in the humanities underwent a period

of crisis and self-examination. art history began

to grapple with new methodologies. suds as femi-

nism. Marxism, semiotics. and deconstruction.

This critical shift occurred after a long period of

resisting even the most elemental discussions of

theory. Today, hoyvever, new theoretical tenden-

cies are often incorrectly and indiscriminately

lumped together under the heading of "revision-

ist" art history.

Wallach reported that revisionism "hit a

smug discipline like a thunderbolt," undermin-

ing the concepts and assumptions around which

art history had developed as a discipline. Two

seminal sources of early revisionist art history

were Linda Nochlin's 1971 essay. "%Vim .Are There

No Great \'ottien Artists which not only took

on the masculine construction of genius but also

challenged the idea of "greatness" as an art his-

torical category, and T. j. (*.lark's books mu

Lourbet and the Revolt ttint of 18,18 (( :lark.

I 973a and b. 197.-1). Clark's studies resuscitated

the question of social determination in art

which had been suppressed and invalidated dm,

48 ALAN WALLACH

ing the Cold Warin a yvav that was both rigor-

ously art historical and theoretically complex.

Nochlin and Clark were pioneers in a move-

mein that eventually transfOrmed the discipline,

despite that fact that the majority of practitioners

continue to subscribe to the kind of conventional

art history represented by II. V..lanson's

(q Art. Today's College Art Association meetings

reflect the dominant influence of a t tint ally

aware minority who study art within broad t ritical

frameworks, such as feminism, social history, pol-

itics, and economics.

To the extent that there is a "revisionist" out

look, it is grounded in criticizing the idea that a

work of art possesses universal or transcendent

meaning. \%orks of art are considered as artifacts

or historical records. so that uncovering their

meaning demands a snick of the social and cul-

tural conditions of their production. Fo get at

that past, however. requires "strippiitg :ma% all

the layers of meaning that have since accimiti-

hated around a work like the ,11(Ina Lisa -how it

cline to symbolize France's claim to have inher-

ited from Italy the legacv of Vesterti civilization

and why it functions today as one oldie premier

symbols of French culture and the French state."

Because a central aspect of revisionist art

history is its critique of Eurocentrism, this cri-

tique is a precondition of a timIticulturalist

approach to the history of art. Vallach stressed



the word "approach" because multiculturalism is

not something that "can simply be tacked on to

more traditional approaches, as if adding exhibi-

tions of African-American or Chicano art to the

National Gallery's exhibition schedule would

somehow counterbalance the unabashed Euro-

centrism of Ventures such as E/fideo." A milk ictd-

turalist art history implies a far inure ambitious

program of "radical democratization: the under-

mining of established cultural hierarchies. the

redistribution of cultural power.. .. It is precisely

this culturally transfOrmative potential of multi-

culturalism that makes it so threatening to its

opponents."

Cultural transformation will not mine about

without social change. maintained Wallach. While

one could argue that the critique of Eurocentrism

is gaining ground, however, multiculturalism is in

constant danger "of being transfOrmed into its

opposite," of becoming an excuse for ghettoiza-

tion and for deepening divisions between cultural

groups. For example, while the Smithsonian Insti-

tution has begun building museums of African-

American and Native-American art, the far more

visible and prestigious National Gaiters' remains a

monument to Eurocentrism.

Today multicultural initiatives have the

added burden of taking on a wel1- funded and

determined opposition. Right-wing think tanks

and journals such as .Vew Criterion and Commentary

identify multiculturalism with the buzzword "polit-

ical correctness" and cast it as a "barbarian plot"

against Western civilization. Despite the thinness

of their arguments. Wallach observed, the neocon-

servatives, who now dominate the NEA and NEII,

have greater access to the media than their oppo-

nents and have managed to set the terms of the

debate. As the United States has become increas-

ingly divided between "dour, self-appointed custo-

dians of traditional concepts of art and culture"

and those advocating cultural change, academics

and cultural workers find themselves similarly

polarized. For academics, suggested Wallach, "the

price of choice may be high .. . but the price of

not choosing will be even higher."

In the final analysis. Wallach believes that

revisionist art history, with its informed and criti-

cal assessment of art and its commitment to cul-

tural diversity, enjoys greater credibility than does

the neocot iservatives' "freeze - ". red Parnassus."

the basic questionwhos version of art history

will predominate? is, ultimatelv, a deeply politi-

cal one. forcing us to choose between "the exclu-

sive, mystified ci 'Imre of the past and the far

more open, diverse, and democratic culture of

the hinny."
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THE EFFECT OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY ON AESTHETICS

\l %In IN MI I I III II

I'tolc' ot phij,,,pin

.iineisit% nt \linnesota

Minneapolis. NIN

Marcia Eaton explained that niam of her

obsel vations s%ould be personal ones.

dram-( from her experience as a menthe, of an

;.inal%ticall% inclined philosoplu dcpartmnt. She

then identified duce %%a, in hi( It cultural diei-

sity has ithe(ted aesthetics. rhe first is positive

and significant, but has left the field relati%I.1%

unchanged. It consists of multiculturalism's

broadening of the field of questions and [(Tics

addressed b% aesthetics. In the last decade.jour-

nal. of aesthetics liae made reference to quilts.

rap music. carnivals. masks. pornography----a host

of objects and events that %%el c. ill )1 pre% i()ilSk

within the 1)iirVie% 1)1 .[esthetics.

Vilill` 111 era n(I)I('S 11.1 l' ( hanged, Vaunt

observed. the basic questions lia not; 11.11,it is

art? Vhat is an itesthetit (yet irtice... 11'llitt is tlie

dif lerence between good and bad al I? I lin% does

One correctl% 1 ) 1 ( 1 1inter r, e%aluate at t?- Vhile

enthusing this expansion in the st ope of aes-

thetic inquit %. Fitton at kno%yledgctl that multi-

( ultinalism 11,1, had little effect on the basic

li atne%%oi Is of aesthetic intplitA.

hi atmthel. sense, IttAvever, the expansion Pt

pussible objet Is amd examples has affected the
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philosophy of art be cause. as the set of examples

grows, one must reformulate the problem of

-what qualifications members of the set must pos-

sess.- . \t one time Aristotle's assumption that "all

art is imitation- permeated aesthetic- theory.

I lowever. with the advent of nonrepresentational

art, philosophers were 1.( need to reject the Greek

pal adigni. Throughout most of this century. the

operating assumption of mainstream aesthetic

pliilosopli has been that aesthetic experience

consist, of -disinterested- attention to formal

qualities. Not all aestheticians have subscribed to

this % kw. of coarse, with Mai xis[ ;.111(1 psc110,111',1-

hiic theorists being notable um ptions. Recent

attention to culturally diverse art, liowewr. has

%idend acceptance of the view that loin and

content are not sepat able. or that aesthetic expe-

rience can be isolated from other areas of human

experience, including politics, religion. moialin,

mr economic,. Useful. eyer%dit% objects. such as

quilts, are limy included in ninsimi collectitlis. a

development that marks a notable change in aes-

thetic theory.

Eaton noted that culttnal diceisitY and tile

demands it places oil traditional disciplines have

met with considerable resistance. This resistance

is the third el fect of iiltural diversity on aes-

thetics that she identified. One reason for this

resistant e is learof losing power. of changing

scandal ds, of -the other. I lowe%er, there is
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another reason lor tcsistance that is exacerbated,

rather than diminished, In one's own cultural

interaction. 'Ellis is the fear of "doing philosophy'

in a culture other than one's own.

Cultural diversity has called attention to

the fact that everyone inevitably carries his r

her Own cultural presuppositions and predispo-

sitions with them. These presiippositions are zi

condition of -fluency- in a particular culture,

allowing participants to communicate effec-

thVIV with one another. Eaton noted that it is

only deep familiarit% with a subculture that

enables one to understand the differences in

meaning that may be contained in an identical

statement: Pretty good' is a term of high

praise in Minnesota, but not in California.- she

noted drollv. Given such translation problems

vithin a single culture. the difficulties a West-

erner would have in understanding llongot art

are obvious.

While multicultural art education can give

students -access to the significant achievements

of our civilization as well as those of other

ivilizations,- as Stephen Dobbs noted in The

M. -I Handbook ( )92), we must remember that

art and culture are inseparable: -Art provides

access to culture hilt culture also provides access

to art. How much one must know about a culture

lxfOre one has any access to its art is a compelling

and difficult problem. asserted Eaton.

The difficult% of gaining access to other cul-

tures. and thus to the type of philosophical ques-

tions most appropriate to their art, is a key factor

hindering the development of cross-cultural aes-

thetic theory. Nevertheless. Eaton offered some

basis fOr optimism. noting that whether dealing

with Malays, Alaskans, rural Minnesotans. Amish

quitters, or Africa-American rappers. one can

turn to -native speakers" as -translators" whose

fluency can act as a bridge to our own under-

standing.

Returning to the quilt example. Eaton

pointed out that the more we listen to members

of a quilt-making culture, the more we realize

that not everyone believes that quilts should be

hanging in museums. A growing number of femi-

nist critics have argued that the true aesthetic

experience of quilts is derived from encounter-

ing them in their proper context. on real beds.

keeping real bodies warm.- Only through fluency

in the concerns and convictions of quilters them-

selves can the full aesthetic implications of quilts

be addressed.

But should a philosopher be -paralyzed- 1w

such a realization? Eaton thinks not, recommend-

ing, however, that the difficulties of true ninhicul-

turalism be recognized mid acknowledged, If we

expect "translators- to provide us with access to

their culture, we lutist be prepared to develop

comparable fluency in our own culture and

G2
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become translators in return: "Giving ap Shake-

speare or Giotto may be good if it symbolizes that

'ours' is not all there is." But, she warned, we must

guard against becoming cultural dilettantes who

have no real fluency anywhere and. hence. are

unable to do real philosophical work.

Eaton admitted that she did not have the

fluency necessary to do aesthetics in a non- West-
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ern culture, and that the problems important to

her may not be compelling to others. However,

she hoped that by broadening examples and

questioning assumptions she could make philo-

sophical aesthetics more accessible and "user

Friendly," even to those who "grew lip with rap

rather than opera and who make quilts instead of

oil paintings."
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MAKE IT REAL: NOTES ON PLURALISM
EMPIRICAL CRITICISM, AND THE PRESENT MOMENT

ROBEIRT STOMA

Curator

Nlusettin of Nloderit Art

New librk, NY

Robert Storr described himself as a painter.

critic, and curator, identities that are in some

wars conflicting, in other ways complementary.

His experience of living and working in Latin

America and Europe, and his current residence

in a Brooklyn neighborhood that is 91) percent

African American and 61) percent West Indian.

has convinced him that the idea of a self-con-

tained Western culture, let alone a single Ameri-

ca!' culture, is a myth. Given this public reality,

Storr is sure that, despite the narrowness of the

current cultiwal debate, "the tense pluralism

that is the common fact of our existence will

inevitably be recognized as the positive forc. in an

evolving. rather than static and self-insulating,

artistic tradition."

UnfOrtunatelv. for those who hope for a

genuine opening up in the cultural arena, Storr

lamented the recent debate over multicultural-

km has "become a bore," losing its hold on the

public imagination. The degeneration and dissi-

pation of the discourse. however, has not ren-

dered continued attention to the problems of

multiculturalism any less necessary. Quite the

(outran', it makes heightened awareness and a

"more supple" critical response to ex..-eptional

artworks more important. If we are to salvage

the prospect of a broadly defined American, or

even world, culture, we must find the language

to describe "what is missing" from existing cul-

ture in ways that both make it desirable and.

counter the arguments of those who "fear,

ridicule, and condemn diversity." Unless this is

accomplished, Storr argued, tliings will not

improve.

Storr presented three preliminary problems

in the debate over Multiculturalism. First, ours is

not an open society, he maintained. Barriers to

education and access are genuine, and informa-

tion circulating within social, ethnic, and eco-

nomically disparate groups seldom crosses these

harriers easily. Despite the fact that some

progress has been made in breaking down these

barriers in the last forty Years, that progress has

been reversed by a "backlash at least as powerful

as the initial push toward pluralism." Further, the

habit of comparing America favorably to more

restrictive cultures does 1101 make ours more

open. However, it does betray the polemicists

who make the point, revealing that the essence of

their concern is competition with other cultures

and not the straggle to have our own culture live

up to its own promise.

Second, and less obviously, the multicultural

debate is being carried on for at least the second
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nun' lw maim of its principal antagonists, who are

now showing a sense Of frustration and bitter-

ness. Perhaps. he suggested, it is time to abandon

the .ipocalptic rhetoric and acknowledge that it

is 'light( unlikely that the present struggle will

end ill either a "golden age., or a final collapse

into der adept e: "The problem facing us as a

t (mini is not elm(hal thomati,,,,, of a positive or

itegatwe kind, it is the lat I that we arc stalled anti

'king below dm level ol out intelligence: our

t dim( it% 1111 t hinge, and die t onsciousliess of ottr

nulttual nuolependent

1111111%, S11111 11(1111{11111111 111.11 1111 argument

t Limning hidden(' of milaigccultinal %allies will

veil 11 it "I he,ipens the language, obscures

the oh% mus fat Is . and plays io the lowest

instint is of gimp teseninient or %min% instead tit

ddiliessing its anthem es highest «minion level

of expel ient . and doilin." I Itnytler, if all parties

to die moment share blame for its degenera-

tion, asserted Store, they do not share it equall:

-IVIiattler the sills of the (-ultnral zealots on the

radical Left. those committed by radical reac-

tionaries have had lar riot e impact on minimal

policv, A witch-limit is being con(hitecl in the

artistic sphere and the national, state, anti even

private riatioage sstenis are hostage to it.

Turning to the tans in %%hiclt dic critical

coniniunitv has dealt with the question oft tu1-

tural dive' sit%, ~toll UNI)1,11114'd 111;11 11WIC 5%.1S
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-generational split," nut only between %arios

critics, but between critics and their audiences.

hit older generation of critics fought its battles

over liberal anticommunism" and the antago-

nism between popular and high culture that

Clement Greenberg dichotomized as "avant-

garde and kitsch." This group's consciousness

was formed by the Depression, the New Deal.

labor struggles, the Second Vorld War, Stalinism.

and the shattering of the Old Left. These critics,

man of whom wen Jewish, (veil understand the

problems of cultural exclusion and assimilation.

UnfOrtunately, some have forgotten the historical

specificity of their own experience and -impa-

tiently as1-. why the next group does not do it

'their' way, as if such were possible or desirable."

The Younger generation of critics, of which

Storr is a member, fought different battlesover

civil rights and "illiberal anticommunism." in

other words, the abuse of American power

abroad and against dissidents at home. They also

engaged in the debate over popular and high cul-

ture with far more insight and discrimination

than the first generation gave them credit fOr. As

a group they were better educated and more co-

mink-ally privileged than their elders. A few of

them joined the New Left; many more of them

joined marches or leafletted for causes.

As different as these two groups' experi-

ences are froth one another, they are both differ-



ent from the experience of the gel teration that

constitutes, increasingly, their audience. Those

who have come of age in the seventies and eight-

ies have experienced domestic peace. the cynical

"benign neglect" of racial and social issues, and

comparative economic scarcity. The Left, old or

new, was an anachronism and the "end of ideol-

ogy" was declared. The era of the sixties, includ-

ing the Black nationalism. feminism, and gay

rights that the decade engendered, was "not part

of their reality, and what they had heard about it

was largely bad. Skepticism and fear of the future

have made this generation receptive to any voice

that says 'tend to your own business.'"

Storr is convinced that this "mainstream"

audience is not so much opposed to multicultural-

ism as it is resistant to -externally imposed obliga-

tions." Racial. sexual, or class-defined guilt alone

does not move it, amid this is only appropriate:

"One should not read books to expiate the guilt of

not having read them, or look at pictures because

one should look at them." Such negative argu-

ments are more likely to close than to open minds.

The "duty theory" of multicultural educa-

tion has actually played into the hands of the

reactionary Right, proposed Storr, by enabling

them to make generalizations about the iverse

interests and diverging approaches it actually

represents. Typical of these generalizations are

that: people who are "politically correct" (PC) all

agree and demand agreement from others; peo-

ple who are PC are elitist; people who are PC are

the beneficiaries of unearned privilege and pri-

vate means and ask others to make sacrifices only

they can afford; people who are PC are opposed

to tradition because they are ignorant of any-

thing but ideas about social responsibility and

disdain the aesthetic pleasures of the past. Once

the PC label has been invoked nothing one says

will matter to a skeptical public: the use of "PC is

bigotry by abbreviation."

The image conjured bv the Right. of a

monolithic, undifferentiated horde of "others"

making unfair demands on an innocent public

draws on the time-honored tropes of ideological

warfitre: It is the Red Menace, the Yellow Peril.

Black Rage. and the Spanish Inquisition rolled

into one. In such a worldview. a complex histori-

cal phenomenon such as feminism is recast as an

aberrational episode in the "War between the

sexes," and "women's hysteria" is countered by

the ostensibly "logical" discourse of non-or

antileinists. The epithetical use of labels pre-

empts analysis with stunning efficiency, so that a

curator who exhibits the work of a number of

women is tagged a "feminist" and denied further

consideration by the Right, which considers all

feminists the same.

African-American artists are treated simi-

larly when Whites tap into deeper and more sub-
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tle forms of prejudice. The idea, at once discrimi-

natory and hopeful. that Black artists are there to

tell the public what -Blacks think,- is implicitly

racist: "Craving absolution for biases . or

hoping to prove their sympathy . Whites will

inevitably ask. 'What does it feel likereaifr----to

he Black?'"

As an example of this mentality. Storr cited a

recent show he curated at the M..seum of Mod-

ern Art called "Dislocations." Two of the seven

artists featured were African American. David

Hammons and Adrian Piper. Hanunons has

worked primarily in public spaces and not in the

sterile "white cube- of the museum. Bringing the

"outdoors in." Hammons recreated the eques-

trian statue of Teddy Roosevelt in frcmt of the

NIuseinn of Natural History. which is attended by

representations of two -noble savages.- one

Indian and one African. He "attacked" the statue

with plastic airplanes, movie prop machine guns.

and fake TNT.

Piper's work took a radically difkrent

approach and was constructed within an all-white

room that was itself a minimalist sculpture. Lined

with mirrors. the room contained a video box

with the image of an African-American man who

repeated the phrases am not horny. I am not

shiftless," and so on. Critical response to the show

was mixed, but with distressing frequency the

works by Piper and Hammons were described as
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being equkaient iii [hell col tent and "just'.

about racism: It occurred to few that the obvious

subject matter did not exhaust the by no means

obvit)us contenta distinctinn that inn

sophisticated critics would have made lithe sub-

ject matter had been something else." The dra-

matic formal differences between the two pieces,

which implied major differences in the view-

points of the artists, were totally ignored.

II:minions is an artist who wants to "get peo-

ple out of museums and into the world. He wants

to make beam% out of trash" and to get viewers to

ci if rottt directly their ignorance and preconcep-

tions. However, the anger in this piece is medi-

ated In "Inman aiiid finesse," and he meets the

viewer more than halfway across the social gap

t ;sting artist and audience. Piper, in contrast.

is a kantian phi losi pher who embraces the tmi-

versal values embodied in pare abstraction. But.

li(iwever deep her involvement in pure art, she

wants us to know that "the man in the box will

not go away. and his recitation and denial of

racial slurs is not just a guilt trip addressed to

Whites. but a necessary. daily litany painfully

repeated to himself as well as to all within the

range of his voice. Anyone looking to discover

"what Blacks think" would discover from this

show that Black artists think many different

things. and that racism consists in "treating the

many as if they are one and the same:
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There is much work by artists whose cultural

identity informs their work, but whose identity is

not necessarily declared openly on the surface of

that work. There are Latin American artists who

create hard-edged geometric paintings and

African Americans who are minimalists. To

appreciate such work one must think about how

artists use common cultural property and alter it

in light of their intentions and background, a

process that poses a special challenge for contem-

porary critics. "Are North Americ ans aware that

much South American art consists of ruled

squares and circles rather than pre-Columbian,

colonial. revolutionary, or surrealist iconogra-

phy?" Storr wondered.

6u

Artists do not make art about pluralism.

insisted Storr, and pluralist critics do not particu-

larly enjoy belaboring the issue either. Both

would much rather be free to study what inter-

ests them and what they believe will interest oth-

ers. For that reason, and others previously

mentioned, Storr announced that he intended

to "stop talking about multiculturalism alto-

gether." He did not intend to stop showing and

writing about artists whose work raises this issue

and gives it form, however, for only the breadth

and richness of pluralist culture itself can put an

end to the demoralizing efforts some are mak-

ing to diminish our common heritage and

our future."
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HOW HAVE ISSUES OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY AFFECTED
PRACTICES IN ART MAKING?

MIRE QUIROZ

Assistant Professor

Department of Fine Art

1'11P-el-shy of :Viz( ma

Tucson. A/.

Cultural diversity," "multiculturalism," and

"people of color" arc terms that have been

sweeping the country since the civil rights move-

ment in the 1960s, observed Alfred Quiroz. The

demand of African Americans, Native Americans,

and 1 lispanics for voice in society coincided with

a new assertiveness on the part of minority- artists.

who still 11111.krd on the margins as the main-

stream embraced Abstract Expressionism and

then Pop in the postwar era.

Quirt)/ noted that when 1w n is growing up

in the fifties and sixties the arts world contained

no "crossover" role models that Young. cultus ally.

dierse artists could follow. By the early seventies,

a Third World art movement had emerged as

ethnic artists searched for their own niche in the

.kmerican art community. Rev to their artistic

evolution was higher education. Quiroz esti-

mated that the majority of ethnically diverse

artists today hale at least (me, and sometimes

two, gi agitate degrees in the fine arts. Interest-

it ig1%. an Associated Press article (,July h, 1992),

1()4)11111g that 86.1i pet cent of watliers are

Wine, suggests that the lack of tole models for
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non-Whites continues today and will remain so

11)1' years I() come.

While many artists of Quiroz's generation

were raised on the myth of the "inching pot,"

they soon found that, as artists, they were

expected to "depict the accepted iconography of

dwir ethnicity." He recalled that in the seventies

he was rejected by a government-funded Latin

organ /Nation for a mural project in San Francisco

on the grounds that his work "was not Chicano

enough." Examples of this type of aesthetic dis-

criminatit tit still abound, as evidenced by the

recent slum., "Chicano Art: Resistance and

Affirmation," where only Chicano artists working

in specific ethnic genres were exhibited.

Qttiroz believes that prefacing artworks with

terms like "Afro-American," or "Chicano" was

simply another method of denigrating the work

by granting it quasi-folk status. Significantly. such

qualifiers are not used for Irish-American or

Jewish-American artists. He believes that the

"ultimate goal of any educated artist living and

working in the U.S. is that he or she .. . 1w recog-

nized as producing American art... ." Unfortu-

nately, in the guise of "political correctness."

writers, educators, and dealers continue to tag art

by non-Whites as a way of giving it "exotic

appeal." To support his assertion, Quiroz recalled

that a New York dealer's interest in his work

waned when he discovered the artist was front
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Arizona: "Central Americans are really in now

I can't push your work if You're from Arizona."

Citing the crossover artists Luis Jimenez

and Robert Colescott as inspirations, Qt tiro/

explained that in his own work he uses a tableau

fOrtnat, combined with the style or cartoons and

comic strips, to address the aggressive military

history of the United States. In doing so, he

draws on the cartoons and comics of his child-

hood and the muralist's technique of teaching

history through images. The aim of his art is to

"disturb you and make you ullv aware that war is

racial genocide." Because of its confrontational

nature, Quiroz recalled, he was called a racist iw

one "Aitglo" professor. However, he believes

strongly that art should be critical and confronta-

tional so that it can better compete fir attention

with television and other mass media.

As an assistant professor at the University of

Arizona, Quiroz is often asked to serve on a vari-

ety of committees as "minority filler to round out

quotas." His sense of' being a token would be less

pronounced, he surmised, if he were not the onlv

Mexican American on the art department faculty.

Despite this reservation, however, Quiroz was

enthusiastic about the strength and diversity

revealed in the work of ethnic artists today. Artists

such as Wilfredo Castano, Judith Baca, Horace

Washington, and Jaune Quick-to-See-Smith have

used elements drawn from traditional art. mod-

ern masters, and contemporary developments to

create new expressions. As Guillermo Gomez-

Peiia has noted in Art in America:

The U.S. is no longer the heir of Western

European cultureinstead it is a bizarre

laboratory in which all the races and all con-

tinents are experimenting with identity, try-

ing to fiEl a new model of-conviviality. In

this process. very exciting kinds of hybrid

art forms are being created. Unfortunately,

violence, misunderstanding. and fear are

also created (1991. p. 126).

According to Gomez-Pet-la, as an unprece-

dented spotlight shines 011 Third World artists.

are they being regarded as "Ow new intellectuals

or the new primitives?" Nevertheless, despite the

recent cutbacks in federal arts moiler, and the

dismantling of the cultural ground gained dur-

ing the civil rights movement, (:otnei-Pettit is

confident that, out of grievances alai turmoil,

good art is being produced.
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INTRODUCTION

NIARTIN ROSENBERG

,associate Professor

Department of Art History.

University of Nebraska

Onlaha, NE

As an art historian working with the Nebraska

Regional Institute, and a member of the

Getty Center advisory committee, Martin Rosen-

berg was excited by the level of commitment to

the issue of cultural diversity shown by the par-

tic. ipants. Hr thanked Michael K( ndall and the

Getty Center staff fi- their efforts in organiz-

ing this conference. The Fourth Plenary, he

explained, was devoted to how developments

in other disciplines could enhance DBAE the-

ory and practice and consisted of three presen-

tations.

The first presenter, jt me King McFee, was

unable to attend. Her paper was read by her col-

league, Rogena Degge. Dr. McFee is Professor

Emeritus at the University of Oregon and was a

pioneer in the area of culttiral diversity and art

education. Her studies of art and culture have

covered a wide variety of topics and have con-

tributed greatly to the field. She also developed

doctoral programs in art education at Stanford,

Arizona State, and the University of Oregon.

Rogena Degge is Professor of Art Education at

the University of Oregon. The textbook they

wrote together. Art. Callum and Envimnmeni, has

just been reissued,

Marianna Thrgovnick is Proleor of English

at Duke University. She teaches courses in the

novel, modernism, and cultural studies. A

prolific author, Dr. Torgovnick's most recent

hook is the critically acclaimed ':rare Primitive, au

exploration of the West's obsession with the idea

of the primitive.

The third presentation is a joint effort by

Fred Wilson and Lisa Corrin. Fred Wilson is an

installation artist who has also served as a

museum educator and curator. He creates

museum environments that call attention to the

political and philosophical agendas underlying

traditional museum practices. Lisa Corrin is

Assistant Director and Curator at the Museum for

Contemporary Arts in Baltimore. Much of her

work has involved initiating unusual. cross-

disciplinary collaborations between museums

and educational, cultural, and social service insti-

tutions. Their presentation focuses on Fred

Wilson's installation at the Maryland Historical

Society, "Mining the Museum."
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DBAE AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY:
SOME PERSPECTIVES FROM THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

JNI% MLFEF.

Professor Emeritus

University of Oregon

Eugene. OR

June NIcfee addressed the impact of' multicul-

turalism on the content of art-teaching in

schools. She began by noting that DBAE uses the

arts disciplines of studio practice, criticism, aes-

thetics. and art history to shape the content. of

arts education. However, she proposed that the

cognitive, perceptual, and learning aspects of the

social and behavioral sciences should also be

included in DBAF. to better address dill ferences in

student aptitudes for learning about. responding

tii, and creating art.

Thirty Years ago, NIcFee recalled, some edu-

cators were calling fOr a greater recognition of

cultural diversity in art education. Unfortunately.

the call %vent largely unheeded. Now, when cul-

tural diversity is far greater, the need for peda-

gogical change has reached crisis proportions.

Variations in student backgrounds greatly com-

pound the problems Of teaching and learning, as

do the di% isive effects of poverty and changing

mores :old life-styles.

The cultural gulf between the assumptions

of Western fine arts ;'e ' she majority Of the

school population is greater than CVC1'. This

implies [hal SlIldr111S 11(*(111M 0111V 10 (-01111)1C-
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hend and critique art within their own culture,

but also to understand the function of art in

other people's cultures if we are to increasccross-

cultural awareness and respect. Recalls( the

visual arts arc a rich source of infOrmation about

individuals and groupstheir identities, cher-

ished meanings, and life-stvlesthev are

uniquely suited to such a task. However, multi-

cultural education must do more than expose

students to the art ofdif ferent culturesit must

also consider the cultural diversity of students

themselves, their different learning styles, value

systems, and perceptual modes.

Art, as a limn of cultural communication. is

one of the basic language skills students iieed to

participate in a multicultural democracy, noted

NIcfee. To develop an effective art curriculum.

therefOre, teachers must be knowledgeable about

how art functions in various cultures. including

their own and their students'. Art is a "window to

culture- that helps students to see themselves as

part of a culturally diverse society.

N1cFee then bt lefty reviewed the history of

the sociocultural foundations of art education.

She noted that in the fifties and sixties some

efforts were made to incorporate the art of

Natie AniericansAlrican Americans, Eskimos.

Hispanics. and Asians into the art curriculum as a

1%;;y of bolstering appreciittion fin thy contribu-

tions these cultures made to American art. Dur-

7 4



Mg the 1960s, there was also a heightened aware-

ness of how cultural differences among economi-

cally deprived students affected learning.

In the mid-I 960s. the conflict between

"mainstream- culture and the counterculture

increased, spreading to the working, middle, pro-

fessional, and upper classes, and particularly to

artists and art educators. Simultaneously. a resur-

gence in ethnic group consciousness took place.

In their concern that Black art and culture was

being eclipsed in mainstream educational prac-

tice, Black educators petitioned the NAFA board

of directors to appoint a committee devote0 to

the problems of minority teachers and students.

This group. the Committee on Minority Con-

cerns, has grown over the years and has pub-

lished several works including Art, Culture, and

Ethnicity, a volume of case studies and reviews

addressing minority issues.

Additionally, in 1974, a women's caucus was

formed that has since produced an extensive

body of research and literature. McFee recom-

nwncled that the work of both of these groups be

analyzed for their insights into the sociocultural

foundations of art education.

luring the seventies and eighties, several

international conferences in the field were

devoted to cultural diversity in the arts and its

implications for leaching, Melee's own writings

included Preparation lor Art (1970), which ft it.used

on the sociocultural fctors in learning ahtnit

and producing art. and Art, Culture, and Environ-

ment (1977), with Rogena Degge, which tied cul-

tural diversitl to individual perceptual, cognitive.

and developmental differences. Her chapter,

"Cultural Dimensions in the Teaching of Art," in

the anthology The Foundations of Aesthetics, Art,

and Art Eduralion (1988), reviewed literature

(jinn anthropology. cross-cultural psychology.

and educational anthropology that was related to

multiculturalural art education. Many of McFee's for-

mer students, including Degge. Efland. Silver-

man. Boyer, Chalmers, Lovano-Kerr, Hamblen,

Congdon, Jones, Ettinger, Johnson, Wasson,

GuilfOil, and Lanier have made contributions

to the literature on interdisciplinarvand multi-

cultural art ethicanon. Their work, together

with that of many others, could be brought

together with relevant work in the social sci-

el lees to provide an interdisciplinary sociocul-

tural finuidation for DBAE.

McFee noted that the word culture, as used

in the social sciences, differs from the more com-

mon use oldie word, which refers to a "state of

cultivated refinement in art and manners.- In its

broadest sense, culture refers to the beliefsys-

terns, patterns of behavior, and artifacts that

develop within any cultural group. Cross-cultural

psychologists have studied the variations in cog-

nitive style that exist within and between cul-
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tures"the ways that people attend to, sort, and

organize concepts, things, qvalities, and quanti-

ties.- An understanding of these differences is

particularly important in multicultural art educa-

tion because art can he validly judged (ink if stu-

dents use criteria fin- judgment based in some

way in the symbolic systems employed by the cre-

ators. NIcFee observed that, as our yery neighbor-

hoods become microcosms of diversity, "we no

longer have to go somewhere else to find carriers

of other cultures.-

The rapid rate of change in the world, accel-

erated by modernization, the market, and com-

munications techtiologv, means that once-static

cultures are under intense pressure to change.

Somedines these forces produce strong reactions

that bring about intense efforts to conserve tradi-

tional values.

Tod:iv., many children are growing up in

multicultural families. They may have parents

from different backgrounds who are themselves

living in a third cultural environment. It is no

wonder that these children have a difficult time

adjusting to a fourth culturethat of the Ameri-

can public school. When discussing multicultural

art education, teachers need to consider what

degree of'cultural change students are experienc-

ing in school, as well as their background (Attire.

Anthropologists have provided insights into

culture that are useful for art educator~. 0111(1
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cultures often do not have the kind of formal aes-

thetics practiced in the West, but they do have

highly developed ideas about value and quality in

art. Ideas about art, its purposes, its methods, and

izs forms and definition are so embedded in a

culture that they are taken for granted by its

members. Uwe allow our Westzrn notions of

aesthetics to condition our perceptions of other

arts, however. we will be unable to understand

the messages such art bears about the culture

that produced it.

In any culture artists can either reinfOrce

traditional values, or challenge those values

through critical artistic practices. Artists may be

devising new ways of thinking and organizing

messages by employing materials or ideas that are

not culturally acceptable to the mainstream.

Mace suggested that teachers should he careful

in their selection of art from other cultures and

be aware of whether their choices are peripheral

and critical or central and reinforcing to a given

culture. She also recommended that the full

range of the visual arts operating within a culture

be explored, including crafts, advertising, graph-

ics, costume, architecture, and popular imagery.

A multicultural educational environment

occurs whenever a teacher from one cultural

background attempts to teach children from

another culturean increasingly frequent situa-

tion. However. multicultural education only takes



place if the teacher is sensitive to the function of

art in cultures represented by the students. The

range of dive' sitv now present in some class-

rooms demands that we develop strategies for

teaching art in multicultural settings, even

though a single teacher cannot understand each

one of the cultures represented.

Although this is a difficult challenge, N1cFee

suggested a few promising strategies. First.

emphasis can be put on the study of art as a form

of cultural communication. This requires relat-

ing art to its cultural context and asking students

what messages they are receiving from it, how it is

organized, how it is made, and how it is valued by

its audience. Second, curriculum developers can

use culture-based social studies in elementary

and middle schools to relate art instruction to

the people and cultures being studied. Students

thus learn how the values and attitudes of those

people affect the way their art is created. Com-

parisons may then he made to the art and culture

among various groups.

To do this. teachers will need the skills to

discover students' impressions and tastes, to ana-

lyze why they like or dislike certain works, and to

understand how their own cultural background

influences the perceptual process. They will

need some experience in analyzing their own

cultural assumptions and preferences. and a

background in world cultures and in studio

work. McFee recommended that education

courses be integrated into a theoretical and

practical framework designed to help future

teachers use culturally diverse curricula and

material, as well as to develop materials to fit

their particular cultural setting and circum-

stances. Finally, teachers must increase their own

cultural sensitivity if they are to help heal the

"explosive conflicts that arise from intercultural

misunderstanding.-
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ILEARNING FROM LITERATURE

MARIANNA To Rooymck

Professor of English

Duke University.

Durham, NC

Consciousness of cultural diversity in English

departments, observed Marianna Torgov-

nick, grew out of a boredom and discontent with

close textual readings. which had been the foun-

dational methodology of the discipline through-

out the post-World War ti educational boom.

Close reading, which resembles the analytical

techniques of iconography and formal analysis

in art history, traces how style and thematic

patterns function within an individual work.

Such language-based approaches, which include

New (:riticism, the French explication de texte,

and more recently deconstruction, carved

out a distinctive territory for the professor

of literature.

I .anguage-based approaches, whether tradi-

tional or innovative, tend to accept "the canon,"

the hod.. of work that is agreed to represent the

him-an- heritage of a nation. In the United States

adherence. to the canon had the virtue of provid-

ing a unified literary identity to a nation peopled

by representatives of many different cultures. Its

disadvantage was that it perpetuated the myth

that the nation's common heritage was English

and Protestant.
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Although close reading side-stepped the

issues of historical context and social impact, it

served the discipline well for many years, provid-

ing clear and transmittable skills for teachers and

critics. Through its emphasis on interpretation,

close reading gave scholar "some of the

power and aura of the writer him- or herself."

BefOre close reading could give way to "cul-

tural studies," the field that allows critics to bring

social issues to hear on literature, there needed

to he a respectable body of literary criticism that

moved outside the traditional boundaries of

English and into other disciplines and social

phenomena. There also needed to he a profes-

soriat open to the possibilities of such an

approach. In the late sixties, a sense of political

engagement. galvanized by protests against the

Vietnam War, the rise of feminism, the civil

rights movement, and other movements, infused

English departments. The prof'essoriat

expanded to include members of different

racial, ethnic, class, and gender backgrounds.

Aware of their difference from the professors

who had taught them, students began to ques-

tion why their concerns and experiences should

be excluded from the classroom and began to

"integrate the outside world . . . into their work,"

Edward Said led the way in 1975 with the

publication of OriodaliAin, a passionate and per-

sonal book that analyzed West

7 ()
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Arab." This %vork and others like it inspired a

generation ()I scholars to consider issues long

neglected in literal-% criticism: race, ethnicity,

canon Ibrmation, and the way the study of litera-

ture served liberators or oppressive goals: It was

now the responsibility of the literary critic to

"also) 1w a critic of the excesses and flaws of his or

her own culture."

Torgoynick noted that after the Israeli vic-

tory in the Seven Days War in 1967, Said, who

had previously identified himself as I.ebanese,

announced that he was actually a Palestinian. He

beg-an to write about Palestine and became a

member of the Palestinian National Council, the

government in exile. In Oriema/ism, Said per-

forms traditional critical activities. such as close

reading and textual analysis. But as a later book,

:Vie the Las! Shy, matscs clear, Said does so in the

context of' his family and the loss of his father's

house, his own alienation and pain. and the WaV

the Western perception of Arabs has affected his

life. Said became the model of the committed

critic. illustrating the degree to which commit-

ment and passion is "necessary to) making cul-

tural diversity work."

After Said. newcomers to the field began to

bring the "fundamental facts of their existence"

to bear on their professional practice. Female

ct itics addressed the lack of women in the canon

and African - Americans did tlie sante for African

American and Caribbean writers, expanding the

canon in the process of challenging it. This work

of canon expansion made cultural diversity

important in education: It involved the hard

work of textual recovery and discovery, editing,

and historical reconstruction .. and the teach-

ing of brilliant but unfamiliar works."

"lOday, the texts that once represented "cul-

tural diversity- are part of the regular curriculum

in English and American literature departments.

Canon 1cm-1-nation is an ongoing process. noted

Torgovuick. But canon revision should not just

be about adding cultures. It should also he about

uncovering new things in traditional Western cul-

ture. Despite the misconception that feminist.

African-American. and other approaches have

displaced Chaucer. Shakespeare. and Milton. this

is far from the truth. More accurately, literature

departments have been able to expand and diver-

sify their offerings during an exciting period of

growth.

Torgosn ick's own recent work, Gone Primi-

tive, is about Western culture's fascination with

what have been called "primitive" people

Africans, Amazonian Indians, Native Americans,

and others. It discusses the work of Malinowski

and Margaret NIead, Lukacs, Freud, and Levi-

Strauss, as well as a wide range of texts, such as

Tarzan novels,Joseph Conrad, and television

travelogues. She wrote the book in a deliberately
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experimental and accessible style and made it as

personal and passionate a book as possible. some-

thing she would not have had the courage to do

before the aforesaid changes in the culture of

English departments.

The changes that took place between 1975,

when Torgovnick finished her dissertation, and

1990, when she published Gone Primitive, could

he summarized under the broad heading of "the-

ory.- Just as literary scholars were raising ques-

tions about the nature of interpretation that had

once been tIK' province of philosophers. the

work of literary theorists like Bakluin. Foucault.

Barthes, and Derrick) was being cited by art histo-

rians, anthropologists, and psychologists. For

English professors, intellectual life was truly

interdisciplinary in a way few had anticipated.

Interdisciplinarity is frequently misunder-

stood, observed Torgovnick. In most cases liter-

ary scholars are not interested in examining

art, anthropology, history, or psychology from

within the assumptions and methods of those

fields. Rather, they seek to bring the insights

and discoveries of their own field to bear in

an attempt to generate fresh perspectives. In

1992, interdisciplinarity has become t. feature of

so many people's work that a new tern) has

been borrowed from England to describe it:

cultural studies. As originally constituted at the

University of Birmingham, cultural studies was
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grounded in the analysis of class structure.

Today it is all umbrella term almost svnonvmous

with "cultural criticism.-

Literary scholars no longer find themselves

accurately described by the term "literary,-

inasmuch as they often address disciplines and

media other than literature. Additionally, they

are reaching audiences outside their field,

broadly influencing other disciplines, boosting

enrollments in English. and taking a leadership

role in the development of new areas of study.

There is a negative aspect to these develop-

ments, however, suggested Torgmnick. Gradu-

ate students faced with so many new possibilities

may not be getting the best possible training:

"When I was in graduate school, a professor used

to say 'You've got to read Aristotle.' Now I hear

myself saving 'You've got to read something

written before 1970.'

Torgovnick, like other English professors,

still teaches the canonical literary texts: James,

Woolf, Shakespeare's sonnets, Donne, Milton.

Wordsworth, and Keats. Nevertheless, she has

noticed an unpleasant backlash against cultural

studies developing within and outside the acade-

mic community. Allan Bloom, Dinesh D'Souza,

and Lynne Cheney among others have made it

fashionable to attack professors for high salaries,

for neglecting students, and for undermining the

fabric of L'.S. culture, generating a level of media

0



attention "beyond anything that English profes-

sors ever expected."

The introduction of cultural diversity into

art education at any level will not hurt the fture

of art education, which Torgovnick thought

resembled English before the late 1970s. Art edu-

cation needs to more beyond source stud.

iconography. and formal analysis and needs to

become more aware of art traditions outside

Europe and the United States. Awareness of cul-

tural diversity, with the social and cultural view-

points that implies, will help art education grow.

However. Tot-gm-nick suggested. the art field

might want to learn from the experience of Eng-

lish and plan strategies and build networks

against the inevitable backlash.

8

In English departments. those who favor cul-

tural diversity did not pay attention to what tradi-

tionalists Ivere feeling and thinking and established

too much °fan "us/them" mentality around cul-

tural diversity: "We are still wrestling with the

results." Nor has there been in English much con-

tact between university departments and primary

or secondary educators. Torgovnick considered

that a mistake, both intellectually and strategically.

"On the con tit mum between optimist

and pessimist, 1 find myself hugging different

poles on different days," revealed Torgovnick.

However. she was convinced that the issues

were important and worth fighting for and

that, "if we teach and write what we care

about and believe, then we cannot really fail."
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MINING THE MUSEUM 1

USA coRtuN

Project Guest Curator

The Nlusetim fur Contemporary Arts

Baltimore, MD

Lisa Collin described Fred \Alison's install

non -Mining the Nluseurn" as a project that

"lay bare the ideological systems underlying

museum practices and galvanized the develop-

ment of an education strategy that was designed

for use by visitors and staff." But before dis-

cussing Wilson's project in detail. Corrin brieflv

described her institution, the Museum for

Contemporary Arts.

The Contemporary is unique among muse-

ums in that it operates in temporary spaces: aban-

doned buildings, an old garage. a car dealership.

or a dance hall. These spaces are transformed

into exhibition areas for contemporary art.

Because the exhibitions take place in nontradi-

tional settings in a community., they inspire audi-

ences to "let go of apprehensioits they may have

about entering a museum." It is an implicit part

of the Contemporary's mission, Curtin

explained. to question and redefine the idea of

the museum.

The Contemporary was hounded in

response to the needs oh:mm.114)01.m.y artists.

who have been challenging the idea that a

museum is the only suitable site tom the present&
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lion of artworks for the last three decades. Call-

ing; attention to the ideology of the museum envi-

mem, curatorial practices, and the museum's

link to the market and the corporate world,

artists argued that the interpretation and recep-

tion of art was inherently connected to the "invis-

ible social and ideological systems that underpin

museum practice." At the same time, art histori-

cal revisionists were undermining the distinc-

tions taken for granted by museum professionals:

art/artifact, high/ low, style /period, artisticura-

tor, self/other.

However, as Alan Wallach has pointed out in

a recent article in The Chronicle of Higher Educa-

tion, there is still an enormous disparity between

the new art history and the museum commu-

nity's programming fbr the general public. Cor-

rin is convinced that if museums are tot remain

relevant institutions, they must "take the pulse of

their communities" and drvelop programs that

encourage audience participation. Visitors to the

Contemporary are regularly asked to question

not only what is on exhibit, but why it has been

chosen by. a curator and how it is displayed. The

museum, which provides no answers to these

questions, hopes that thew lead to even more

questions and to die raising of social and political

issues suggested by the material. In this way, the

nu 'scum interrogates the social fiuces and value

systems that shape cultural production and



explores the connections between contemporary

art and contemporary life.
xvikon's -Milling the museum" grew out or

the desire of the director of the Maryland Histor-

ical Society to bring his traditional institution

"tip-to-date" in regard to the current concerns

and intercsts of a diverse community. The (:on-

temporary proposed that these two very different

museums join forces and invite \Alison, an instal-

lation artist known for his "ril)-jalthing critiques

of museum practices." to develop an exhibition.

NVilson's work has drawn attention to the

ways in vv hick curatorial practice of our

understanding of museum collections. His instal-

lations, which previously used reproductions of

ethnographical objects, call attention to the fact

that history is itself an interpretation that is alwaYs

carried on in the context Of contemporaik (vents.

"Mining the Nhisetim" employs thc standard

display techniques used in museums: labels, light-

ing. the juxtaposition orol)jects. NVilson subverts

the traditional one of these techniques by having

them mule! cut our "reading" of historical truth.

The focus of the exhibition was the African-

Amrit an and Native American experience in

\fat\ land. < of the first objects encountered

was a siker and gold "Truth Trophy." that cast a

shadow on the empty acrylic museum stands sm.-

ounding it. The display is flanked by two sets of

three pedestals. The first set bears three marble
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busts of famous White Marylanders, the other

three pedestals, of black marble, are empty but

bear brass plaques reading "Harriet Tt tbinan,"

"Benjamin Banneker," and "Frederick Douglass."

The questions raised by the juxtapositionwere

no busts made of these people? Or were they not

considered important enough to include in the

collection point out the contingency. Of histori-

cal "truth" and who makes it, who learns it, and

who passes it On.

Other juxtapositions, such as slave shackles

exhibited beside fine silver as "examples of metal-

work," and Victorian chairs grouped around a

whipping post, make a powerful point. As one

critic noted "The artifacts he's dealing with are

ours. This is our history he is reexamining and

the blind spots he's calling attention to are

emblematic of our community's overall collective

vision with regard to people oh olor" (Dumenco,

1992). (:orris reported that Wilson intended

"Mining the NInseunt" to be emblematic of the

museum experience, "not all intellectual, but

emotional, visceral as well."

Public programming for "Mining the

Museum" involves the inclusion of nine area

artists who supplemented the regular docents in

providing tours and presentations. There was

also a panel discussion and a continuing studies

class at johns Hopkins University that focused on

the challenge of "exhibiting cultures...Curators
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-Exam pm if metalwork" farm "Alining the Museuin," Marvland Historical
Society, Baltimore.

from other major institutions. such as the Vallers

Art (;aller% and the lialtiniore Nlusetim of. Art.

joined in the critical enterprise. Additionally, the

(:ontemportiry has engaged an "outreach special-

ist." 'who is working with docents and art educa-

tors to create materials and programs for school

children in the fall. The program uses rap music.

videos, and historical material to help sensitise

children to the museum environment. Printed

materials are also provided for visitors. These

include question sheets and a brief didactic piece

approved bv the artists, which is available only at

the conclusion of the installation in order to pre-

serve the element of siityrise.
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(:orrin maintained that culturally di'-erse

prog-ramming starts with self-education and

"Mining the Nluseum" began with a vear-long

self-study process in 'which the staffs of the partic-

ipating museums, including curators. mainte-

nance %corkers. security guards. and art handlers.

examined their individual roles within the insti-

tutions. This process, which t he staff members

are still undergoing, examined common

definitions of concepts, such as "museum," "audi-

ence." "curator," and "artist.- at al developed a

"think sheet" of topics devised to measure

changes in the wav individuals saw themselves,

the artist. with the institutions, %VII ile midland
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volunteers kept an ongoing retold of their

responses, visitors %Yere encouraged to comment

on the exhibition and speak freely about their

reactions and expectations. At the conclusion of

"Mining the Museum," Corrin explained, these

resp. uses will be utilized to develop long- and

short-term goals for the museum's policies, prac-

tices, and programming.

Almost every evaluation of the exhibition

has remarked on its emotional impact and how it

prompts individuals to see both the collection

and the history of African AilleriCallti in a new

light. Even the staff members have made repeated

visits to the installation, noting that their "insights

continue to expand and evolve.- The staff, in par-

ticular, had to confront their assumptions not

only about history, but about their role in the

museum itself: "Gradually, the administrators,

curators, educators, art handlers, registrars, sup-

port staff, and docents began to realize that the

wax .heir jobs had been defined previously did

not always apply to the role they had assumed in

'Mining the Museum.' they were asked

to relinquish power to others for the sake of mov-

ing forward as an institution. Corrin concluded

that "Mining the Museum" offered a unique

opportunity for reflection on the role the

museum could play in a rapidly changing world.
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MINING THE MUSEUM 2

FRED WILSON

Installation Artist

red Wilson began his presentation by thank-

ing the Getty Center for inviting him to their

Issues Seminar. Too often, he observed, artists

arc left out of discussions of art education.

Early in his career. Wilson supported his art

by working in the education departments of

museums. such as the Metropolitan Museum and

the Museum of Natural History in New NOrk.

When he had the chance to run his own gallery

in a former public school in the South Bronx. he

decided to transform sonic of his observations

and insiOts about museum theory and practice

into conceptual art.

One of his first shows. entitled Flw Strug-

gle Between Culture. Content and Gintext."

involved inviting thirty artists to exhibit their

work in three environments designed by Wilson:

the traditional "white cube" favored ly exhibitor,

of modern and contemporary art. an "ethno-

graphic museum" space with glass cabinets and

fluorescent lighting: and a "Victorian salon" simi-

lar to the type seen at the Frick Museum.

Wilson noticed that contemporary art

objects were transformed when placed in any one

Of these spaces. When exhibited as ethnographic

specimens, roped off, organized by function or

size. and identified b\ labels such as "ceramic
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object, late 20th century," expressive objects lust

their individuality and their link with their cre-

ator. They became exotic and mysterious. When

exhibited in the Victorian salon space with harp-

sichord music playing in the background, the

same objects gained dignity and authority as

objects associated with grandeur and wealth.

Wilson thought it particularly interesting that

the "white cube" functioned as the "great equal-

izer," conferring on the objects a cold. scientific.

rational character they might not have had

otherwise.

Wilson began to experiment with this com-

plex relationship between object and context in

his own work. In one work, entitled The Co/onia/

Co/ter/ion. he wrapped African masks, bought on

the street in Newtiork, in French and British flags

and labeled them as spoils of war. Asserting that

"the aesthetic anesthetizes the historic," Wilson

explained that he intended to enhance the his-

toric realitl of such objects by reminding viewers

that they were fmcibly acquired (luring punitive

expeditions. To evade this fact. he insisted, is to

perpetuate the imperial notion of the world.

In a related work. Wilson used labeis to com-

municate a similar idea. 'Faking a vitrine filled

with insect specimens. he labeled the insects with

names of countries subject to colonial rule. mak-

ing the point that these countries were "collected

like bugs."



11'11(11 he car%cd the mimes nl oppoi tunistic

diseases related to AIDS in a similai group of

African masks, tVilson tvas surprised to be

assailed by a collector who critiei/ed him for

despoiling the spirit of these ostensibly sacred

objects. lie reass.tred her that the masks were

produced kir the market and had never been

used kw religious purposes, but was struck by the

fact that she was more concerned about the mis-

use of the objects than she was about the diseases

that were ravaging their creators.

In the installation at the :Maryland Histori-

cal society. "Mining the Nluseum." Wilson again

used the juxtaposition of objects to "bring the

historic to the aesthetic... Although African

Americans constitute 80 percent of the popula-

tion of Baltimore, the it history seemed virtually

unrepresented in the collections of the Nlary-

land Historical Society. However. Wilson

usually begins his encounters with exhibiting

establishments with the question "Where am

I in this institution?" This question led to the

wen\ cry of the history of African Americans

in the 711ar land Historical Society in sonic sur-

prising ways.

Wilson began to notice that in many paint-

iligs and photographs. African-Americans were

visible. if not central, in the composition. In one

painting, two boys, one White, one Black. are

shown in a hunting scene. The African American

boy, who is facing his White master, was provided

with a voice through a audio recording. and asks

"Am I your brother? Am I your friend?" A close

look at this figure reveals that he wears a metal

collar. To call subtle attention this fact. Wilson

has since placed a dog collar in the space where

this painting is usually exhibited To mark its

absence. In another painting of a outdoor fete,

entitled Country Living, Wilson called attention to

the presence of the single African American par-

ticipant. a servant, by renaming the work Frederick

Serving Fruit.

Wilson concluded by noting that one does

not necessarily need "culturally diverse" objects to

make important points about diversity. One only

needs to thoroughly explore what is available. By

using the exhibition techniques of the museum,

including juxtapositions and labeling; Wilson

found that it is possible to recover a diverse, if

somr.v1111, history that is too often overlooked.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q: (From the floor) Could you explain what

you meant by "the aesthetic anesthetizes the

historic..?

A: (Fred Vilson) i was trying to illuminate how

the aesthetic can be used to reach !iconic oil a

deeper level, as opposed to having people read

about it. \Viten I say "the aesthetic ansthenies

the historic,- I am talking about nmstun envi-

ronments. which presume that the aesthetic' can

only inform 'initial values. For me, the strength

of the visual world, and how artists create that

world, is tremendously important. Rut what

have a problem with is the limited application

that people assume this process can have.

Q: (From ate floor) As a teacher. I would like to

know how I can use your art in my classroom.

A: ( Fred \l'ilson) like to make installations that

are important to a particular community. The

Maryland project was important to the art com-

munity in the country at large. Rut if' you are

from Maryland. you knew the people's names,

and the names of the streets. and it had a special

resonance. I like to do things in specific loca-

tions. and while i have a particular approach.

artists in vow- community may he able to provide

a view of art that is different from that held In

educators. critics, or curators. That is d store

direct tray to Access the kind of energ% I am trving

to communicate. I would recommend looking
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lor local artists who will know how to "push but-

tons- in tour community.

.ilia Corrin had the fabulous idea Of using

artists as docents in the exhibition. There were

also the regular docents. At first. they were totally

freaked (nu, but as soon as the children started to

whit hem what the work was about, they started

coming to me. One woman. who really had a

problem with my work, admitted eventually that

she was glad I had come to the museum. Later.

Lisa asked artists to come 111(1 give tours, not only

of my exhibit. but on art in general. These were

er unusual tours, with sour artists speaking

personally about their relationship to Ilic art, and

their reactions, its White artists, to its content.

Another artist had visitors peel an onion to

demonstrate the "layers of history." Nimr best bet

is to go with artists from sour community.

A: (Lisa Corrin There were pre- and postexhibit

handouts and other materials available to visitors.

\lam-oldie docents are now going through

sensitivity training so that they can discuss the

exhibition with the audience from multiple per-

spectives. Also, a package is being put together

by Gloria Franklin that uses a rap song to discuss

the importance of understanding history. The

kids relate to that message and better under-

stand Fred's work.

A: (NIarianna 'I0rgovnick) I want to add that 1

particulark liked the list of:questions that

8



respected the intelligence of the children. After

writing Gone Primitive, I got a lot of invitations to

go to county historical societies. To cover the fees,

I was often asked to talk to school groups. I would

usually draw upon the visual material in the hook

and ask the students to do some writing on narra-

tive questions. I found that kids were already

tuned into this stuff; they always wanted to know

what their relationship to the material was and

who made it.

A: (Lisa (:orrin) A professor from Nlorgan State

University used those questions on a final exam

in a seminar On -Children and Family" and gave

the students a chance to either address the ques-

tions themselves, or to talk about how Fred dealt

with them. There will be a hill-length publica-

tion. from The New Press, documenting the show

'alining the NIuseum.- The New Press also pub-

lishes other books that relate to the exhibition.

including Studs Turkel's new book Rare in

Americo and the catalog of Joseph Kossuth's exhi-

bition on censorship at the Brooklyn Museum.

Q: (From the floor) I was wondering what

Marianna Torgovnick. as an outsider. felt she had

gotten from this seminar.

A: ( Nlarianna 'IOrgovnick) Being such a

museum hound, I don't really feel like an out-

sider. What I am taking back from Ow larger

gathering is sonic of the energy I feel here.

When I told my colleagues about what I would

he talking about here, some said, "That's a bor-

ing topic, its last year's topic.- It was good to be

in a group that included people from different

segments of the educational spectrum to recre-

ate the controversy, which I don't think has

finished at all.

Q: (From the floor) lint have spoken about the

had klash that has occurred. (;ould you speak

about strategies fir dealing with that in academic

communities?

A: (Marianna Torgovnick) The strategy that

I hoped would work was a kind of "trickle-

up,' trickle-down- approach. At one point,

when you had to give perquisites to recruit

affirmative action candidates. you could give

them to everyone in order to prevent a backlash.

As long as the money held out, that worked. But

there came a moment when the money did not

hold out. Now I advocate simplv being awatt_

that the backlash exists; this will help prevent it.
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INTRODUCTION

BRENT WILSON

Professor

School of Visual Arts

Pennsylvania State University

University Park, PA

Brent Wilson opened the session by explaining

that each of the speakers would he comment-

ing on a paper that had been delivered in a previ-

ous session. Following their presentations, the

floor would he open for questions and comments.

The first speaker. DE Gil Clark, is professor

of Art Education at Indiana University. His work

addresses art curriculum theory and develop-

ment. child development in relationship to art,

testing development, and assessment in art edu-

cation, particularly fOrgified students. His many

publications include Educating A rtisticallY M-

erited Students and I Werstanding Art Testing.

Clark is currently the Director of the Educa-

tional Research 1n1Ormation Center Clearing-

house (ERIC), which is supported by the Gem

Center.

1)r. Robyn Wasson is manager of the Ser-

vices Industries Studies Branch in the Vocational

Education and Training Program with the Tech-

nical and Further Education Training System of

Queensland, Al istralia. As a supervisor of curricu-

lum development and funding allocations for

colleges throughout Queensland. %Vasson is
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involved with education in arts, crafts, and social

sciences. Her research focus is the interface of

art, anthropology, and education. Previously,

Wasson was a professor at Ohio State University

and a faculty member in the Ohio Partnership,

the regional staff development institute.

Dr. Judith Stein is adjunct curator at the

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts and

supervisor of the exhibitions of contemporary

art in the Morris Gallery. The organizer of over

sixty exhibitions, Stein curated the traveling

exhibition. "Red Grooms: A Retrospective," as

well as "Sentimental Sojourns, Strangers, and

Souvenirs" and "Figurative Fifties: New Thrk

Figurative Expression in the 1950s." Stein has

also served as supervising curator for "The

Vital Gesture: Franz Klein in Retrospective"

and "Making Their Mark as an Artist: 1970

I 985." She is currently at work on a major exhi-

bition of Horace Pippin's work, scheduled to

open in 1994.

Jean Detlefsen is an art instructor at Colum-

bus I light School in Columbus, Nebraska, which

received the 1990 Nebraska Excellence in Art

Educationion Award and was cited by Ro/boole maga-

zine as one of five schools with superior :ill edu-

cation programs. As the regional director of the

Prairie Visions Institute, Detlefsen has grappled

with most of the pressing issues in art education,

including multiculturalism.
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The film' respondent Ivas Vesta I)itniel...isso-

ciate professor in the l)t.partnieni ol AI I I. (Int :1-

tion at Ohio State L'Ilivt.rsitv, whet e tike It';11 hes

courses in nnilticultural and unLltiethnic ( Ill I II-

1(1111 deVC1()13111C111. 1)0.111e1 is As() the L (WI dinittor

of the Martin Luther King. jr. institute lot At Is

and a faculty nienfl)er in the ()hit) l'artnership.
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She is the author of-the forthcoming Issues and

.ipproaches 10 Aluilicuhuml and Alulli-Ethnic Art

l'..ducalinn and has received many awards, includ-

ing a National Endowment for the Arts Com-

mittet. on Nfultiethnic Concerns award for

outstanding contributions in art education and a

faculty fellowship from the Mellon Foundation.
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RESPONSE TO PAPERS BY ELLEN DISSANAYAKE
MARCIA MUELDER EATON, AND JUNE KING McFEE

611.11ERT CLARK

Professor

Department of ..1rt Education

Indiana University

Bloomington. IN

Gilbert Clark's task was to respond to presen-

tations made by three speakers of highly

diverse backgrounds, Nlarcia Eaton. une king

\leFee, and Ellen Dissanavake. Beginning with

Eaton. Clark noted that he was particularly

impressed by her linguistic metaphor that sug-

gested we need "native speakers... people who are

fluent in the art of another culture, to act as

"translators- or guides to their art. Her second

major point was equally significant: that we nicl

to develop "deep fluency" in our own culture.

Clark believes that discipline-based art education

helps teachers and students achieve that "deep

fluency- in the visual arts. Eaton's third assertion

was that educators should strive to produce

fluent speakers in as rnam cultures as possible.

Again. ( lark was convinced that DBAE con-

tributes to this goal because it can address the

arts of many cultures.

Clark felt that Mcliee's proposal, that art stu-

dents he exposed to the sociocultural insights of

anthropology, sociology. and psychology, was "a

big order- and not a particularly practical one.

1-ler demand that teachers deny, reject, or ignore

their own cultural backgrounds "is unrealistic

and wrong-minded," inasmuch as no one can

entirely transcend his or her background. As

Eaton pointed out, "it is not wrong to be our cul-

tural selves, it is inevitable...Similarly, a teacher

can try, but will not always succeed, ill under-

standing hilly the cultural background of every

student.

Nevertheless, Clark observed. McFee has

drawn attention to a number of important goals

to which teachers should aspire, including an

emphasis on art as cultural communication; the

consideration of how art functions in a culture;

and the study of how art is bounded and defined

by cultural assumptions.

(lark reported being "howled over" by Dis-

sanavakeqs reference to a "paleoanthropsychobio-

logical- approach, but was relieved to hear it

rephrased as "species-centric.- Of the three pre-

sentations, Clark identified with Dissanavake's

concerns most closely and (blind her argument

for the common biological heritage of all

humans powerful and convincing. He agreed

with her assertion that cultural differences,

including those reflected in art making, are actu-

ally a recent phenomenon in human history.

Dissanavake's historical analysis also

appealed to Clark, who agreed that, in contrast to

tradition-reinfOcing and socially conceived art

ofpreinxlern societies, modern art embodies an
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ideology of personal expression, individualism,

and originality. While the sensibilities reflected in

modern art can be communicated to students. so

can other qualities and values more typical of

premodern art. The extraordinary and transcen-

dent, the mystical, the communal can all be

explored in celebrations. ceremonies, festivals.

and collaborative art-making projects, such as

murals and plays. The development of cultural

sensitivity through these means is more "attain-

able. reasonable, and defensible . . . than multi-

cultural teaching as defined by 11cFee."

Clark believes that much of what was being

advocated by these three scholars is actually

being practiced by responsible educators, The

Getty Center for Education in the Arts has been

a leader in the effbrt through their productionu

86 GILBERT CLARK

of the Multicultural Art Print Series and other

materials. Similarly, groups such as UNICEF have

long championed the kind of species-centric

approach to art and education described by

Dissanavake.

The three papers, however, did call atten-

tion to certain educational obligations that need

to be niet. Special efl'orts on the part of teachers

will be required to learn and teach the art and

culture oldiverse groups without patronizing or

romanticizing those grumps. Clark maintained

that as teitehers move away from holiday-centered

alt activities and projects and toward content-

based study of diverse art forms, they will be

embracing many of the goals of both multicul-

tural and discipline-based art education as they

originally were conceived.
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RESPONSE TO PAPERS BY RACHEL MASON,
F. GRAEME CHALMERS, AND ALFRED QUIROZ

ROIWN F. wAssoN

Manager

Service industries Studies Branch

Technical and Further Education, Training,

and Einployment

Queensland Australia

Roby., Wasson began by discussing Rachel

Mason's paper. which provided a broad

overview of the history of multicultural educa-

tion in the United Kingdom and a typology. of

existing approaches based on the work of James

Banks. The presentation, in which the author

was positioned "outside the narrative in an

objectified stance," left Wasson with a number

of unanswered questions about how the

national consensus and solutions were arrived at

in the United Kingdom. Are questions of

racism, and therefore national remedial pro-

grams to address them, seen as only the domain

of White teachers and students? Why was the

"transformational," rather than the "social

action." approach to multiculturalism chosen

for the national curriculum? Above all, asked

Wasson, "what is it about the new national at t

curriculum that is capable of addressing the

issues, concerns, and opportunities surround-

ing cultural diversity?"

Wasson noted that Graeme Chalmers con-

fronted the question of how DBAE responds to

cultural diversity head on and she finds the

answer encouraging. However, he identified cer-

tain criteria that DE3AE educators must keep in

mind, such as the need to fOctis on art as "shared

experience," the need to recognize the values

and standards of art production in all cultures,

the need to recognize the arts as agents of

minsmission, the need to accept that "no

racial, cultural, Or national gimp makes art that

is superior to another's." and the need 10 recog-

nize that all students. regal (Bess of background.

have a right to he respected.

Alfred Qniroz, continued Wasson, gave a

compelling testimonial on the ways in which cul-

tural diversity has affected his own art. By describ-

ing the social and political context of his

development as an artist, he has connected his

work and life to that of many others of his genera-

tion, titcl suggests that the "new recognition"

being affbrded minority artists 11111V be somewhat

suspect. Quiroz provided an eloquent argument

for why more teachers and role models are

needed for young. culturally diverse artists. and

why stereotyping and tokenism of any kind is

damaging to an artist's life and work.

'These three presentations make it clear

that "we need to move beyond rhetoric- and

n
0 t )
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tokenism in multicultural education to the

transfOrmational and social action approach."

This includes not only using diverse content,

but identifying and utilizing culturally specific

ways of learning about and experiencing art.

Wasson's own work with the Ohio Partnership

has convinced her that DBAE is more than capa-

88 ROBYN F. WASSON

bk of responding fully and effectively to the

demands of cultural diversity. However, she

noted, "opening the door is one thing, stepping

through it another." Now that the theoretical

basis fin this enterprise is in place, what is

needed is the commitment, passion, and energy

to make it a reality.
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RESPONSE TO PAPERS BY ALAN WALLACH, ROBERT STORR,
LISA CORRIN, AND FRED WILSON

_junrrti sTEIN

Adjunct Curator

Pen nsylyan is Academy of the Fine Arts

Philadelphia, PA

The speakers Judith Stein was to comment On

had all addressed the issue of multicultural-

ism within the context of the museum. Alan Wal-

lach, as a theoretician and historian, analyzed

how revisionist art history had opened up the

possibility of institutional change. Robert Story

and Lisa Corrin, acting as curators, and Fred Wil-

son, an installation artist, provided examples of

culturally diverse practice within museums. Stein

suggested that the presentations of the curators

could he considered as responses to the chal-

lenges outlined by Wallach's paper.

In "Revisionist Art History and the Chal-

lenge of Cultural Diversit," Wallach compares

traditional :art history, based on connoisseurship.

iconography, and formal analysis, to revisionist

art history. which offers "a critique of the notion

of the work of art as possessing universal or tran-

scendent meaning." To demonstrate the differ-

elices between the two approaches. Wallach

examined a recent exhibition at the National

Gallery focused on John Singer Sargent's El intro,

the portrayal of a flamenco dancer and her Gypsy

musicians, He faulted the show for perpetrating a

naive, Etwocentric "celebration or the 'exotic'

that failed to examine critically the various cul-

tural myths Sargent drew on.

Stein, however, was unsure about how revi-

sionist art history would have changed this pre-

sentation. Should the National Gallery not have

organized the show at all? Should they have pro-

vided didactic signage critiquing the meanings

"inscribed" in the work? Should they have paired

the show with a photographic essay on contem-

porary Gypsies that revealed the poverty and

prejudice they lace?

Wallach asserted that "a multiculturalist art

history implies a program Of radical democratiza-

tion: the undermining of established cultural

hierarchies, the redistribution of cultural power,

the definition of basic terms beginning with the

term 'art.'" But. Stein wondered. as traditional

art history is subjected to the corrective cleaning

of 'radical democratitatimi;" what will be left of

the elements of that tradition that have nour-

ished generations of artists, regardless of color or

race? She cited its a case in point the African-

American painter jack Whitten. who noted that

he was "a great believer in art history: Art history

not only roots me; art history serves as launching

pad for me. I've had to go through the West

onfront Western civilization. In the process, I've

discovered Africa as the root of my being."

Although Stein recognized the short-range

"chilling effect" of the current conservative
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climate on 11. aseurn practice, she was optimistic

that there would be constructive change in the

long run. As Storr pointed out in his paper

"Make It Real: Notes on Pluralism, Empirical

Criticism, and the Present Moment," "Despite

the present narrowness of much cultural

debate . . . the tense pluralism that is the com-

mon fact of our existence will inevitably be rec-

ognized as the positive force in an evolving . .

artistic tradition."

Storr argued that political correctness is the

"pink herring" with which the right has tarred

the "diverse interests and diverging approaches

represented by the term multiculturalism" and

that it amounts to "bigotry by abbreviation." The

epithetical use of labels like "feminist" or "Black

artist" carries the discriminatory implication that

the labeler knows just what to expect from such

artists because they happen to know a single fact

c.bout them. Yet, Storr insists, cultural identity is

one of the most complex factors affecting an

artist's work: "To expect certain kinds of work

from artists because they are women, Native

Americaniewish, or African American . . . is the

very essence of prejudice and the same."

While sonic African-American artists con-

sciously forge their aesthetic identity from their

90 JUDITH STEIN

ethnic or racial heritage, others work in interna-

tional abstract modes. To appreciate their work,

one must think about how they use common cul-

tural property and, given their background and

intentions, alter it. These, noted Stein, are the

artists "who have the hardest time, the ones

whose work doesn't look Black."

Wallach called for a "radical democratiza-

tion" of museum practice and Storr looked

ahead to a time when curators would focus on

"the manifest breadth and richness of pluralist

culture." Corrin's description of Wilson's installa-

tion indicates that this exhibition attempted to

do both by raising the questions: Who are the

experts? What do our audiences want to know?

However, from her perspective as a curator at one

of the nation's oldest and most staid art muse-

ums, the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine

Arts, Stein did not expect to see such novel

approaches at major institutions like the National

Gallery any time soon.

Stein concluded by noting that "change is

scary." But it is also exhilarating and renewing.

She believed that major changes would be seen

in museums given time, and that, with "thinkers

and practitioners like Wallach, Storr. Corrin, and

Wilson, the pace is quickening."



RESPONSE TO PAPER BY MICHAEL DAY

JEAN DEFLEFSEN

Instructor

Columbus High School

Columbus, NE

Jean Detlefsen noted that Michael Day's paper

exhibited "a bit of impatience about the need

to defend or explain DBAE" in its lengthy defense

of DBAE's inclusion of cultural and social issues.

Day noted that DBAE 'militants its dynamic char-

acter because it is grounded in disciplines that

are themselves constantly clanging to address

pluralism, politics, gender, race, and other areas

of concern.

Day also provided examples of DBAE art

instructional sets based on the art of Native

American, African, and other cultures. However,

this section of his presentation raised for Detlef-

sen the critical question of how theory is trans-

lated into practice. How, she wondered, did the

examples provided by Day fillfill the reasons for

embracing culturally diverse art, such as gaining

a deeper understanding of the world, fostering

feelings of cultural belonging, or developing new

insights into the customs, beliefs, and values of

others? How do they meet the fundamental goal

of art education as identified by Day, that is, the

"development of students' abilities to understand

and appreciate art?"

In addition to the problems with DBAE cited

by Day, Detlefsen would add concern about the

selection of what is to he taught and why: "What

do I want a student to learn from this lesson? How

does this lesson relate to the student's life? What

is the meaning of this work? How will I know

when I am trivializing a work, a culture, or a con-

cept? How should theory move into practice?"

Detlefsen concluded that she agreed with

Day's conviction that DBAE was worthwhile

because both teachers and students can learn

from it and enrich their own lives: "The payoff is

in the enrichment of life that causes children and

yoiing pe.,ple to he more interested, ask ques-

tions, olThr their own views, and enjoy learning."
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RESPONSE TO PAPERS BY BERNICE JOHNSON REAGON, CARL
GRANT AND CHRISTINE SLEETER, AND MARIANNA TORGOVNICK

VESTA A.H. DANIEL

Associate Professor

Department of'Art

Ohio State University

Columbus. OH

Vesta Daniel began by noting that, in singing

the Methodist hymn "Father, I Stretch MY

Hand to Thee- in her keynote address, Bernice

Reagon was daring her audience to "reach fO a

riskier persona] and/or group experience.

requiring that we bring something of ourselves

to the act of experiencing." The experience

Reagon provided was one of listening, hear-

ing, feeling, relating, emoting, and translating

all actions that influence the fOur disciplines

of DBAE.

Although these actions may seem familiar.

Reagon suggested that they IllaV take place within

unfamiliar systems and under a range of circum-

stances. Listening, for example, may he active or

passive, and may include physical activity with

parts of the body other than the ears. Listening

can take plat in contexts, such as a concert, that

demand certain behavior and may be preceded

by other activities, such as the gathering of peo-

ple, and the bristling, chattering, and preconcert

restlessness of the general audience. Hearing

includes the sensitivity to nuances, such as a
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breath taken bv a singer in the middle of a

phrase, a sound that is as much a part of the

music as are the notes.

Translating is part of the process of compre-

hending. It is the transfOrmation of formal ele-

ments, such as meter or pitch, or metaphor and

symbol, into personal realities or behaviors, such

as body language. All of these activities, which

take place during a musical experience, reinfOrce

Reagon's recommendation that multiple "experi-

ence systems" must be addressed when teaching

and talking about art. The DB.kE strategies of the

flume must acknowledge multiple. simultaneous

experiences as a normal feature of the aesthetic

experience.

At the practical level. !Ins means that

instructors must recognize that there is value in

the idiosyncratic nature of one's personal inter-

action with art. Daniel then offered the following

two suggestions toward this end:

Vin,

I. 'Teachers should provide students with

critical exercises that help them recognize

their idiosyncratic or ethnically specific

experience of artworks.

2. Teachers should introduce and illustrate

the notion that traditional standards of

excellence can be challenged in order to

reach a broader understanding of art.



If DBAE is to loosen the stranglehold that

traditional education has had ou the minds of

teachers and students. suggested Daniel, it must

offer culturally diverse content. Only then will

DBAE figure prominently in the long process of

cultural transformation intended to foster better

thinkers and problem-solvers.

Turning to the paper presented by Grant

and Sleeter, Daniel noted that they had provided

a clear account of the history of multicultural

education in the United States, with the Omission

of the important work bv James Banks. She reem-

phasized their point that multicultural education

was a response to demands made by the African-

American community during the civil rights

movement. Its proponents demanded the right

to "be recognized, to be included, to be valued

. . . to be free of educational paternalism. It was

not intended to develop endless ways of saying

Tin O.K., You're O.K.'

Grant and Sleeter reminded their audience

that existing curricula do not challenge racism.

and are, in fact, characterized by "blatant White-

ness." However, Daniel noted, there is no plan

offered for addressing this problem and its

destructive potential. This "nonspecific, all

accoinnutdating" character of the concept of

multiculturalism is its greatest problem, and

DBA11.1 risks inheriting this problem if it "swallows

millticulturalism whole." This approach might

1.02

leave historically disenfranchised groups, such as

African. Native, Hispanic. and Asia]: Americans

"lost in the throng."

In their description of the five most common

approaches to mithicultural education, Grant and

Sleeter favored "multiculturalism and social

retinistruction. which begins with contemporary

social justice issues that cut across diverse groups

and uses disciplinary knowledge to examine them

and affect change." In the discussion of themes

and the artworks that address these themes,

Daniel recommended certain guidelines:

1. Possibly unfamiliar art, such as Asian

American works, should not be studied as a

monolithic body ofwork.

2. Teachers should avoid the trap of

attaching traditional, mystical, or religious

meaning to all art that is not understood.

3. Teaching strategies should be opened up

to include the works of culturallv disen-

franchised and ethnically astute scholars.

Local interests should he connected to

world interests and art.

Daniel concluded that an aggressive attempt

to ally multiculturalism to overall education at

the level of' polio', curriculum content, and

teacher behavior might be more fruitful than the
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current limited focus on working multicultural-

ism into DBAE. Additionally, the clarification of

the historical origins of multiculturalism as a

strategy finr combating racism might move the

DBAE-multiculturalism debate "beyond rhetoric

to the development of positive and creative plans."

Daniel noted that Torgovnick commented

from her perspective as an English professor on

the myth of a common heritage perpetuated by

the existence of a literary canon. What Torgoy-

nick referred to as "canon expansion" is called in

other educational fields "curriculum infusion" or

"inclusion," a process that has been vigorously

opposed by conservatives as a threat to the

"national cultural heritage" and an invitation to

cultural conflict. Other objections that have been

raised to "curriculum infusion" are that it

requires that teachers be knowledgeable about a

number of difkrent cultures, and that the pri-

macy of European history and contributions will

he diminish-d.

Torgovnick addressed several of these con-

cerns by noting that her department continues to
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teach the traditional subjects as \veil as new Ones.

However, Daniel was not sure whether that state-

ment implied that the traditionally omitted mate-

rial was "added" on and relegated to permanent

guest status. Although she was not against the

creation of new courses, Daniel preferred that

DBAE weave missing content into the structure of

existing courses: "The further marginalizatiott of

previously mismanaged cultural and ethnic con-

tent is not O.K." Aside from this point, Daniel

proposed that DBAE could learn much from the

discipline of literature about using culturally

based criticism in the analysis of various works.

Interdisciplinaritv, as Torgovnick described

it, is something that art educators are deeply

engaged ti, concluded Daniel: "At a time when

racism is vigorous, when the police may no

longer be your friends, when the definition of

minority is becoming a source of confusion .

we may need to look into sociology, psychology,

or anthropology ... to decipher what those reali-

ties have to do with art, how it is taught, and how

it is received."
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INTERACTIVE PANEL WITH FIFTH PLENARY SESSION SPEAKERS

GILBERT CLARK

VEST. A.II. IDANIEI

JEAN DETLEI-SI-IN

JU1)1'111 sTEIN

ROBYN F. WASSON

BRENT WILSON

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q: (From the floor) I would like to return to a

subject that has been mentioned before: token-

ism. I was glad to hear and gav men men-

tioned at the opening of this conference, but

since then gay and lesbian issues have not been

raised. It is as if the speakers and organizers do

not understand the connection between gay and

lesbian concerns and multiculturalism. At least

this would appear to he the case since no speaker

has identified him or herself as gay or lesbian. No

one in this room would presume tc, hold a con-

ference On racism without people of color or on

sexism without women. Whv have there been no

gay or lesbian presenters here? It may be that the

organizers assumed that their concerns could be

subsumed under the general heading of -diver-

sity,- but each oppressed group endures specific

forms of repression and raises different questions.

In order stimulate some discussion on this

topic. 1 would like to share some questions that

have occurred to me over the last few days.

1. If one of the goals of multiculturalism is to

build self- esteem in viewers (Wart, would it he

appropriate to add to the labels on %vorks by

Michelangelo, Cellini, and Caravaggio the fact

that they AVCIV gay?

2. Would it he valid to have exhibitions of art 1w

men who love men, or women who love women?

3. What are the components of gay sensibility or

av aesthetics and what forms do they take?

4. How does "invisibility" Alec. the artistic

process? No one ever asks an African-American

artist if he is "out" to his colleagues.

5. How do art educators deal with the fact that

homophobia is one of the last societally sanc-

tioned forms of oppression?

A: (Vesta Daniel) I want to remind you that the

history of the issues vou are discussing. from the

point of view of' those who have liven part of the

struggle for equality, follows a familiar pattern.

You are now experiencing the early phases of a

predictable, evolutionary process, one that is well

worth pursuing. I would advise von to keep mak-

ing your views known and to recall that when

multiculturalism was formed as a movement, its

focus was race. In the course ails development

the movement has expanded to include other

forms of diversity, including sexual preference.
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There are. by the way. African American pea e

ho are not "out" and have the choice to be

either "in" or "out."

A: (Judith Stein) The questions N'011 ask are ger-

mane and complex. As _. curator I was involved in

an exhibition of Bay Area art. When it was rele-

vant, as in the case of two artists who had been

lovers, their homosexuality was mentioned

because it was a part of their identity that they

wished to be known. But as a curator of twenti-

eth-century art, I deal with the work of many liv-

ing artists. Is it appropriate to "out" them if they

have not, themselves. made their homosexuality

known? In the case of dead artists, this is less of

an issue. Several important exhibitions, such as

one On Nlarsden Hardee. have made the artist's

sexuality part of the interpretive material because

it deepens one's understanding of the work. This

is a delicate issue and curators must proceed

cautiously.

A: (Comment by Terry Barrett from the floor)

There is a lot of interesting and significant art

made by activists from A(1' VP and other groups

that art teachers are afraid to deal with because

they are uncomfbtable with it themselves.

I would like to point out the parallel

between DBAE and what has happened with art in

the national curriculum. The subject areas in art

are culturally diverse as a matter of policy, but the

question of equity and social justice is cross-cur-

.
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rieular. Interestingly. the subject arc ati that have

been most heavily debated have been history and

art history.

Q: (Nlartin Rosenberg) I would like to return to

the point that Vesta Daniel made: that multicul-

turalism as a concept can be too all-accommodat-

ing, too diluting, and DBAE could fall into this

trap if it swallowed mutt ieulturalism whole.

A: (Vesta Daniel) In 1973 or 1974, when I started

working with multiculturalism in Chicago. one of

my jobs was with the Office of Urban and Ethnic

Education, where I worked with teachers, par-

ents, and children. Initially, most of these were

African American. But over the course of the

years, as I began teaching at a university. I noticed

that the original notion of multicultulalisin was

being stretched to include everybody. There were

schools in Chicago with eighty ethnic groups in

the student body, and the teachers, understand-

ably, would conic to us for advice on how to deal

with all of them. We had to begin to make deci-

sions about how to talk about lack of representa-

tion and disfranchisement, and how to develop

models that would allow them to incorporate pre-

viously excluded information in any framework.

Thday my colleagues are saving to me "you

cannot say that it is equitable that specific groups

should be given more attention than others," But

I say "ves I can." I know that there are certain
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groups that are always going to he represented.

either (nertly or overtly. because they represent

the standard or model. Multiculturalism is

diluted. it has changed a great deal since 1965, so

teachers are saving "what do we do in January

and February and March so that everyone is

happy." We need to look at that situation.

A: (Gilbert Clark) I would like to endorse that. in

the last couple of days I have been wondering how

many school hours are devoted to art, and given

that limitation, how the demand that all cultures

be represented coequally can possibly be met.

A: (Robyn Wasson) This relates to the earlier dis-

cussion of trivialization. 1 do not think it matters

bow many cultures one covers, only whether the

ones that are covered are handled with respect.

A: (Brent Wilson) 1 have called this one of the

"plagues of pluralism." !five are just trying to

cover every culture, we are bound to fail. There

has to be another starting point.

Q: (From the floor) Given this country's Euro-

centric dominance, don't we have i special

responsibility to deal with African Americans and

Native Americans? American history, to a large

extent stems from the relationships between

these groups and the dominant culture.

A: (Vesta Daniel) I read an article analyzing The

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn that argued that.

although it has been banned in may schools

1 0

because the word niggeris used more than 200

times, a close reading of the cadence and speech

of Huck, and of much of the hook, was based

upon that of a young Black boy that Twain had

met. The author also goes on to say that much

American literature seems to be reflecting, in

some way, the relationship of this nation to

African American people, even if the theme is

not, overtly, African American. It is an interest-

ing idea but very problematic. because the

author is suggesting that, since this offensive lan-

guage has an African-American origin "it's

0.K.," and this text ought to be reintroduced in

the schools. This is an aspect of multiculturalism

that can slip right past one, because it looks like

ads -ocacv.

A: (Comment by Marianna Torgovnick from the

floor) The incorporation of multicultural mater-

ial in literature courses usually f011ows a pattern.

Its first phase is tokenism. where one work is

introduced in a self-conscious way. Next, whole

courses are devoted to, for example, African-

American literature, which is a ghettoizing

approach. Many departments are moving beyond

this approach, including works by Black authors

in general literature courses when they seem

necessary, or providing specialized courses in

African-American women's literature, slave litera-

ture, novels, etc. This is a multiple model that I

prefer. A Black author may not be represented in
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a Victorian literature survey, but issues of race

certainly would be.

A: (Comment by Carl (:rant from the floor) I

would hope that we would not reduce multicul-

turalism to particular curricular material. It is

broader than that, involving philosophy, mater-

ial. and instruction techniques.

A: (Gilbert Clark) Although I agree in principle.

as a teacher I must insist that materials are criti-

cally important.

Q: (From the floor) I would like to address the

representational model of inclusion, which I

believe is only partially useful. We need to make

more of a distinction between ethnic studies,

where single groups are examined, and multicul-

turalism, which focuses on society as a system. We

also need to think more carefully about the rela-

tional aspects of identity. I feel that at this (-unti--

ence notions of identity have been objectified. As

Jesse Jackson has said, "the study of the history of

slavery is also the study of the history of the

babies of the slave master." I urge a more rela-

tional analysis of the way identities are con-

structed in history.

Comment: (From the floor) Even if we could

develop the perfect curriculum materials and

make all the right choices in the classroom, stu-

dents also live in a wider community. Our

lenge. therefore, is to find ways of impacting that
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community as a whole and of cm-IA-Mg multi-

culturalism beyond the classroom or the art

department.

A: (Brent Wilson) This is an extremely important

point and relates to the central question of how

art education can further social change. Have

schools in the past been agents for social recon-

struction? If not, it is possible that they might be

in the future?

A: ((:ilbcrt Clark) I remember reading a hook as

student entitled Dare the Schools Build a Neu,

Social Older? It wa !. originally published in the

1930s by If :eorge Counts. It is now a required text

in five college classes at Indiana University and

has been brought back as if it were a brand new

offering.

A: (Brent Wilson) Arthur Ef land pointed to the

fact that planned cities never seem to work.

whereas cities that simply grow over time do. I

sometimes wonder what kind of society educators

would create if they had the power.

Q: (Comment by Claudine Brown from the

floor) I was struck by the call for a more rela-

tional approach to identity issues. As an African

American, a mother, an attorney, a museum edu-

cator, my identity is constituted by several differ-

ent communities. Keeping that in mind, what is

the practitioner's approach to these multiple

communities?
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A: (Jean Dot lawn ) What practitioners try to do,

first of all, is to work with the student's own

background, his or her cultural heritage, and

his or her specific community. In a ninth-grade

class, the students talk to their family members

or someone close to them who will help them

identify and recognize the contours of their own

cultural community, including the art and artists

it contains. They then go to an art survey test

and search out some connection. Some can not

find their own heritage. There are many Polish

103

Americans in ni community and the only con-

nection these students can find in the text is The

Polish Ridertw Rembrandt. This is where the dis-

cussion starts about representation and the lack

of it.

A: (Robyn X.Vasson) I think that changing the

social order in a community may he too great a

demand on art education. Instead, we should he

asking if schools can provide alternatives to exist-

ing ideologies and give students some grounds for

cliallcaging prevailing values and assumptions.
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INTRODUCTION

CLAUDINE K. BROWN

Fmin the comments made by many of the par-

ticipants.ciaudine 111-own was sure that the

last three days had proved very enlightening and

fulfilled many of the goals of the planning com-

mittee, including stimulating discussion and

interdisciplinary exchange. The conference may

not have generated many definitive answers, but

Brown was convinced that the group was, at least,

closer to finding answers than they were before

the conference. The issues being addressed are

incredibly complex and simple solutions will

not suffice.

Belief systems have been challenged mid

new professional relationships formed. The only

way the conference could have a negative out-

come. Brown asserted, was if the participants (lid

not continue their dialogue beyond this forum.

The speakers fir this final plenary were

reporting on the conclusions of the Affinity

Group Breakout Sessions. Catherine I Piller is

an elementary school teacher in the Encino

Elementary School. Leffler also co( mlinatcs the

school's computer lab and a community school

art gallery that exhibits work 1w students and pro-

fessional artists. As the curriculum designer for

her school's discipline-based art program, she

has conducted discipline-based art education

training and presentations for the news media.

school board members, and other f..ducators.

Judith Bryant is an art specialist for the

Portland public schools. grades 6 through I2, as

well as a practicing artist, She taught middle

school fOr nine years and has been a curriculum

coordinator fUr the past six. Nis. Bryant holds at

B.F.A. in painting from the Linivcrsitv of Oregon

and all N1.S. in elementary education front Port-

land Slate I 'ffiversilv.

Martin Rosenberg is associate professor of

.111 I listory and a member of the women's studies

faculty at the 'niversity of Nebraska in Omaha.

Ile also serves On the education committee of the

College Art Association. In recent years he has

ocnsed on bringing the concerns of feminism

and cultural diversity to the study of art history.

One of the architects oldie Prairie Visions con-

sortium, Professor Rosenberg has coordinated

the L'Ilivcrsity of Nebraska's preservice program

in ',MAE.

Enid Zimmerman is professor of Art Educa-

tion and Gifted and Talented Education at Indi-

ana University, as well as an adjunct women's

studies faculty member. Dr. Zimmerman has con-

ducted numerous research and development

projects in art education, fiusing on curriculum

development, multicultural art education, and

women's issues.
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Janis Norman is an associate professor and

chair of the Art Education Department at the

University of the Arts in Philadelphia. With more

than twenty years of experience teaching and

coordinating art programs for students at all lev-

els, Dr. Norman has worked extensively in cur-

riculum development. She is the founder of the

Art Education Connection of Greater Kansas City

and has produced many presentations and publi-

cations on arts advocacy.

Anne P. El -Omami is curator of Education at

the Cincinnati Art Museum and holds a B.A. in

Art History, a B.F.A. in Art Education, and an

M.A. in Art History and Art Education from the

University of Nebraska. She has spent two years in
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Africa and Egypt working toward her Ph.D. in the

History of Art and Cultural Anthropology from

Northwestern University. Ms. El-Omami has

served as a consultant for the National Endow-

ment for the Arts, the Getty Center for Education

in the Arts, and The journal of Aesthetic Education.

Peter Pennekamp is vice president of Cul-

tural Programming at National Public Radio's

Program Services division. In this capacity he

works to spotlight America's wide-ranging cul-

tural mix. Previously he served as the director of

the Inter -Ails program of the National Endow-

ment for the Arts and assistant dean of the

College of Creative Arts and Humanities at

Humboldt State University in CalifOrnia.
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

RECORDER: Catherine Leffler.

Elementary Teacher/Art Coordinator,

Encino Elementary School, Encino, CA

The elementary educator. who is responsible

for implementation, nu-ely takes part in the-

ory development, and this fact can lead to a

polarization between theorists and practitioners.

The Affinity- Group, however, suggested that the

absence of an elementary generalist as presenter

or panel member should not be taken as a indi-

cative of the generalist's role in the process

of change.

The topics of the discussions arising in the

Affinity Group may have been suggested by the

fOrmal presentations. but tended to focus on con-

cerns that affect the thinking and practice of ele-

mentary teachers in regard to cultural diversity.

Not surprisingly. more questions than answers

were generated, including the following:

1. Ilitat is art:

2. Does the cultural environment in a community

and its school affect multicultural art education:

3. What cultures should be included in the cur-

riculum and should these he the cultures in the

school or in the nation?

4. How does one lie "fluent" in a culture?

How does one find 1,, Ages to reach this fluency?

5. Is it necessary to address the aesthetics that are

unique to a particular culture?

This last question was posed by a Native-

American participant who noted that the word

"art" does not exist in her language, but is

infused in many other concepts, such as "reli-

gion," "science," and "family." The group was

particularly concerned about whether multicul-

tural education "could he all things to all peo-

ple," and whether it could be taught according

to a formula.

Be,:ause teachers are responsible for trans-

lating theory into practice, and because changes

in the total system must begin at the elementary

level, the participants sought special recognition

for the problems they face. The generalist

teacher must schedule approximately thirteen

areas of instruction into one week, as well as deal

with drug abuse. AIDS. abused and homeless chil-

dren, the learning disabled, language problems.

and the physically and mentally challenged. One

participant noted that society was "like a three-

legged stool, with church, the family, and the

school each constituting one leg." However, the

first two legs are no longer functioning for many

students, leaving schools with the sole responsi-

bility for some children's futures.

As practitioners, the participants called for

n):4re dialogue with representatives of higher
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education. Adrlitioitalll. it should he noted that

many of the elementary educators Iracl attended

institutes and have peen inwlementing

superior multi( ultural art education programs

fin r many years xvithout a published

FAIticators, however. will need high-quality

instructional materials and unt };t1i,.les if

they are to 1)econte culturalh fluent anti enrich

their art te,tching.

The group 1)1101% id..ntified some of the

sensiti -e issues that can arise itt discussions of art

and provoke concern front parents. staff, and tile

communitx at large. These include religion. edu-

cation, sexuality and representations of the nude,

politic-s, and sexual orientation. There was also a

consensus that agreed-on definitions and stritc-
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tures would help teachers "understand. sharpen,

and refine the tenets of multicultural edut

In response to this demand, one participant

offered a matrix whose horizontal axis consisted

of the 1i)ti disciplines of DBAE and whose vertical

axes i 'Aided elements such as beliefs, values,

artifacts. cultural expression. language, and

environment.

The successful dynamics of the group's dis-

ussion led the participants to institute a network

further discussion and a participant volun-

teered to assume the responsibility for organizing

the network. The group report concluded by urg-

ing speedy action, noting that the level of passion

among teachers is high, mid that the nation does

not have the luxury of taking its time.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION

moRDEK: jndith Madden Bryant, Art Specialist,

Portland Public Schools. Portland, OR

T,IC secondary education group's first of three

discussions focused on curriculum develop-

ment. The key issues, they decid .1, were how to

make curriculum responsive to multicultural

education, diverse populations, and learning

styles and how to help teachers recognize the

biases and preferelices that are communicated 1w

their practices, language, and approaches. In dis-

cussing these issues, the group discussed the

problem of implementing multicultural curric-

ula without trivializing specific cultures. The

importance of translating theory into everyday

practice. or "trenchology" as one participant put

it, was also stressed.

(:onsensus was reached on a number of

points, notably that 1t is bette ...o teach -a few

things well, and emphasize the proce. .,

murli as the product. Participants also agreed

on the need for more "models of excellence"

and networks for secondary school teachers to

share information and ideas. They concluded

that interdisciplinary., thematic, and cross-cul-

tural inquiry would expand DBAE and make it

more relevant to students and that local

resources should he utilized to the extent

possible.

During the second meeting, which focused

on DBAE's relationship to other disciplines, the

secondary school group discussed the teaching

of art from a historical and contextual perspec-

tive, including the possibility of drawing on con.

cepts from anthropology. -aid psychology. Tliere

was some disagreement about the definition of

cultural diversity, however, and whether the idea

of a totally inclusive curriculum is a reasonable

goal. The group concluded that, although an

interdisciplinary approach seemed appropriate

for DBAE, care should be taken when borrowing

from other disciplines so that the focus remains

on the unique and valuable role of' art.

The group's third meeting was devoted to a

discussion of the extent to which art education

can or should be an agent for social change. Sev-

eral participants noted that art ethical itni often

takes place in an environment that is not support-

ive of the 'aloes and assumptions of DBAE. They.

concluded that teachers need to think of them-

selves more as scholars amid researchers in the

educational process (lifelong learning). They.

should seek a fOrinn for discussing strategies for

implementing DBAE theory in everyday practice.

On a filial note, they expressed the hope that the

Getty Center would continue to sponsor nutch-

needed curriculum development that supports

cultural diversity.
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HIGHER EDUCATION GROUP A

RECORDER: Martin Rosenberg, Associate Professor

of Art History. University of Nebraska. Omaha, NE

The Higher Education Group A identified four

major issues for discussion; definitions, goals,

context, and implementation.

1. Definitions. The group noted the importance

of definitions, as well as the danger of losing the

larger issue of multiculturalism in abstractions

such as "political correctness." Traditional

assumptions about art and art education must be

defined and challenged in light of issues of cul-

tural diversity. and the impact of multiculturalism

and revisioni:m on the disciplines of DBAE must

be clarified.

2. Goals. To assist in defining goals. DRAE educa-

tors should decide "where we want to go.- Diverse

issues and perspectives must be considered when

setting these goals. including ways in which cul-

tures must be considered equal in the context of

art education. and whether or not social change

should be a major goal of multicultural art educa-

tion. The entire art education community should

be included in the discussion of goals relating to

cultural diversit so that a consensus can be

achieved.
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3. Context. Community values, political dimen-

sions, the culture ofschools, and the nature of

society all shape the contexts in which art educa-

tion takes place. Some consideration must also

be given to the opposition to multiculturalism

that exists in the field and to other new para-

digms for art education.

4. Implementation. In the translation of new

ideas into classroom practice, new questions

must be asked about art. How can the existing

questions he refrained to suit a more culturally

diverse approach to art? Do new questions mean

giving up the Western canon or simply shifting

priorities? How should artworks be selected,

and how should cultures be compared or

treated in relation to one another? Preservice

and in-service must be adjusted to reflect the

priorities of multiculturalism and the increas-

ingly interdisciplinary approaches to the

curriculum.

Among the issues left unresolved bv the

group were the questions of whether art educa-

tion should be used as a vehicle fin' social change.

how to guarantee that authentic cultural transla-

tion. from a position of "deep fluency." is ofkred

to students, and how value and quality issues

should be addressed in a culturally diverse

curriculum.
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The group concluded with the recommen-

dation that further alliances he forged between

higher educational institutions and schools

and that professionals should he granted credit

for such activity. A similar need exists for
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partnerships among museums, hools, and

universitic-s. A network of people at all levels of

art education who are interested in furthering

the goals of cultural diversity should he

established.
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HIGHER EDUCATION GROUP B

REcoRnER: Enid Zimmerman, Professor of Art

Education. Indiana L'itiversity. Bloomington, IN

Higher Education Group B began their meet-

ings with a discussion of the cultural roots

and biases of the participants. Although the

group appeared "monoctiltural" in the sense that

it was composed of Withe men and women, it was

discovered that they represented different sexual

orientations. religions. and ethnicities. All

shared. however, a dedication to the teaching of

art to students of all backgrounds.

There were two issues that the group could

not resolve during their discussions. The first con-

cerned the relationship between DBIE and cul-

tural diversity and centered on whether cultural

diversity could he added to the existing Dli.11 para-

digm, or if DBAE needed to be radically restruc-

It wed, in a "paradigm shift." to become culturally.

diverse. I 11 e sect and issue was one of academic free-

dom: "Cali or should you dictate to a factiltv mem-

ber what he or she should teach or how to behave?"

The bulk of the discussions occurred simultane-

ously in subgroups yvith the following results:

SUBGROUP 1: FACILITATING THE

PARADIGM SHIFT

liccausc it is not possible to continuously

add new materials to the currictilimi, (nip I

focused on the feasibility of a paradigm shift
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within DBAE and the development of art curric-

ula. Current frameworks include the "Royal

Academy" approach, the "telephone book" or all-

inclusive approach. and the "consumer reports"

approach, which argues for the importance of

particular works and cultures. The group pro-

posed that a "reflexive critical inquiry model"

could he used to modify these frameworks in

light of the concerns of cultural diversity-. They

also suggested that goals and content should

he used

. to facilitate stodclits st tt(lv of artworks, and

2. to help teachers make curriculum choices

relevant to all their students.

Other suggestions from this group included

the development of a pool of "content helpers"

or resources in the local community and the

articulation of culturally consistent values

through aesthetic inquiry% so that "big" questions

can he addressed.

SUBGROUP 2: CHANGING THE HIGHER

EDUCATION SYSTEM

"Ellis subgroup addressed the problem of

increasing support for multiculturalism in the

college or university setting. Sonic ()f titch. sug-

gestions included the following:



I. Changing the "slippl% and demand" relation-

ship through active recruitment oldiversc stu-

dents and faculty. 'I his process 5111)111(1 he ;in as

early as the middle school %cals.

2. Encouraging faculty to play strung inenturnig

roles and create supportive environments for

diverse students. This will require modifying tra-

ditional practices in higher education, such as

tenure review procedures and reward sl stems,

that inhibit the development of a diverse envi-

ronment.

3. Taking advantage of the expectation in the

university communin that the art and art educa-

tion factiltit.s %vill be nontraditional and the first

to initiate and implement changes.

SUBGROUP 3: PRESERVICE TEACHER

PREPARATION

Subgroup 3 raised the following concerns:

I. 'Hie need to generate support IOU multicultural

education among administrators at all levels,

2, The need for partnerships with experts in the

social sciences to help in addressing multicul-

tural issues n class,

3. Flre importance of encouraging college and

university students to "take ownership" Of their
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learning experiences, including bringing their

multicultural understandings to bear on the

processes of teaching and learning.

I. The need to encourage college and university

students to engage in early field experiences with

diverse strident populations.

SUBGROUP 4: SHAPING THE NEW

GENERATION

The key question discussed by this sub-

group was: "What kind of art education doc-

toral students do we need to produce in the

next decade?" Future doctorates will be

earned in a new educational climate, where an

emphasis on formalism in art has given way to

multicultural. feminist, economi -, and

political analvses of artworks. The canon has

been expanded to include performance.

installation, video, and other new art firrms.

The group offered the following as a key

question for further discussion and debate:

"I low do we asstire that the new generation of

doctoral candidates in art education will be

thoroughly grounded enough in the works of

art that are the focus of art education, and at

the same lime he well grounded in criticism.

ethnography. semiotics, philosophy, psychol-

ogV, and history that it will allow them to inter-

pret these vvot ks hills. and comprehensively?"
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A related question was trhether there should

be a multicultural requirement at the doctoral

level and whether doctoral candidates should serve

an internship in a multicultural context. The group

concluded that there is a risk that !Mitre doctorates

will be unprepared for the cultural. technical. and

theoretic-al challenges they will 1w expected to

meet; therefore, immediate action is necessary.

1 1 2 AFFINITY GROUP SUMMARY REPORTS

After each of the four groups summarized

their findings, it was agreed that the discussion

exemplified a key tenet of multiculatral educa-

tion: No one can do it alone; we all need each

other,- To address the concerns raised by the

groups, collaborations among many people of

different backgrounds. in a variety of contexts,

trill be needed and necessary.

o



SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATION

RECORDER: Janis Norman, Associate Professor and

Chair. Art Education Department, University of

the Arts. Philadelphia, PA

Benwe reporting the conclusions of the Super-

vision and Administration Affinit (:rottp

meetings, the participants called for a clarifi-

cation of the unique role they play in the balanc-

ing of theory am' --active in education. In the

course of their discussions. the group identified

two Ryes of issues, which they called "Smaller

Issues" and "Larger Issues."

The smaller issues included the following:

I. The need fin- translators who can help

teachers interpret the meanings of diverse art

with authenticity and passion. Related to this is

the need for quality in the level of instruction

and in the choice of culturally diverse materials.

Who should be responsible for choosing such

materials:

2. The fact that there is a reluctance to change

within education and that most teachers will

choose to "stay where they are."

3. While the need for serious attention to cultural

diversity was unanimously supported. there

remain questions about how to teach a multicul-

tural curriculum with integrity and depth.

4. ln-service, and the time to implement it. is in

short siipply.

a. 'leachers, who feel they are "doing the best

they can," feel frustration when they realize there

is so 'Hitch more to do.

The larger issues, which were many and

daunting, included the following:

I. Cultural diversity must not only he taught.

but must also be practiced in our schools

through curriculum design, hiring practices,

and sensitivity to the cultural backgrounds

and learning styles of students. To make this

happen we must know what is right, embrace it,

and act on it.

2. The two best prospects fOr change are preset.-

vice and in-service. First. higher education must

become a significant partner in the push for cul-

tural diversity, through recruitment. curriculum.

and tenure and hiring practices. Second. profes-

sional development, to reach teachers already in

the field, must be redirected toward multicul-

tural education.

3. Because the arts are often a magnet for stu-

dents who are outside the mainstreami.e., ESL

students and the mentally and physically chal-

lengedart educators face enormous pressures.

121
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4. Because children must enter school ready to

learn, the Getty Center should make an oflicial

endorsement of art education in early childhood

learning.

5. To implement multicultural education at Ihe

level recommended by Banks and others will

114 AFFINITY GROUP SUMMARY REPORTS

require a major restructuring of the educational

tiVtite1111.

In conclusion, the grout) unanimously

agreed that there must he a widespread coInmit-

em to change; This conference deals with the

'what.' the next step is to deal with the 'how...*

1
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MUSEUM EDUCATION

RECORDER: Anne P. El-Oiui, Curator of

Education. The Cincinnati Art Museum,

Cincinnati. OH

The Museum Education affinity group consis-

tently returned to what they identified as the

primary issue: power and authority, its manifesta-

tions and constraints. and its impact on aesthet-

ics. taste, value, and history. Museum educators,

who must work from permanent collections, do

not have the choices afforded classroom teachers

in regard to multicultural soinve materials. Thus,

diversity must he achieved by raising issues and

challenging viewpoints, rather than exclusively

through the imagery and content available.

There were certain areas of disagreement in

the group. The first was over whether multicul-

tural education was necessarily "transgressive" or

"subversive." The second was that racism, which

lies at the heart of issues of power and authority.

was not directly addressed during the third Issues

Seminar. Last. hiring practices continue to be a

source of contention. with some participants

insisting that there are not enough qualified peo-

pie of color to hire, while another group felt that

the criteria for designating someone "qualified"

was deliberately exclusive and guaranteed few

qualified minorities.

Among the conclusions and recommenda-

tions made by the group were:

1. Trustees and administrators should provide

opportunities for museum professionals to

address directly issues of power and authority

within the traditional museum structure.
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2. Museum education has done the most to raise

the issue of diversity in art museums. but the

issue often ends there. Systemic changes in the

structure and procedures of museums must he

initiated to encourage diverse perspectives.

Professional arenas must he created to address

the need for change throughout the museum

comnumitY.

3. Museum director, must develop long-range

plans to serve as "brokers" of cultural resources

to teachers and educational institutions, as well

as long-range plans for implementing cultural

diversity.
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CROSS-REPRESENTATIVE

RECORDER: Peter Pennekamp.

Vice President for Cultural Programs,

National Public Radio, Washington, D.C.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Assess curriculum materials to determine if

different. and a greater variety of materials are

needed. The goal is to ensure that substantive

a ml tisable inaterials arc available kir use in pre

sei vice. primary, and secondary education.

2. Provide staff development to support use of

materials.

3. Scholars should be aware of the realities of the

classn min. Don't put down practicing teachers!

1. Increase collaboration with social scientists and

all other knowledgeable people when appropriate.

and generally promote interdisciplinary teaching.

5. Encourage teachers wherever and whenever

possible to increase students' tolerance mid

appreciation of diverse art. Teachers should be

encouraged to see diversity as enriching: lack of

diversity its boring.

Include artifacts and information from a broad

range of art worlds. Examples given include: car-

nivals, advertising, rock concerts, graffiti. design,

comic books. architecture, film and video.

murals, radio.
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7. Make more of a connection between the visual

and perforrning arts.

M. Develop a booklet of success stories on imple-

menting DBAE and diversity in the classroom.

9. Training in critical visual skills alxnit mass

media should be included as part of the art canon.

10. Determine ways to better use the capabilities

of living resources, e.g., artists-in-residence, in

classrooms tier substantive, multicultural, (Aiwa-

tional value.

I I. Teachers should he encouraged to use the

materials creati ely. as well as to he responsible to

facts and traditions. (Fred Wilson inspired).

ISSUES UNRESOLVED:

. There is art that can't he taught without raising

social, psychological, or political problems: Eliot.

Pound, Guston, Gova. Does "nasty- art belong in

the precollege classroom%

2. Where does cultural "authority" reside? Who

can and should speak for communities and

traditions not now represented, or poorly.

represented:

3. The inclusion of a full range of American cul-

tures must be covered in 2. not in any given

year.
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CLOSING STATEMENT

THANDIWEE MICHAEL KENDALL

Program Officer

Getty Center for Education in the Arts

Santa Monica. CA

handiwee Michael Kendall began her presen-

tation by thanking the participants. the Getty

Trust and its staff, Pacific Visions, and the other

technical and support personnel who cot t-

tributed to the Third Issues Seminar. She noted

that her own decision to pursue a career in edu-

cation was reinforced and encapsulated in the

statement, "If von choose to lw in education, Yon

choose to serve." Kendall belitled that service, in

this context, meant service "to students, to com-

munities, to parents, and most of all, to yourself

in making a better world."

Kendall came to Getty with "no expectations

. .. that is. in part, what service means.- This does

not imply, however, that one is not disappointed

at times: it implies that one is as attached to the

process that contributes to the outcome as one is

to the actual outcome. Like many of the partici-

pants, Kendall has lived and worked in a variety

of communities. including smite of the worst

ghettos in the nation. "both the impoverished

and the very affluent ones." She has also known

and participated in strong feminist traditions,

womanly traditions of the African-American com-

munity. as well as efforts for gay and lesbian

12J

rights. Her experience includes involvement with

many people who have realized their own poten-

tial to affect change and who understand the

power of milidarity.

To illustrate the true meaning of solidarity.

Kendall cited a story related by Frank Judd, who

left Oxfam to join the House of Lords. Judd

recalled meeting the Bishop of San Cristobal who

had worked extensively with Mexican Indians

and Guatemalan refugees. The Bishop asked

Judd if Oxfam really had a relationship of equal-

ity with the people it serves. Solidarity, the Bishop

explained, is a process of identification at the

level of the individual, group, and community.

Solidarity, he observed, is "the modern meaning

of charity."

True solidarity is a process of enabling peo-

ple to achieve their own goals and to discover

and use their own talents, creativity, and powers

of reason. As the movement for cultural diversity

grows. it is important to keep this point in mind

and to ask the question "Are we in solidarity with

the communities we say we serve?" To be able to

answer this question in the affirmative involves

"experiencing life with the people. going into

their schools, walking their streets and communi-

ties even where You may not he comfortable."

Cultural diversity is not a new issue, Kendall

noted, but it has gained attention in recent years.

This increased attention is due to changing
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patterns of international migration and recent

political and social transformations. including

those Kendall witnessed firsthand in South Africa

on the eye of the March 1992 referendum vote.

Cultural diversity is a matter of human rights. In

fact, the I978 International Covenant of Human

Rights states explicitly that everyone has a right to

participate in the cultural life of the community.

Cultural diversity is also a question of gav rights

and rights for racial groups: "Homophobia, sex-

ism. ageism, ableism and disableism are all issues

that must he more extensively addressed.-

It is not the task of the Third Issues Seminar

to cover all of these issues, Kendall continued,

but to serve as a catalyst for the participants. so

that they can better address these problems in

their own classrooms and communities. This mis-

sion has led the Getty Center to call attention to

the need for new curricula, materials, and images

in the classroom. and to question the entire

notion of "values" and how they are articulated

and communicated. Teachers, Kendall added.

have too long wrestled alone with all of these

issues in very immediate ways.

While many of those present were in Ari-

iona for the 1992 `.AEA conference, Kendall

recalled, riots erupted in Los Angeles following

the Rodney King verdict. Ironically. Kendall

found herself fleeing from her apartment on the

edge of Korea town %vith a greater fear than she
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had ever experienced in South Africa: "Fiery in a

country where we say we are committed to i he

notions of equity and access .. . people arc (I% ing

fin Rodney King's plea "Cat CI we all get

along:- went to the heart of the ()incomes we

seek from tut thicultural education. Kendall was

convinced that a genuine commitment to social

activism implies a matching commitment to

social reconciliation.

In the aftermath of the riots. many people

looked again at schoolstheir needs. their suc-

cesses. and their failures. One of the most imme-

diate ways of changing attitudes is to change the

people who represent those attitudes. Unforiii-

irately, the data suggest that the majority of new

teachers are White females who want to teach in

predominantly White suburban schools, while

the majority of students are children of color

from the inner cite. To address this critical imbal-

ance we need a comprehensive program of

change. including an aggressive action to recruit

tew people into education at the undergraduate

and postgraduate level.

In essence, Kendall suggested. this entire

conference is .lout wedding educational pin -

grains to human rights. What teachers do in the

classroom has a tremendous impact on the lives

of their -lents: it is critical that each person

confront her or his own biases, a process that can

be the beginning of major changes. Rut as we
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"104)k into the mirror." she proposed. it should he

with the true notion of solidarity in mind and

with a willingness to explore what we all have in

common.

Kendall concluded hv noting that change

takes place within. as well as outside or, institu-

tions. Teachers and administrators have as much

a role in changing art education as does the Getty

Center. She urged all of those present to call any

and all of the program officers at the Getty Cen-

ter and keep them apprised of their needs and

progress: "We need you working on the outside.

pushing to create change. as we push the walls

from the inside."
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RESOURCES

The hollowing books. games, videotapes, and other matt
ials %%coe awilablt in the resource room at 143.1i. find Cut

luta Ihurrsii). the list is not Ille:1111 to he t omprehetisi%e
.111(1111(111%1011 does not imply midi ffsetnent In the Gen%

Center for Education in the .1rts.

CHILDREN'S BOOKS AND GAMES

Alaro.
'through matching ,111d observation, children can get to
know a specific foi rat of artistic expression in this .,ictivit%

pack based on traditional textile production in Nigeria.

The Apaches and Navajos. ( num .

This case -to -read pi( :no book is used to introduce K-4
students to these Natke American Cultures.

Artery. :rittnin .
Ellis at t game is designed to du.lop students' skills of
(lest ription. ait.thsis, and inter pretation: m identify
stilije( I mattet ; and to re( igniie properties of artworks.
In hides x S.' .rat tepioductions of western and non-
western images. Pla% ing ( ards are in English and Spanish.

Bellerophon Coloring Books:
Ancient China
The .kneit.:11 Nr,11 List

.1licient Africa

.\ncient Eg, 10
Ancient I lawaii

ient India
.1ticint Ireland
GI eat Indians of :alibi] Ma
In( as, Alive, and \ 1.1% as

japan
Quern Net milli
I he Sion of .Utica and Het Flags to ( obit

Board Games from Around the World. (
I lure dillirlit board games me On hided in this pa( k
for middle elementail students.
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Civil War Heroines. Bellerophon Books.
These daring women and their heroic stories are pre-
sented.

Cowgirls. Bellerophon Books.
Shows working ranch women, movie queens, rodeo stars.

and Wild I horse Annie. who worked to save wild mus-
tangs.

Georgia O'Keeffe. Crittnac.
Eight pages of full-color reproductions are included in
the easy-to-read biography of this American painter.

Great Indian Chiefs. Bellerophon Books.
Fifty stories of Indian chiefs are told.

Great Women Paper Dolls. Bellerophon Books.
This paper (loll book includes Joan QUAIT. Susan B.
Ant holm and Golda Meir.

Handbook of American Indian Games. Music for Little
People.

Nlore than ITO) games are in iroduced in this hook. The
authors explain the games' origins. how they were
played. and the role games played in tribal life.

Infamous Women. Bellerophon Books.
Messalitia..Agrippitia, Lucretia Borgia. and Empress
are among those included in this paper doll book.

The Iroquois. Cri/nrac.
A picture book for grades K-4.

Manomiva. (Nfani.
Ellis game, designed lit ages I I. and als At., is based on

i( an case studies. It shows how a new elopmnt
m lietile undermined w.al rote as fo4g1 p111(111t

"Multicultural Celebrations." Nlotlerti ess.

Ci edict' Ill conjunction with The Children's NIttsetini.
RI >sit in.

Oat a's Cambodian New \eat.
%Vito .kni I?
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Chinese New Year's Dragon Spiderwoman's Dream. (:riiiiia4 .
Carnival Indian legends are interpreted in poen-% and art.

Gift at kwaitia
feu The New Neat The Story of Mexico. Bellerophon Rooks.

iww4)w Nlexi4 an lames and Inn oities and then stories are pi e-
Strawhern Thanksgiving seined.
A First Passtner

Korean Children's l)as Tar Beach. Cr (its ti Publisher s.
Three Kings' Din A pit tine hook, based on het stun quilt, In artist Faith
Fiesta' Ringgold.

Myths and Legends of the Haida. Indians of the Token Response. ( :rinnac.
Northwest. Bellemplum Bunks. This game challenges students to ask questions and make
Tales of Raven. Eagles. Bear Mother. etc. distinctions about art. Eigl it sets of paper tokens. repro-

ducible act hitt [(inns in English :nil Spanish. and
Myths and Legends of the Indians of the Southwest t teacher's guide are included. For 3 to 30 players, grades
and it. Bellerophon Books. k-adult.
Book I includes Navajo. Pima. and Apache stories. Book u
includes tales from the F14 pi. Acoma. Tew. and Z11111 Totem Poles. Bellerophon Books.
peoples. Parts that assemble a ceiling-high totem pole are in this

Native Americans..11additt Books.
. \ set of six books about Nati% e . mei it ant hildren. I hr
teacher's enrichment guide pt % ides ideas Ito III I it 'tics

in various subject :ilea..
I Losi, I'm \Om Ihothet
The Girl 11.1to 1.4nt41 114 uses

litiflalo %Volum'
Flu. ( of OW Sill ted Dog

%Viten ( Sings

I ht. 1)eset I Is I hen s

The Sentinoles. ( t i/111,11 .

1 his eas% luleadputunelhookto, 141,1414,s

students to this Natne \mein .ant ithme.

Shoshoni. ( lit mid

I Insult tine hook I all he nsed as a tesotit«. In intiodine
students to the shoshoue I iduu,..

The ot, 1 1 1/1 rim

I his pit nut. hook is suggested lot gi arks Ix- I.
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Women Composers. Bellerophon Books.
Sun les of well-known and obscure women from the mid-
dle ages to today.

The Young Reader. Boston ( ;lohe.l'oltitue VI. No. 2.
Spring 1992.
This issue ol flte Voting Reader gives the titles and
abstra4 is of the Boston ( :14 tbe's Top 25 books in multicul-

tural reading tort hildren.

CURRICULAR MATERIALS

Accepting Diversity: A Multicultural Art Approach.
Bat Ir.tra Fehrs-R: ntpolla.
Misguide from Hokin-hale High School in New Jerse%
offers educators a curriculum for developing their stu-
dents self-esteetn and increasing their understanding of
a multicultural soden. Through art. high school stu-
dents are introduced fo the similarities that exist aniung
olio erse citIntres.
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Access: Information on International, and For-
eign language Education. . knicrican Forum kw (;lithal
[Am.. ion.
This ni.w..leitei .55 hit It is Ill (Clueed eight times a %ear,

contains anti( les. tcsource inf entplomnt
opportunities and pi ogi ain minium( entents about iistics
relating to multi( 'Mitt al education.

African-American History: Heroism. Struggle. and Hope.
Soden flit Visual Edit( anon.
.\ ( 111;1(111nm that do) timents the «nitibutions 4)1
\11 k an-Amricans to the growth of the Ullitrd States.
111(Indes.uulio laps. 111111%11 ips .111(1 le.ltilet guide.

America's Civil Rights Movement. I ea( hing 'Folc1.111«..
.\ plibli( anon and lesson plans using ct entice and

Mt al thinking me Inc hided in this teaching package.

Ancient Civilizatitms. lc tills I

I Ili. ket .1111Avs stlilli111% in glades is.-S to tinsel back

in time to are 1(111 \liddle .1511.1 11 1 11 ill/1111)11s,

Anti-Racism and Art in Britain and South Africa.O tin.

11.114 11111g 111.1'g'.011 1111 %el (111(1,115 it'.11 11111g 111'11 1111.1111"

a poster. lite slides-1 set (i1 photos and ha( kgi mind notes.

Architexture: A Shelter Word. /c pli
.\ soul( I. guide lot self-dile( led snob III the .irchitectiirc
of various VS Urdd 1111111u%

Art Against Apartheid. ( Wain.
I his park iiables Il.11 het. to C \ .111111IC Ivs11( [elating to
apat ilicid and la( ism in Sutilli and the l oiled
kingdom thiough an ;44 tine Irain nig and art-hased
appr(tach. Poster and wi of photos included.

Art from Many Hands: Multicultural Art Projects.
tcp115

Step-IA-step insti ti( tions for din 15-5(.5(.11 1111 pottects ai

included in this handbook tot grades 3 and lip.
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Asian American Booksdapatiesc American (:urricultim
Projei t.
\ atalogur (if element:tn. secondarY. and reference
hooks aailable 11ot11 t het \( m.liose mission is to

de\ t.lop and disst.minate .\siati .knierican educational
materials.

Aspects of Africa: Questioning Our Perceptions. Oxfniii.
Tm..lit color slides art presented to help challenge the
image or Africa and \ h jeans.

Behind the Scenes. ()xf am.
this itiservice pack with photos and a( in itics cxamincs
issiics of justice and l(lnalilt scithin 10 1111:111 5(110015,

Beyond Blue Mountains: A Traveling Collection of Con-
temporary Native American Artworks. 1Vashiligton State
Arts Commission.
Ellis workbook encourages critic al thinking and the
anaksis of ideas through the examination of the art of a
varlets of cullnres in (1)1111 '11111)1)1:11N U1111111 Stilles.

Beyond the Frame: Young People and Photography.
Oxfam.
Photos help form the scan 5V( Set' tilt' %%Odd: this tuaga/ine

looks at the way they are used and includes aril\ in sug-
gestions.

Bilingual Education Handbook: Designing Instruction
for LEP Students. (;alififfniti 1)epartment of" Education.
This guidebook is meant as an aid and model bilingual
program lor teachers working directly with language-
ill Mori tv students.

California Perspectives. California Font1rm55.

.\11 antholog% of readings about culture and curric ula
rom the (:alifornia Tomorrow Education for a Flit et se

Societ5 project.

The Columbus Encounter: A Multicultural View. lepli .

Takes a multicultural look at Columbus's sos.tges to the
Ainerif as. Self-directed stuck units lot glades k-3 and
1-s.
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Committed to Print: Social and Political Themes in
Recent American Printed An. Sandal.
Ilicw mt. Itostt1 tin the c%. Itibititto th
Nhiscion 111 lo(1(.1 n 111. 1(111.. 111 18S.

Comparing Cultures. /ill it i

14 intrgi ming 11/1 1.11 1111111r...111d 1,111,1411dgt'.1/ 1.. (111r1r

111111 1111' 11'11(.1 1. ,11111 11(411111.11 it 1 1111111 11 1 (')/1011. 0111(1

1 1111111 Ps. 11,11.11-1,1,11m1, Ades

1:illittral Case Studies in a World of Change.

"Ph"
I his Imul. int-wilts .1 111 11'N III 1 1111111.111 11,111w...1(11,1(1(1ns

around Ihr 1401 141.1.1.111cs "/ 12.

11:nlittral Journey Eighty-four Art and Social Studies
Activities Artimul the Wtothl. /split1

I his sof thoond hook 11111,011, ih,. %11111( nl1t1111n,t1

6111111111111111 1141 11111'12,1.1111M ',I 11 it r. 141 N1.11111 and 1.

( .t.1(1(.1 7 I:.'

Creacti% hint
1111smmumlnolmWslor(mashopslot(omhgimipstm
lea t ning about 101(9 1 till s. propir's ighis, 11,11111,11

1.miionnicin. 4441 ,11111 1114/1 1'1 111 111. ,11/11 i 1 /111.1(1.1111011

The Decade Show: Frattte%ork of Identity in the 1980s.
S.ttulak.
Them. slith., ale hum 1 lir \'o\ 1111,(111111 Cualihpuran

lisliii ihr \v" 'Ainsclun of ( "111"111)"ra' .11.
and tlic Studio NInstam)1 of I 1,11 It.111.

PaHLVisnal.111.M6slidcs.
l'at t 11: Vid() and Pei intm.th«..11 hi slitlys.

Economics for Change: Understanding Economic
Inequality from Different Viewpoints. ( ) it.

Phis 111111 is pall 111 1 1.111.1( 11111111 1)1.1 il1/11111 (T011111111(.1

and (1Mell /1)111(11 M1111;/1/1//) 11),11 11(11/1 (1/1111g 1)('111/11

hit etas their understanding-1)i el 1111111111t argnment and

thr t((mo11114 division nl itiv(ptalit. For ust k student
I I «.,irs old :nu! up.

Embracing Diversity: Teachers' Voices from California's
Cla.%srooms. Cardin nia Immo io«.
Rcpoits ilic esults of a pioje(I that do( tinilicd the
mills and experient (.. 111 h vign-hotli ( hihit en in

s( hools. and Io evatitinr flit t liallengcs
non poses to the 1)111)111 s swim

End of the Innocence. 1iiti-Dulainati11n 1.cagtit. of Wirai

ow sr .411414 111 the I hIli ,111.0 Ili ii uses thy (Ilan (II

Ahlit Flank as a( tahlal It a h.

Ethnic Perspectives Series. IZ Ili( .ctitet
I Iti,11.1 111 111111 1)/111,0 I/1 1 .5. 111\1111% 1)11111 111%1'1 1('

l'1111111 1)1 /11111 (11(1e(1. The 11.1 111( 11111e1 1111' 111111M 111g

11111'1:

1 .111.111 . \Men( .111 AI/r1 1(111

\ 11 11 ,111 .1111(111 1)11/1/M tot

.11 111(.1 I( .111 1)1(11,111 Pet./1'1 OS 1'

11 I 11111.11111 1..1111111 PC111/(1 Ill 1'

Everything is Somewhere: The Geography gni, Rook.
citht.
This set ions et Iiiiitioions look at grogiaplo «fittains
(piiiics on connti Ws. t litnate. food and health. ( Ades :1

:Ind tip.

Exploring the Third World: Development in Africa. Asia.
and Latin ,Arnerica. At:writ:in Forum lot Ethwatitm.
This curriculum unit focuses on issues of development in
the Third N1'01.1(1. Les sons focus on (T01101M. en( 111/11-

111(111. 111(1 1)01/111:1MM. Forgracles 7-1'2 to adult.

Festivals of Light. l..S. ( otninittee for \
. intiltinidia kit designed to introduce atidien«., to sim-
ilarities and differences in the teats frsti(als of light c

(clehtated -.wound the world anti to stimulate interst in
the licsaitd ( ithitres of the people' Ira (.(1.

13C
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Folktales: Teaching Reading through Visualization and
Drawing. lephsr.
Promotes reading and comprehension through the pre-
sentation oI nntlticultural stories and frawing acne ines.

Fun with Hieroglyphics. Zeplii r.
Sri of tvimItnir stamps representing the sounds in the
hn ogl% pines alphabet, an ink pad and explanaton
booklet are included in this kit.

Get the Picture. Khoo.
I Is I C.IC ICC., 11.111(11)4)(4k cAl)11)1 es ideas ahlitit

.1(t in the primal% ( lassromn. Included are strategies for
estigaling the -11 11th" photogrdplis in their represen-

tation II ealm and issues of gender and race are raised.

Getting on with Others. ( )stalo.
pack l(11* 6-9 tear -olds ollet s 16 sessions on

gum') work and cooperation. This pack contains photos
and world map.

Global Art Slide Set. Siintlak.
This slide set is orgaiiiied h, t trlltt t and inchnies.thica.
Middle East. India. China, Japan. and Latin .Nnierica.

Global Connections Report. Oxfam.
This is a review of secondanv school links between Britain
and countries in developing nations.

Global Primer. ( :enter for Teaching Internatieinal Rela-
tions.
Grades KS. This book oilers a %arirts of skills-oriented
learning aril% ities designed for the multidisciplinary ele-
ments classroom. (:onib-bound. with reproducible stu-
dent handouts.

Hidden Messages.
'lids hook includes ph lures, storks, and primed material
for primate school 4 hildi en and suggests activities which
examines the question of bias in language.
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Hispanic Folk Songs of the Southwest. Center tot I e,u fl-

ing International Relations.
.111 merview of the Hispanh people uI the Southwest. .1
cassette tape is included.

Images. l fxtain.
Photographs and ,11 110% l',1111111e the 5;1% !I -13

%e11.-1)1(1.: 1110 I 111(1. rile Mil% itjeti ;1(1(11 gender

niles, racism. wealth and posers.

Images of Africa: The UK Report. ()xi am.
The l'K report is part ofan international study of images
of the 1981 -8 famine in Ethiopia and other African
countries.

Immigration: IdentiF: :ng Propaganda Techniques.
;reenhaven Press.

Suitable for the elementan curriculum, this hook raises
such issues as the problems of illegal immigration and
bilingual education.

In Search of Mutual Understanding: A Classroom
Approach to Japan. Center for Teaching International
Relations.
(;rack's 7-12. Offers a variety of lessons, exercises and

actin hies designed to help teachers provide in-cm-ate
information about Japan. Focusses On major human
densities such as religion, language and education.

Interact: Learning through Involvement. I ti
"these teaching packets present scenarios in wine h stir
dents c ditnnit issues of cultural disersiie Ihrough the
simulation of roles. Titles (if simulations:
Amigos: a race through Latin America
Empathy: the experience of the phssicalls km& appef 1
Equality: the struggle for racial equality in a is pica! Amer-
ican city
Gateway: immigration issues in past and present America
flerstors: nude and female roles
Honor . coming of age. in Nati% v . \suet lea beton. the.

horse
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Investigating Images: Working with Pictures an an Inter-
national Theme. (slam.
t 'sing Ihe 1111:111e (1 liming and selling, the at ti Ines

(Iv`e1"1) skills ((i .1""'`.111(1 Inc Jude`
2) color slides and photographs.

The jade Garden: Ancient to Modern China. /pi
Grades FIlis learning packet assists students in the
stud\ of China.

Kei Road Evictions. ()Nfa tn.
'Fins :1CtINIIN Hack. based on a real int ident. is designed it

promote understanding of the legal. et tinomit and
.aicial problems of rural workers in South \I1 it .1.

Making a World of Difference: Creative Activities for
Global Learning. ( :enter for Teaching International
Relations.
"{his litindbook otters exercises to strengthening .1
global perspective and emplitisiies the arts.

Mexico as Seen by Her Children. National Fontidalioli
for the ImproN einem of Education.
.\11 instructional kit of materials about hildhood itt
Mexico.

Model Curriculum for Human Rights and Genocide.
( ilia Stair litho (I of I. (III(
SCIAes as .1 guide 14,1 lassi nom teat hen on the int lesion of

studies on human rights and gtioi ide in the Inuit ithint.

Multicultural Art. S.iti(1,(1.
I'li(se 9i) slides inn mint tli ad and( ilium, ol

Multicultural Read-Aloud Kit. RI. .\t 11 ?'mien
EtementarN school le% el, .\ guide to sclet till Wolin( ill
tural books complete it ith notauntl, to Me Ira( het. Ills-
cits.sion questions, and follos-tip hit Ilse dining
storvtinte.

Nlyself and Others. .1nicricalt Forum tot ( ;Nm( Educa-
tion
I bellies treated in this resoni e in( hide inlet( Mille<
1O1 Is heINVI:ell ll(1111C. 1 ooperalion, and «multiunit ati)n.
I Nsettu-liNe lesson plans grades k-5.

Northwest Coast Basketry Models. Immsnlanic.
I hest' 1),Isikel 'Ill' Id the I lingit. hit kitat. ( .1,111.1m. and
illooel 'triple. I hese models ale (1111)o...wit. the -tut.

and lead\ l01 assuntlik III I hilth on \lode's

"IN(' "HI : I I I 1.11I Awl in( 111(Ir 414,4

out World. I xfain
I his lepton (lest I the.,.! national tesideimal l,rekend lot
(mug Iteol,lt held ut 10811 It .11.o .1 nuulcl for (01-

cl s \1111111; II) (II milli(' smith' (lents

Patriotism: Recogniiing 'Stereotypes. I
!Ince drhatcs dist Ilss thr 111(11..11i ii,1111(111s111 Sierci

(yes are 111(111111111

Picturing People: Challenging Stereotypes.
l'sing. the theme ill 11111111. this unit loolo it the tole of
the media in lot ming sic?

Profiles on Prejudice.
1 his handbook ill?? (11111( es the 1511(., untied\ ing

di( t and includes simulation and role -pla mg exert i.e..

Project REACH Teacher Guide and Training Manual.
RI.\(.1 1 Glory.
\fiddle pinto! high m 11001. altd at' I I% l-

ilt,. It/1)11'11.11P slIllit'llis to hi\ C effect' \ .1/1(1 po,iti%rl% ill

It 1111111,11IN (FR erse M011(1.

Project 10 Handbook: Addressing Lesbian and Gay
Issues in Our Schools. Prole( t
\ sourt rdiret ton tot teat hen. gllilan(e comischirs,
patents and 51 hoot-based t ale pti Alders.
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Racism in America. ( ceillid% cii

I Iris 1)()0k is Ir,u t of the ( )pposing Vicl, points series.
de%eloped to 11elp students he( cum. dist rimin.aing con-

sum!. (it intorm.ition.

REACH for Kids Seed Curriculum. RI. \( II ( :ewe; .
(;-soles K-6. Pro, ides .1 model lot integi ming the dist i-
plines and 1116s1 iii4 lessons and ,It itit%%idlli 1111111i( 111-

mi-A global perspe( mes.

Rebel Music. (h1.1111.

Pic music of.jattutica And its influent e in the United
Kingdo till is presented in this map/int. lor high school
students.

Reflections on Women: Exploring Leadership through
the Study of Five Great Lives. teplur.
(:athrine the C.reat. ( )(leen Victorid. ['ulna Gandhi.
Eleanor Room:wit. and (:olda Nleir are included in this
unit. which contains task cards and discussion questions.

A Salute to Historic Black Women. Nal it alai \Voinvii:.
I liston Project.
Ihis booklet rcognus 2 1 .1tric,in-.\ 'nevi( soinen
\OD, every pioneers in the IIllt4gle hil',1(1.111(T111('Ill in

i(. Otu pdge hiug1,11111ir".. issMIll II 1111 / /1( ,11111

(111i/its:Ill' :dm) included.

See Me. Share My World: nderstan:ing the Third
World Through Children's Art. frplur.
Children can learn about other children through the

asings ofiningstris from sips ci iiinti ie..
hing guide. student Actiitx pages. 16 stud.. prints.

and .1 training videil.

Some Crafty Things to Do. (h1.1111.
1 his handbook of things tor tiling people lo inalse and
do nn hides Irt ipes inid games hom tteloping nations.
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Southwest Pueblo Pottery Models. hunsld,inr
I list. 1(..1(1 'IA1111111 Is Ills.

/id. !row/ Intl .\t 11111.1111)111'1\ 1111

WI( ell in I/1.1( I,. adube 1,n..11111 tei (111.1 1111 MI11.1111

,tot Is I ." 1.111 Awl mil 111(11 lest 11putr

SP.XRCplug.S1)( Ili! kind \ ( cm(
I his publication team' es piil ilk di I. 1111%,. 'pinions .11111

reports.

Teacher. They Called Me a '

I I /I IVI1.1i ith.
Reports the results of .1 stuck of pi mdii e among ele-
Menial-% 111(1rIlls and 511gg1515 lituk of t mitkilthig
'alittlts h tents of (11.(Thllitlatioti in the t las%rt tt tilt.

Teaching About Conflict: Northern Ireland. ( :enter tow
reaching Relations.
Grades 6-1 2..fhis unit gUes (nn ices of the past .111(1

recent histtu of Northern Ireland and demonstrates the
between this conflict and others such as the

Israeli . \rah conflict.

Teaching About Cultural Awareness. ( :enter 101..1.c.icli-

log Intel nalinn.11 Relations.
I his 11.111(11)(mA, looks .11 the di\ ersit% of ideas and ( 'Alin' is

in the «ifilest ill 111111111 (lc\ clopiiii4

skills. I land outs ale s I turn in Spanish. Grades1 12.

Teaching Abont Ethnic Heritage. ( .1titri Ito. I cm ping
Inici national Kclations.
I his book is designed to .1111 students in linking dien.

, ,nil lidt.ige. lit lodes hil)lingt.iphies nn
(-thin( Ina itage and genealog5.

Teaching Tolerance Magazine. I Ring I oleutin e.
',iv hi tig- 1 iderwio 1)111)ht .111()It illat I /fill% .1

t 11111 t lion of ad\ antktratcgir% 111 .111 sub-

let t
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Through African Eyes.. \ met i t an huttint tor Edit-
( ant In.

Fins textbook helps students under stand other societies

111 ec,,,t()111(.1 peuple.R,..k(ling%«ArT-11,1(1i-
tional. colonial. and modern-(lin Africa.

Through Asian Eyes.. \ merican Forum lot Global Educa-
tion.
Nlaterial, examine and seek u, help students understan(i
. \slat] t ;dues. textbook series int hide:
Throng)) Indian Tic's: Fite I.iting "Tradition
I 11rotigh Fx es: Revolution and 'transformation
Ilirutugh

Through Middle Eastern Eyes.. \ uteri; an Forum for
doh,11 Education.

This textbook inn odui es fundamental \allies oi conflict,
hi( 11 haw historical roots and at e al let tint; t flange in

the con temporal, :Middle East.

Using Conflict Creatively. (
rhi, tontlt ntagaiine offer. itielis :mit act' lilt, for
lug conflict and .iiggests its of dealing with it construe -
tit ch.

Understanding You and Them: Tips for Teaching About
Ethnicity. I. kit ( leatinglionse for Social Studies Social
Si lent e anon.

h l'S1'111% .1 I ()1111)1(11(1111( 6'11 nl 11()%\ '41(01111i

fir he'ate'd III 1 111.1'11 11111111 .111(1 tile 11 IW's nl 1 l'smirces

.111(1 111,11(1:L.111 ,11.1.11:11)1(' 1(41..111(11es of cultural (Iiersii.

Women in the Military: Current Controversies. (4 1-

lies.
RAIses (111("AlUlls ,11)1)(11 tilt' issue of %%imam ill the nlilit.ut

.111(1 put-itts the .1 !tide :pet tritni it eNI)C111

and lat persons.

Zuni: Traditions in Clay. (allots( .
This unit introduces itittlitioii.ti Nan% e

\ incrit an putters. Int Itoh. a 22 2S rept-mini lion of a
/inn asset 1.11 e slides. a %antiwar...11d studio and
langti.e4c al Tsai tit ities.

MATERIALS FROM MUSEUMS

African Art. Clewlatul NInsetint ()I .\i I.
This slid(' pa(ket t ()111.III1S tttentt 'JOU': .111(1 .1 ht ill

ClS(Tillii()11 l/ 1%1111.

African Art. %linticapolis Institute of
Set of slides and linen information about the act 11 oin
several geographical areas of

Ancient Art of the American Woodland Indians.
Nlinneapolis Institute of .\its.
\ set ofslides front the Index of Ante] ican 1)sign at the
National Gallen of .\ rt in \ashingion. 1).(:,; tile slides
are accompanied b an exphuraton pamphlet that
describes each image.

Approaches for Looking at Art. I. B. Speed . \It \Itisruni.
\Vith a look besot( Amtrican and uropean Rwi
the cultural context and :III front 1111.1° .111'a\ (II ill(' 1%1 /I Id

art' (111('Sii(111 Wild(' and

resource sheet.

Art and Life in Africa. Minneapolis Institute of \
V.v. %mils OF:Ill front the colic( lion of the Nlitincapi
Institute oI .\rt, to int) odiu students to the ditersit of
al I made ht artmis t%est'rii and central African peoples.

The Arts of Japan. I os. \ tittles Comm Museum of .\i I.
I 111% 11,11. 1.1'1 1111 111(1es l 11111 1%1111 I lestri p11( ms, an outline

of I Idss1111111 liss1011 )1111% ;111(1 it

Asian Art for Young People: Curriculum Guide. K-12.
\shin \II Ittsetint ol S.111
I h i , ( III I It gi11(11 of ich.i flu at milli.,

dr%cliptil to ,14 ,cries of 7 Art posturs from
the Museum.

Caribbean Festival Arts. 1 in neapolts 1 tistinto of \ os.

hoc uses on three lest it al II millions limn the 1.1.si
I he tv.11111 1. 1.0 is ticsigiitil to Assisi s in explor-
ing the ( ..11 4)11111111111R ttitll student.
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The Child: Concepts of Self. j. B. Spred . rt \lusrum.
I hi, kit lu( lisw, on.spec is of the (ickel.pmcnt ()fa child's
self -colic .pt In using selected armorks. Includes slides,

quest lot gi tide and resoim.t. sheet.

Chinese Art. (lle%(.1and N11[4(11,11 of

I %%cm% slides and a brief guide of ( lilinese art are pre-
sented.

Chinese Art Treasures. ( eland Inset tm of .\rt.
\lost of die .11 I presented in the 211 dicks in this packet
enriched the tombs constructed fir the aristocrats prim
to the eighth centtliA..\ script is included.

Chinese Ceramics. Museum .\rts. Roston.
l'his slide set is inailable in .1 set of 20 or -10.

The Chinese Past: 6,000 Years of Art and Culture.
Minneapolis Institute of \rt..
Color slide program pro% ides inf(ormation ;Motu the
uorks °Cart from -The Exhibition of .krchaeological
Finds of the People's Republic of China- held at the
National Gillen- of .krt. Washington, D.C.

A Cleveland Bestiary. (.h c% cland NIttsultin of \I t.
.knintals [loin inedieal iirope.ind d %di irk of ( Mimes
and historic al periods air depi( red in these 21)
I i( hides suggestions for student to i t% me..

"Degenerate Ar' : The Fate of the Avant -Garde in Nazi
Germany. Los .1itgeirs Coon( Museum of . \rt.
This packet is based on the exhibition that partialk
recreated the exhibition staged fn the Naiis in 13'7 to
ridi( tile modem dm Six slides ith (ICS( ripiims, infor-
mation and suggestions for classroom discussion are
its hided.

Egyptian Art. (..1(.cland \it twititt nl .\ rt.
1n itiliodin lion to the art of booklet. 20 slides
and .1( tit its sheets are included in this packet.

I34 RESOURCES

The Far North: 2,000 Years of American Eskimo and
Indian Art. Nlinneapolis Institute of .\ris.
Rased on an exhibition held at the National ( of

:krt. NVitshington. 1).( that brim fight together mirk, of art
produced the native peoples of .klaska. Provides infor-
mation about the art (objects and hosiers an awareness of
indigenous cultures.

The Floating World: Japanese Paintings and Prints.
(11 claw' N1115(.11111 of. \ rt.

This packet contains 20 slides with au explanation and
introduction to Japanese art.

Folk Arts of the Spanish Southwest. NI i 11c:quilts Insti-

tute oil .\rts.

.k set of slides front the Index of .\ merit an 1)usign the
National Gallen of .\rt in 1Vdshington. I 1.( the slides
are accompanied M an explanator pamphlet that
deserthes ea( It image.

From Victory to Freedom: The African American
Experience. Nittiuttill ro-Atneri( an Nlirtini and (ii-
fordl Center.
Illuminates the role that .kfri( .kniern an, luaur plined
in the limitation of the national identity of the United
States.

Han Tomb Tiles. NItisuitut of Fite .Nets, Bost( )11.
1.1c slid(sare of ;0 lintel and pediment front; tomb of
the Ilan period.

Henry Ossawa Fanner. 11111.1drIpitia Museum of .krt.
"lilts packet (4)ittaitts It) sh(lcs, st up) .111(1

1)iograpk, map. time hue, and stdro

Human Conflict. J. B. Speed t NIusetitit
ruw dinvuirk, in ihrm i.1(cd tsilh

...Ili( mi. i (,t (1,11111( in( luding plisi( ticon-
hottation,; jotoblems caused In pool comununicatiun

struggle null emotions and the making of difficult
pet social (lc, 'skills 'slides. question guide and resour(
sheet ate ion hided
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Illustrations and Illumination: Indian Miniature
Paintings..siaii .X1-1 NIusetutt of S.Iii
Lessons in conquest and art, tales and legends From Asia
and the Pat ills , a bibliogran' and 20 slides are pi e-
sett ted.

Indian and Southeast Asian Art. Los .itgeles :omit\
Nlitsrum of .rt.
'Fins packet is intended to help children between the
ages of eight and twelve learn allout works of art on their
own. It includes an essay on Indian miniature painting
and 3 reproducti.ms 10 x I -I").

Indian Asia. Cleveland Museum of .rt.
Twenty slides and an introdtiction are pl (*.tented.

The Islamic World and the Art of Persia..\.siati Art
Nit 'set im of San Francisco.

1weittv slides. description. and information are pre-
sented.

Japanese Art. ( :1(.%cland NIusetint )f.\1-t.

I his unit includes an introduction to the art of japan. 20
slides, and .1 curriculum connections list.

Korean Ceramics: Vessels of a Culture. Asia' t Art
\hisenin of Salt Francisco.

lass' loin . in *Ines, glossal,. a bifiliograpIn. map. 20
slides. and into! !nation are included.

Mathematics of Islamic Art. NI in neapolis Institute of
.11 ts. 1 978.

Set of slides and written information that may he adapted
to Sat ions grade le5els.

The Middle East: Splendors Past and Present. Asian Art
Museum of San Irancisco.
.155v1115 slides of .11-5 and their descriptions. as well as 20

slides ill the pi olitit al and physical geograph of the Mid-
dle presented.

Multicuittwal Bingo. NIn,eunt ol Fine Arts. Boston.
.1cti its lot tissed kii with hist? tu lions. supplies. objet Is.
Ixtok. and pit titres.

Multicultural Hopscotch. I I 'sett!), of Fine 11 is. Boston.
A game, avai'able for rental how the museum, !hal
addresses is.ates of 111RM:11(1i\ (T1ii1 Mid .111.

The Mythic Impulse: Gods and Animals in Indian Art.
Asian Art Nhiseum of San Francis«).
This collection of twenty slides introduces some of the
many forms of the deity worshipped in India. Stories of
the gods are included.

Narrative Art of India and Southeast Asia. Art
Museum of San Francisco.
This packet introduces some of the was!: in which the
people of India and Southeast Asia have regarded and
worshipped their gods. Twenty slides and classroom
projects are included.

Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Japanese Batiks.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Thirty-nine slides are included in this set.

Out of the East Horizon. Seattle Art NItiset
This teacher resource packet examines some of the arts
associated with traditional Chinese scholarship. Includes
lessons. handouts, sixteen slides. and a Chinese music
cassette tape.

Persian Manuscripts from Mesopotamia. Mlusentn of
Fine Arts, Boston.
This slide set contains 2a slides.

Plains Indian Painting.losIvn Art NI usetun.
This resource packet introduces students to Plains
Indian painting. Slides and explanatory notes arc
included.

The Powers of the Feminine: Sacred Images
of India and Southeast Asia. .ksian Art Mitseitin of
Salt Francisco.
Twenty mkt.'s and then (lest t iptions..1 sheet of stithols
and their meanings, maps. and Fla:smolt' a« tnities are in
this packet.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Pre-Columbian Art. Cleveland Museum of Art.
Twent slides with an explanation on each are presented.

Pre-Columbian Art. Sinn t Louis Art Museum.
A kit of twent slides front IS cultures. a 22-minute audio
cassette and a teacher's guide.

Quest for Eternity: Chinese Ceramic Funerary
Sculptures. Los Angeles Guinn- Museum of Art.
Six slides with descriptions, a list of resources for curricu-
lar development in Chinese studies, and suggestions for

laNsroom activities are included in this packet.

The Romance of the Taj Mahal. LI is Angeles Counts
Museum of Art.
This [racket contains 6 slides with descriptions..ichronol-
ngV. classroom activities and a I;1- minute video of India.

Saint Louis Art Museum Handbook of Lesson Plans it.
Saint Louis Art Museum.
This handbook contains -In lessons that integrate the
Museum's art collection with areas of the (writ-111nm.

Screens, Noh and TeaJapanese Style. Cleveland
Museum of Art.
This packet contains 21) slides with explanation and a cur-
riculum connections sheet.

Shared Treasures: Gifts from Our Ancestors. Seattle \rt
Musunt.
rhe resource tutu presents the art and c uiture of the
Northwest Coast Native «multiunit% I essons, ao tunics
and I set 420 slides, md descriptke so rips ate im

Small World. S,tinl Lolls i

Rut( hie, (Itildikli in the Nhiscum. Is a Is) iiks ()I
di I in the Mrseuni that show c hildtru 1114111.11(mnd 1111.
%%In kiimmi I hint. In( usu.' m global ail that
dim Is animals I..a It set non nu hides I glut pt ants. at mi-
nes and mh It want pit joat kets
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Spain and Latin America: A Linked Tradition. Saint
Louis Art Musum.
This kit of 20 slides offers a brief overview of Spanish art
and its connections with the art of (Ain America. Teach-
ing suggestions are itwluded.

Spring Blossoms, Autumn Moon: Japanese Art for the
Classroom. Seattle Art Museum.
This multidisciplinary unit is designed to show how
natureire is recognized and honored through art in Japan-
ese culture..TINenty slides and a tape of Japanese stories,
yocahtilaty. poetry, and music are included.

Surrounded by Beauty: The Arts of Native America.
\lint wapolis Institute of Arts.
Introduces students to a sampling of Native American art
at The Minneapolis Institute of the Arts. Each object is
discussed in terms of the cultural context in which it was
created.

Tartars Traveling on Horseback. Mtisenm of Fine Arts.
Boston.
All 33 slides in this set are of one hand scroll of China
from the fate tenth century.

Ukiyo-e: Japanese Woodblock Prints. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
This slide set includes 32

Views of a Vanishing Frontier: Bodmer-Maximillian
Expedition 1832-34. Joslyn Art Museum.
This Outreach "Trunk contains objects. slides. videotapes.
and other interpretive materials.

What If You Couldn't? Children's Museum. Boston.
.\ multimedia curriculum kit that addresses issues of dis-
abilities. Includes activin suggestions and supplies. mod-
els, artifacts and audiovisual materials. Available for rental.
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MUSIC

tapes from Music for Little People.

African Songs and Rhythms for Children.
this tape empliasiies the close interrelationship hetween
the traditional approach and Ortf Schnlwerk
rhythm movement.

Africa: The Machete Ensemble.
Perfornrances of Afro-Cuban jaLL and Afro-Latin tradi-
tions.

Beyond Boundaries.
Music from West Africa. the Middle East, Europe, Brazil,
Cuba. and California.

Earthbeat: Beyond Boundaries.
The music of a dozen cultures is explored in this tape.

Jazayer.
Middl Eastern classical compositions for contemplation.

Obo Addy.
A celebration of the musical traditions of Gharra. West
Africa.

Okropong: Traditional Music of Ghana.
()ho :1eldv, a inastet drummer of the ia people. «le-
brines the music of \Vest ica.

POSTERS, PRINTS,

AND REPRODUCTIONS

Art First Nations: Tradition and Innovation. .1rt Image. lilt.
la( It kit «intaitis a teacher's guide and 20 laminated art
in tilts. I he proguini highlights the artistiu intimations
and traditions in five geographical and cultural areas.

Celebrate Black Women's History. National Women's
Vision Project.
Nine African-American women, including Lena I lin lie,
Lorraine Hansherrv, and Ilarriet "Intim-an, are repre-
sen,(1 on this poster.

Great Black Americans Posters Series I and 2.
Knowledge Unlimited.
Each pester series features Black Americans. Acceunpant-
ing text on each poster (17 x `22 ") describes the life and
achievements of the person featured. Includes a
teacher's guide.

Great American Women Poster Set. Knowledge
Unlimited.
'Fills series of posters (17 X 22'') highlights ten outstand-
ing American women and their achievements, features
original art and has accompant ing text on each poster. .A
booklet includes more biographical information. activi-
ties and a biography.

Hispanic Heritage Poster Series. kit, lw ledge. ltilimited.
This poster set portrays some of the most prominent and
influential Hispank s thi ()ugh histort to tlit Ill esent. The
text describes the life and hietenients ill the person
featured, and the tea( liel'sgniele has additional back-
ground information and au tit Mrs.

Images. ()xfani.
"A photograph is usuallt looked at, wide lin looked into."
This quote tw Ansel Adams is used in this Nat k and white

poster.

Mask Prints. ( Instal Productions.
l'his porttOlio of twelve prints ( Iii X 12") depicts a wide
tariets of masks from ancient to contemporinx times,
and from all regions of the world.

The Math of Africa. Knowledge. Unlimited.
Ellis poster (23 x 35") features the Ashanti weights and
ineastil es, board games, and finger gestures representing
numbers.
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The Math of Japan. hot ow ledge Unlimited.
l'his 23 x 35" poster explains Japanese counting, systems.

Multicultural Art Print Series. ( t Critter for Edit( a-
rum 111 the .rts. distributed in (Instal Productions.
Two series of two sets of posters: MAPS I.. \ft ican-. \mei i-
um) Art and Pacific Asian Art. NI.WS 0. American 111(11;111

311(1 Mexican-.iiirican Art

Multicultural Art Series. Sliorwood Fine . rt.
Repnichictions.
Imager\ front .tricaii. Eg% \met an-Indian, Mexi-
can, l'uerto-Rican, ancini Prisiaii, and ancient
Ennyan sources.

Native American Reproductions.
This edition of IS X 22" lithographs highlights the art-
works of six societies. Each reproduction has .1 teacher's
styplmeitt to help present information. Grades 3-12.

Salute to Historic Black Women. Nattonal Women's I Its-

ton Project.
"Chi, postt.r illustrates eiglitcrn women in( hiding Ratline
Helen Burroughs, Nclar. .ttli Mudd NI.itx Ellen
Pleasant. Niaggie Lend Ialker, and I Liu let ROY, nib.-

Weaving the Stories of Our Lives. Natiutial Wun 's

l'1 ojet t

Poste) deieloped tot 11ch1 dir National Women's I listoti
Verk, Mart It fi-1 2. Flit- poster !emotes Lama 4(1111('1.11,
haskr1111.1ker.

Whose World Is the World? ( Wain.
. set of 12 posters forms the basis hit teat ping about
iiicism within the context of the sil-Id-wide dewlopmetil
t 1Vestertt economic power t net the past MO years.

T.Vomen's History Alonth. National Wutnti's Histori
Project.
This minipostet annontit es the t ongt essional tesoltition
that designates the week of \ taut Ii 12th as "Women's 1lis-
ten Peck.
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VIDEOCASSETTES AND FILMSTRIPS

African American Art: Past and Present. Reading
()Reill.
Fills comprehensive sun e% of At, iran Ainci .14
sists of three VI IS tapes and gnides.

Bridging the Culture Gap. Cupelatitl (:rigg,. Prink it twins
This video contrasts 011e5 01511 1.1110)11S61111sl 1111111.1i 1.11'

lies %VIII) those ()I diverse world cultures and oleals the
importance of cross-cultural understanding. ;ill nhiuute,.

Champions of Diversity. Copeland (Triggs u(1111 lions.

1>uctlinetus how change occurs within people; emplid
siies personal growth, changing clemographit s and the
benefits tit diversity. 30 minutes.

Chinese Art and Architecture.. Li! 11)11 Bess.

-1-111S program traces the neolithic design of animal spit its

through present day art. Three programs on two
or 3 filmstrip.s. cassettes, teaching manna' and postt drc
included in this unit tot grades 4-9.

Communicating Across Cultures. ( gwlatid (Triggs
Pundit times.

Itut, mistuttlei standings result from different
stiles oft I itimitinit anon and addtesses the discomfort
often felt lw people w hen dealing with issues of races and

)401(1e1 111111111Cs.

iniAE lulu urtiooal Vi(14;064. e,11 National InStrat'-
114)11,11 I 0):41s11111 I 1111 X11 t

151 1r 1uidn1 ):11 1111/11111111 II))11 vith 1'r:tine

\ 'sums. on III Iii is 1 etaou,tl Olt \i pi lig lams !untied h%
the win (Ain't lot fillit.1114111 In Ow \its. titles are:

xpanclitig \ root, 111 \I t I thit anon Models in 11s.\E
list mime 111( 11 I I 1 11111 11111111 1

DiSt ipltne 11,1S111 \1I I 1111(11111111 II
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Gente del Sol. ( .

This ir a liC% nl C01111)1111C11,1..111 unit, that intrminces
students to three Nathe cultures ut ille .tnierh. as. The art
forms Icaturd mt.: Mexican h.11 L painting. Guatemalan

wea`i'lg .111(1 Huit huh t.tttt painting. I he in(gr'lln
includes t filmstrips and andiutapes of I \IN Lila.. as
well as :S teat het 's guides. 3 teptothu ible language arts
booklets and one postel-si/e(1 niap.

The Gran Chichimeca: Casa Grandes and the People of
the Southwest. Alai i( Jo Ness.

This program Paces the himcait's eat 11

lice and recent exc.o.iitions. F ilnt,u ip. casscnc, manual.
and \call poster are int hailed tot grades anti up,

Japanese Art and Architecture..Marion Press.
Fie programs on three i(teos. a teat hing manual am'
poster are included in this program for grades 9-12.

The Life and Art of William H. Johnson. Re,t lies;
Reill.

Die sot i.tl itisiuu (II the little I 11)20%-19 Ws) And 11)1111-

m)11 CW11161)11 .111 111 tuguthel tin (nigh
the use of Iti.tunt phologi aple, paintings and must, (3
the permit. In( links teat hei's gunk, tile( mid pot thilit
nt S ( (dot ;tn (m nuns ul %iit L.

Ntagtillitynt Niittoatts. hi 1( ri

111c 1111(:,m, (II ( tote 11(1(.1()))(.11 1 gi eat 'ili/ation and
passed the at hand st lent es 11 unt ihe Fast to Fin ope.

rtleu ut lihustup and assent., manual and postt ate
int hided lot ades -

Managing the Overseas Assignment. ( :opelitli (I Grigg.
l't
I Ili. ideo slams Itom r tilt! tral misunderstandings can
al frt t the traveler's abilit in a varlet\ oldiwrse ettIntre-:.
30 minutes.

Masks and Face Coverings. ( Productions.
l'his pi( (grant purtrins the ITI:11111. U:11 human fxings have

,ought to alter. disguise. prom t. adorn and immurtaliie
the la( t, hi( luded in the SI/examples are an Eskimo seal
tilask..1 l'et tnian minium mask. an .ktrica it helmet mask.

Mixtec inusait %%in k. 1pat he (let il mask ntul ( (mem-
puratx masks. Video m tilinsn ip and teat het ',guide al I.

Tribal Design. Criiiii,i( .
l'i-cselits e nrtjurcultures that lia made siginlit ant
contributions to the universal both ol at t. irltese e:

.tlaska. New Guinea. pre-tolunthian Mexico. l'acila
NortImest (:oaNt. and .ktrica. Fitch of the a units presents
the art lit t

Voyager Interactive Media Catalogue. 'I'm alter.
Contains information about the lase' dist and ( mtiptitel
tei hitulog. that 3ddriVAS iVtiliS1)( di I /VI\ of
(11111111'N.

World Folk Art: A Multicultural Approach. ( sta I

tions.

I hi, 1""g"" "Pl"" the ilioalmig ul full..0 t ,111(1 II""
Itas bccli ihisrd (111W1 thrimgli nt
'thin es ()hen the )Mead oft minium themes

.Wilable in ti 1111111111)Nui idroGissettes ith
tea( het 's

ADDRESSES

Aftupty 11ut lik%iilt
Natimial Radio

1Sii eel. N.11
1Vaslittigion, l)( 2ntriti

\I.11 lull (.%s

PA ). iss.2

( ( ) Si rim)

all tutiiiii14)11.14t1),11 I rim

47) johli Slier!, Sitar 1108

Nets link. \N 11)618

.tinvii( an Institute Ini ( lima( lei I (1111,1111m

1)imnsiltn ti litiildit.89111 I esti! u. 221)

San .1ti1( own. I \ 75'217
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Asian Art NIusenin of San Francisco
( ;olden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA 94118

.iiti-Defamation League of B'rith
823 nited Nations Plaza
Nem York. NY 10017

Child] en's Nhisetiiii
:MO Congress Stieet

Boston, NIA 02210

Copeland Griggs Productions
302 23rd Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

t Image Publit ations Criimac Art & Cultural Education Materials
III Main Street. P.O. Box 568 3316 North Chapel
Champlain, NY 12919 Tucson. AZ 85716

AT&T Language Line Sc r ices
1 I .01%er Ragsdale Drie. Building 2
Monterev, (:A 9394

Bellerophon Nioks
312 Anacapa Street

Santa Barbara. ( :A 93101

Boston GInhe
The Young Brader

Public Relations Department
P.O. Box 2378
Boston. MA 02107-2378

California State I)epartment of Education
P.O. Box 271
Sacramento. CA 95802-0271

CalitOrnia Tomorrow
Fort Mason Center. Building B
San Francisco. CA 94123

Center for Teaching International Relations
University of Denver
2201 South Gaylord
Deliver. CO 80208

Chelsea Curriculum Project
P.O. Box 5186
leadon. PA 1905
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Crystal Productions
Box 2159
Glenview, IL 60055

Dover Publications
31 East 2nd Street

Mineola. NA.11501

Barbara Fehrs-Rampolla
Holniciale High School
Holmdale, NJ 07733

Getty Center for Education in the Arts
401 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 95
Santa Monica, CA 90401-1455

Global Village
2210 Wilshire Boulevard. Suite 262
Santa Monica, (:A 90403

Great Plains National Instructional Television Library
P.O. Box 80669

Lincoln. NE 68501

Grenhaven Press
P.O. Box 289009
San Diego. CA 92198

Interact
Box 997-A/192
1.:ikeside.C. 92 40
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Japanese-Aniericii Curriculum Project
P.O. Box 1587

San Nliteo, ( :A 9-1101

jOsIVI1

2200 Dodge Mucci
()maim. NF. 1181112

Knowledge.

Box 52
Nladison, 537I11-11052

kunsulaine
114 \Vest 1)1.1111% \\*1%. Suite 2811

Seattle. \VA 98110

Los \ nv,elcs Count Museum ol \11
5(.(15 \ \il.hue Itoule%
Ins tigeles. (..A'1(111'111

Nlinneapolis Institute ul 111.
2100 I Idol \\time Soudi

\1\ 101

\lode' n hiking PH Inte Sci%ii
1 Poidential Pl/a, Suite 2020
1'311I asi R.111(1111011)1 1% e

Chu agil. II 00601-6.2:12

\hist.iiin ul hie .1i ts, Busluu
I)'. Iluntingtoti \auntie
Kt stt tit, NI.\ 02115

M I I Si( 1111 Little People

111i0

Redwa% , ( A 95560

National .Alro- \niericn \Iiiseiiiii and
Cultural ( :enter
P.(). Box 578
%%111)(41in-re. ()II 4538.1

National :Woe iation !Or the Education of Young People
1834 Connecticut A%enue, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 200119-578ti

National Foundation for the Improvement of Ediu
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